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PRE FATORY NOTE .

TH E first two pieces in thi s volum e are lectures from

the University Courses on philosophy
,
given at Har

vard College in 1870 and 1871, by persons not members

of the Facul ty .

“ The Natural History of the Intel

lect was the subject which Emerson chose . He had

from his early youth cherished the proj ect of a new

method in metaphysics , proceeding by observation of

the mental facts
,
without attempting an analysis and

coordination of them , which must , from the nature of

the case , be premature . With this view, he had , at

intervals from 1848 to 1866
,
announced courses on the

Natural History of Intellect
,

” The Natural Method

of Mental Philosophy
,

” and “ Philosophy for the

People .

” He would
,
he said

,
give anecdotes of the

spirit , a calendar ofmental moods , without any pretense

of system .

None of these attempts
,
however, disclosed any nov

e lty ofmethod
,
or

,
indeed

, a fter the opening statement

of his intention
,
any marked difference from his ordi

nary lectures . He had always been writing anecdotes
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of the Spirit , and those which he wrote under this head

ing were used b y hi m in subsequently publi shed essays

so largely that I find very little left for present publi

cation . The lectur e which gives its name to the vol

ume was the first of the earliest c ourse , and it seems to

me to include a ll that distinctly belongs to the pa r ticu

lar subject .

The lecture on Memory is from the same cours e

tha t on “ Boston from the course on “ L ife and Liter

ature
,

” in 1861 . The other pieces are reprints from the

North American Review and the D ial .”

J . E . CAB OT .

Sep tem ber 9 , 1893 .
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NATURAL HISTORY OF INTE LLE CT .

I HAV E used such opportuni ty as I have had , and
lately 1 in London and Paris

,
to attend scientific lec

tures and in li stening to Richard Owen ’s masterly enu
m e r ation of the parts and laws of the human body, or
Michael Fa r ad ay

’
s explanation of magnetic powers , or

the botanist ’s descriptions
,
one could not help admiring

the irresponsible security and happiness of the attitude
of the naturalist

,
sure of admiration for hi s facts , sure

of their s utfioi ency . They ought to interest you if
they d o not , the fault l ies with you .

Then I thought— could not a simi lar enumeration be
made of the laws and powers Of the Intellect

,
and pos

sess the same claims on the student Could we have
,

that i s , the exhaustive accuracy of distribution which
chemists u s e in the ir nomenclature and anatomists in
their descriptions , applied to a higher class of facts
to those laws , nam ely , which are common to chemi stry,
anatomy, astronomy, geometry, intellect , morals , and
social life — laws of the world
Why not These powers and laws are also facts in
a Natural History . They also are obj ects of science

,

and may be numbered and recorded
,
li ke stamens and

vertebrae . At the same time they have a deeper inter

1 1850 .
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e st, as in the order of nature they lie higher and are
nearer to the mysterious seat of power and creation .

For at last
,
it is only that exceeding and uni versal

part which interests us
,
when we shall read in a true

his tory what befalls in that kingdom where a thousand
years is as one day, and s e e that what is s et d own is
true thr ough all the sciences in the laws of thought as
well as of chemistry .

In all sciences the stud ent is di scovering that nature ,
as he calls it, is always working , in wholes and in every

detail , after the laws of the human mind . Every cre
ation , in parts or in particles , i s on the method and by
the means which our mind approves as soon as it is
thoroughly acquainted with the facts hence the de
light . NO matter how far or how high science ex

plor e s , it adopts the method of the universe as fast as
it appears and thi s discloses that the mind as it Opens,
the mind as it shall be

,
comprehends and works thus

that is to s ay, the Intellect buil ds the universe and is
the key to all it contains . It is not then cities or moun
tains , or animals , or globes that any longer command
us , but only man not the fact, but so much of m anas

is in the fact .
In astronomy, vast di stance , but we never go into a

foreign system . In geology
,
vast duration

,
but we are

never strangers . Our metaphysic should be able to
follow the flying force through all transformations

,
and

name the pair identical through all variety .

I believe in the existence of the material world as
the expression of the Spiritual or the real , and in the
impenetrable mystery which hides (and hides through
absolute transparency) the mental nature , I await the
insight which our advancing knowledge of material
laws shall furnish .
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Every obj ect in nature i s a word to signify some fact
in the mind . But when that fact is not yet put into
English word s , when I look at the tree or the river and
have not yet definitely made out what they wou ld s ay
to me

,
they are by no means unimpressive . I wait for

them ,
I enj oy them before they yet speak . I feel as

if I stood by an ambassador charged wi th the message
of his king, which he does not deli ver because the hour
when he should say it is not yet arrived .

Whils t we converse with truths as thoughts
,
they ex

ist also as plastic forces as the soul of a man
,
the soul

of a plant , the geni us or constitution of any part of na
ture , which makes it what it is . The thought which
was in the world, part and parcel of the world , has dis
engaged itse lf and taken an independent existence .

My belief in the use of a course on philosophy i s that
the student shall learn to appreciate the miracle of the
mind shall learn its subtle but immense power, or

shall begin to learn it shall come to know that in s e e

ing and in no tradition he must find what truth is that
he shall s e e in it the source of all traditions , and shall

s e e each one of them as better or worse statement of

its revelations shall come to trust it entirely, as the
only true to cleave to G od against the name of God .

When he has once known the oracle he will need no
p r iest . And if he finds at first with some alarm how

impossible it is to accept many things which the hot or
the mild sectarian may insist on his believing, he will
be arm ed by his insight and brave to meet all inconv en

i ence and all resistance it may cost him . He from
whose hand it came will guide and direct it .

Yet these questions which really interest men , how
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few can answer . ere are learned facultie s of law

and di vinity, but would questions like these come into
mind when I s e e them ? Here are learned academies
and universities

,
yet they ha ve not propounded these

for any prize .

Seek the literary cir cles , the stars of fame , the men
of splendor, of bon-mots , will they afford me s ati sfac
tion I think you coul d not find a club of men acute
and liberal enough in the world . Bring the best wi ts
together

,
and they are so impatient of each other, so

vul gar
,
there is s o much more than their wit, such

folli es
,
gluttoni es , partialities , age , care , and sleep,

that you shall have no academy .

There is really a grievous amount of unavailableness
about men of wit . A plain man finds them so heavy,
dull and oppressive , with bad j okes and conceit and

tupefying individualism , that he comes to write in hi s
table ts

,
Avoid the great man as one who is privi leged

to be an unprofitable companion . For the course of

thi ngs makes the scholars either egotists or worldly
and j ocose . In so m any hundreds of superior men
hardl y ten or five or two from whom one can hope for
a reasonable word .

Go into the scientific club and hearken . Each saf

vant proves in hi s admirable discourse that he and he
only knows now or ever did know anythi ng on the Sub

j ect Does the gentleman speak of anatomy Who
peeped into a box at the Custom House and then pub
l i shed a drawing of my rat ? ” O r is it pretended
discoverie s of new strata that are before the meeting
This professor hastens to inform us that he knew it all
twenty years ago , and is ready to prove that he knew
so much then that all further investigation was quite
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superfluous —and poor nature and the sublime law,

which i s all that our student cares to hear of
,
are quite

omitted in this triumphant vindication .

Was it better when we came to the phi losophers
,
who

found everybody wrong acute and ingeni ous to lam
poon and degrade mankind And then was there ever
prophet burdened with a message to his people who did
not cloud ou r gratitude by a strange confounding in his
own mind of private folly with hi s public wisdom ?
But if you l ike to run away from this besetting sin

of sedentary men
,
you can escape all this insane ego

ti s m by running into society
,
where the manners and

estimate of the world have corrected this folly
,
and

effectually suppressed this overweening self-conceit .
Here each is to make room for others, and the solidest
merits must exist onl y for the entertainment of all .
We are not in the smallest degree helped . Great i s
the dazzle , but the gain is small . Here they play the
game of conversation, as they play bill iards , for pas
time and credit .
Y e s ,

’
t is a great vice in all countri es, the sacrifice of

scholars to be courtiers and diners-out , to talk for the
amusement Of those who wish to be amused , though
the sta rs of heaven must be plucked down and packed
into rockets to this end . What with egotism on one

s ide and levity on the other we shall have no O lympus .
But there is st ill another hindrance , namely, pr acti

cality . We must have a special talent , and bring
something to pass . Ever since the Norse heaven made
the ste rn terms of admission that a man must do some
th ing excel lent wi th his hands or feet , or with his voice,
eyes

,
ears

,
or with his whole body, the same demand

has been made in Norse earth .
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Yet what we really want is not a haste to act , but a
certain pie ty toward the source of action and know
ledge . In fact we have to say that there is a certain
beatitude— I can call it nothing less—to which all
men are entitled

,
tasted by them in different degrees ,

which is a perfection of their na ture , and to which their
entrance must be in every way forwarded . Practical
men

,
though they could lift the globe

,
cannot arrive at

this . Som ethi ng very di fferent has to be done
,
—the

availing ourselves of every impulse of genius
,
an

emanation of the heaven it tells of
,
and the res isting

this consp iracy of men and material thi ngs against the

sanitary and legitim ate insp irations of the intellectual
nature .
What is li fe but the angle of vision A man is
measured by the angle at which he looks at obj ects .
What i s life but what a man is thi nki ng of all day
Thi s is his fate and his employer . Knowing i s the
measure ofthe man . By how much we know, so much
we are .

The laws and powers of the Intellect have
,
however ,

a stupendous pecul iarity, of being at once Observers and
observed . So that it i s di fficult to hold them fast

, as

Obj ects of examination , or hinder them from turning
the professor out of h is chair . The wonder of the s ci
ence of Intell ect is that the substance with whi ch we
deal is of that subtle and active quality that it in
toxicate s all who approach it . Gloves on the hands ,
glass guards over the eyes , wi re-gauze masks over the
face

,
volatile salts in the nostrils , are no defence against

this virus , which comes in as secretly as gravitation into
and through all barriers .
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Let me have yOu r attention to this dangerous sub
j cet

,
which we will cautiously approach on d ifie r ent

sides of this dim and perilous lake , so attractive ,
s o delusive . We have had so many guides and so
many fail ures . And now the world is still uncertain
whether the pool has been sounded or not .
My contribution will be simply historical . I write
anecdotes of the intellect a sort of Farmer’s Almanac
of mental moods . I confine my ambition to true r e
porting of its play in natural action

,
though I should

get only one new fact in a year .
I cannot myself u s e that systematic form which is

reckoned essential in treating the science of the mind .

But if one can say so without arrogance
,
I might

suggest that he who contents himself with dotting a
fragmentary curve , recordi ng only what facts he has
observed, without attempting to arrange them within
one outli ne , follows a system also, a system as grand
as any other, though he does not interfere with its vast
curves by prematurely forcing them into a circle or

ellipse
,
but only draws that a r e which he clearly sees ,

or perhaps at a later observation a remote curve of

the same orbit , and waits for a new Opportunity, well
assured that these observed arcs will consist with each
other .
I confess to a little distrust of that completeness of
system whi ch metaphysicians are apt to affect . ’

T i s
the gnat gr asping the world . All these exhaustive
theori es appear indeed a false and v ain attempt to in
tr ov e r t and analyze the Primal Thought . That is up
stream , and what a stream Can you swim up Niagara
Falls ?
We have invincible repugnance to introversion , to
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study of the eyes instead of that which the eyes see
and the belief of men is that the attempt is unnatural
and is punished by loss Of faculty . I share the belief
that the natural direction of the intellectual powers is
from within outward, and that just in proportion to the
activity of thoughts on the study of outward Obj ects , as
architecture

, or farming, or natural history, ships , ani
mals

,
chemistry

,
— in that proportion the faculties of

the mind had a healthy growth but a study in the op
pos ite direction had a damaging effect on the mi nd .

Metaphysic is dangerous as a single pursuit . We
shou ld feel more confidence in the same results from
the mouth of a man of the world . The inward analy

sis must be corrected by rough experience . Metaphys
ics must be perpetually reinforced by li fe must be the
observations of a working-man on working-men must
be biography, the record of some law whose working
was surprised by the observer in natural action .

I think metaphysics a grammar to which
,
once read ,

we seldom return .

’
T is a Manila full of pepper

,
and

I want only a teaspoonful in a year . I admire the
Dutch , who burned half the harvest to enhance the
price of the remainder .
I want not the logic but the power, if any, which it
brings into science and literature ; the man who can
humanize this logic , these syllogisms , and give me the
results . The adepts value only the pure geometry, the
aerial bridge ascending from earth to heaven with
arches and abutments of pure reason . I am fully con
tented if you tell me where are the two termini .
My metaphysics are to the end of use . I wish to

know the laws of this wonderful power
,
that I may do

mesticate it . I observe with curiosity its risings and
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I . We figure to ourselves Intellect as an ethereal
s e a , which ebbs and flows , which surges and washes
hither and thi ther, carrying its whole virtue into every
creek and inlet which it bathes . To this sea every hu
man hous e has a water front . But this force , creating
nature

,
visiting whom it will and withdr awing from

whom it will , making day where it comes and leaving
night when it departs , is no fee or property of man or
angel . I t is as the light , public and entire to each , and
on the same terms .
What but thought deepens l ife , and makes us better
than cow or cat The grandeur of the impression the
stars and heavenl y bodies make on us is surely more
valuable than our exact perception of a tub or a table
on the ground .

TO Be is the unsolved , unsolvable wonder . To Be ,
in its two connections of inward and outward , the mind
and nature . The wonder subsists , and age , though of
eternity, could not approach a solution . But the sug

gestion is always returning
,
that hidden source pub

li shing at once our being and that it is the source of
outward nature . Who are we and what is Nature have
one answer in the life that rushes into us .
In my thought I seem to stand on the bank Of a
river and watch the endless flow of the stream

,
floating

Obj ects of all shapes , colors and natures ; nor can I
much detain them as they pass , except by running b e
side them a l ittle way along the bank . But whence
they come or whither they go i s not told me . Only I
have a suspicion that

, as geologists s ay every river
makes its own valley, so does this mystic stream . It
makes its valley

,
makes its banks and makes perhaps

the observer too . Who has found the boundaries of
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human intelligence Who has made a chart of its
channel or approached the fountain of this wonderful
Nile
I am of the oldest re ligion . Leaving aside the ques
tion whi ch was prior

,
egg or bird , I beli eve the mind

is the creator of the world , and is ever creating that
at last Matter i s dead Mi nd ; that mind makes the senses
it sees with that the genius Of man is a cont inuation
of the power that made him and that has not done
making hi m .

I dare not d eal with thi s element in its pure essence .

It i s too rare for the wings of words . Yet I s e e that
Intellect is a science of degrees

,
and that as man is

conscious of the law of vegetable and animal natur e , so
he is aware of an Intellect which overhangs his con
sciou sne s s like a sky, of degree above degree , of heaven
wi thin heaven .

Every j ust thinker has attempted to indicate these
degrees , these steps on the heavenly stair, until he
comes to light where language fail s him . Above the
thought is the higher truth

,
truth as yet undom e sti

cated and therefore unformulated .

It is a steep stair d own from the essence of Intellect
pure to thoughts and intellections . As the sun is con

ce iv e d to have made ou r system by hurling out from
itself the ou ter rings of d ifius e ether which Slowly con
d ens ed into earths and moons , by a higher force Of
the same law the mind detaches minds , and a mind
detaches thoughts or intellections . These again all
mimic in their Sphericity the first mind , and share its
power .
Life is incessant parturition . There are v iviparous
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and oviparous minds minds that produce their thoughts
complete men

,
like armed soldiers , ready and swift to

go out to resist and conquer all the armies of error, and
o thers that deposit the ir dangerous unripe thoughts
here and there to li e still for a t ime and be brooded
in other minds

,
and the Shell not be broken unt i l the

next age , for them to begin , as new individuals , thei r
car eer .
The perceptions of a soul , its wondr ous progeny, a r e
born by the conversation, the marriage of souls ; so
nourished , s o enlarged . They are detached from their
parent

,
they pass into other m i nds ; ripened and un

folded by many they hasten to incarnate themselves in
action

,
to take body, onl y to car ry forward the wi ll

which sent them out. They take to thems elves wood
and stone and i ron ; ships and cities and nations and
armies of men and ages of duration the pomp s of r e

li gion, the armaments of war, the codes and heraldry
of State s agriculture , trade , commerce — these are
the ponderous instrumentalities into which the nimble
thoughts pass , and whi ch they animate and alter , and
presently, antagonized by other thoughts which they
first aroused , or by thoughts which are sons and d a ugh
ters of these , the thought buries itself in the new
thought of larger Scope

,
whilst the old instrumental

ities and incarnations are decomposed and recomposed
into new .

Our eating
,
trading

,
marrying

,
and learning are mis

taken by us for ends and realities , whilst they are prop
erly symbols onl y ; when we have come , by a divi ne
leading

,
into the inner fir m am ent, we are apprised of

the unreality or representative character of what we

esteemed final .
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So works the poor little blockhead manikin . He
must arrange and dignify hi s Shop or farm the best he
can . At last he must be able to tell you it

,
or write

it, translate it all clumsily enough into the new Sky
language he calls thought . He cannot help it

,
the irre

s i stib le meliorations bear him forward .

II . Whilst we consider this appetite of the mind to
arrange its phenomena, there is another fact whi ch
makes this useful . There is in nature a parallel unity
which corresponds to the unity in the mind and makes
it available . This methodizing mind meets no r e s i s

tance in its attempts . The scattered blocks
,
with

which it strives to form a symmetrical structure
,
fit .

This design following after finds with j oy that like de
sign went before . Not only man puts things in a r ow,

but things belong in a r ow.

It is certain that however we may conceive of the
wonderful little bricks of which the world is builded ,
we must suppose a similarity and fitting and identity
in their frame . It is necessary to suppose that every
hose in nature fits every hydrant ; so only is combi
nation , chem istry, vegetation , animation , intellection
possible . Without identity at base , chaos must be
forever.
And as mind

,
ou r mind or mind like ours reappears

to u s in ou r study of nature , nature being everywhere
formed after a method which we can well understand ,
and all the parts

,
to the most remote

,
allied or expli

cable , —therefore our own organization is a perpetual
key, and a well -ordered mind brings to the study of
every new fact or class of facts a certain di vination of

that which it shall find .
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This reduction to a few laws , to one law,
is not a

choice of the individual
,
it i s the tyrannical instinct of

the mind . There is no solitary flower and no solitary
thought . It comes S ingle like a foreign traveller

,

but find out its name and it is related to a powerful
and numerous family . Wonderful is their working
and relation each to each . We hold them as lanterns
to light each other and our present design . Every new
thought modifies , interprets old problems . The retro
Spe ctiv e valu e of each new thought is immense , like a
torch applied to a long tr a in of gunpowder . To be
i solated is to be Sick

,
and in s o far, dead . The l ife of

the All must stream through us tomake the man and
the moment gr eat .
Well , having accepted this law of identity pe r v a
ding the universe

,
we next perceive that whilst every

creature represents and obeys it
,
there is diversity

,

there is more or less of power ; that the lowest only
means incipient form ,

and over it is a higher clas s in
which its rudiments are opened , raised to higher pow
ers that there is development from less to more , from
lower to superior function , steadily ascending to man .

If man ha s organs for breathing , for Sight, for loco
motion

,
for taking food

,
for d igesti ng, for protection by

house-building
,
by attack and defence

,
for reproduction

and love and care of his young, you Shall find all the
same in the muskrat . There is a perfect cor r e spon
dence ; or

’
t is only man modified to live in a m ud

bank . A fish in l ike manner is man furnished to live
in the sea a thrush

,
to fly in the air and a mollusk

is a cheap edition with a suppression of the costlier
illustrations

,
d esigned for dingy circulation , for she lv

ing in an oyster-bank or among the s ear wce d .
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If we go through the British Museum or the ! ardin
des Plantes in Paris , or any cabinet where is some rep
r e s entation of a ll the kingdoms of nature

, we are s ur

prised with occult sympathies we feel as if looking at
our own bone and flesh through coloring and distorting
glasses . Is it not a little startling to s e e with what
genius some people take to hunting, with what genius
some people fish

,
what knowledge they still have of

the creature they hunt ? The robber
,
as the police

reports s ay , must have been intimately acquainted with
the premises . How lately the hunter was the poor
creature ’s organic enemy ; a presumption infl am ed , as
the lawyers s ay, by observing how many faces in the
street still remind us of visages in the forest

,
—the

escape from the quadruped type not yet perfectly ao

complished.

From whatever side we look at Nature we seem to
be exploring the figure of a disgu ised man . How oh

vions is the momentum in our mental history ! The
momentum

,
which increases by exact laws in falling

bodies
,
increases by the same rate in the intellectual

action . Every scholar knows that he applie s himself
coldly and slowly at first to his task

,
but

,
with the prog

ress of the work , the mind itself becomes heated , and
sees far and wide as it approaches the end

, s o that it is
the common remark of the student, Could I only have
begun with the same fire whi ch I had on the last day

,
I

should have done something.

The a ifinity of particles accurately translates the
a

'

i nity of thoughts , and what a modern experimenter
call s the contagiou s influence of chemical action is
s o true of mind that I have only to read the law that
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its application may be evident A body in the act of
combination or decomposition enable s another body,
with which it may be in contact, to enter into the same
state .

” And if one remembers how contagious are the
moral states of men , how much we are braced by the
presence and actions of any Spartan soul it does not
need vigor of our own kind, but the Spectacle of vigor
of any kind , any prodigious power of performance
wonderfully arms and recruits us . There are those
who dispu ting will make you dispute

,
and the nervous

and hysterical and animalized will produce a like series
of symptoms in you , though no other persons ever
evoke the like phenomena

,
and though you are con

scious that they do not properly belong to you
,
but are

a sort of extension of the diseases of this particular
person into you .

The idea of vegetation is irresistible in considering
mental activi ty . Man seems a higher plant . What
hap pens here in mankind is matched by what happens
out there in the h istory of grass and wheat . This
c urious resemblance repeats , in the mental function ,
‘

:the germination , gr owth , state ofmelioration , crossings ,
blight

,
parasites , and in Short all the accidents of the

plant . Under every leaf is the bud of a new leaf, and
not l ess under every though t is a newer thought . The
plant absorbs much nourishment from the ground in
order to repair its own waste by exhalation , and keep
i tself good . Increase its food and it becomes fertile .
The mind is first only receptive . Sur charge it with
thoughts in whi ch it delights and i t becomes active .

The moment a man begins not to be convinced, that
moment he begins to convince .
In the orchard many trees send out a moderate shoot
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of which we can gi ve no account . We s ay the book
grew in the author’s mind .

In unfit company the finest powers are paralyzed .

No ambition
,
no opposition

,
no friendly attention and

fostering kindness
,
no wine , music or exhilarating aids,

neither warm fireside nor fresh air, walking or riding ,
avail at all to resist the palsy of mis-association . Gen
ius i s mute

,
is dull there is no genius . Ask of your

flowers to open when you have let in on them a fr e e z

ing wind .

The mechani cal laws might as easily be shown per
vading the kingdom of mind as the vegetative . A

m an has been in Spain . The facts and thoughts which
the traveller has found in that country gradually settle
themselves into a determinate heap of one Size and
form and not another. That is what he knows and has
t o s ay of Spain he cannot s ay it tru ly until a sufficient
time for the arrangement of the particles has elapsed .

These views of the source of thought and the mode
of its communication lead us to a whole system of eth
ics

,
strict as any d epartment of human duty, and Open

to us the tendencies and duties of men of thought in
the present time .

Wisdom is like electricity . Th ere is no permanent
wise man , but men capable of wisdom ,

who being put
into certain company or other favorable conditions
become wise , as glasses rubbed acquire power for a
time .
An individual body is the momentary arrest or fix
ation of certain atoms , which , after performing com

pu l sor y d uty to this enchanted statue , are released
again to flow in the currents of the world . An individ
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ual mind in like manner is a fixation or momentary
eddy in which certain services and powers are taken up
and minister in petty niches and localities

,
and then

,

being released , retur n to the unbounded soul of the
world .

In this eternal resurrection and rehabilitation of

transitory persons, who and what are they ?
’T is

only the source that we can s e e — the eternal mind,
careless of its channels , omnipotent in itself, and con
tinuallv ejaculating its torrent into every artery and
ve in and veinlet of humanity . Wherever there is
health

,
that i s , c onsent to the cause and constitution of

the universe
,
there is perception and power .

Each man is a new power in Nature . He holds the
keys of the world in his hands . N0 quality in Nature ’s
vast magazines he cannot touch , no truth he cannot
s e e . S il ent

,
passive , even sulki ly Nature offers every

morning her wealth to man . She is immensely rich
he is welcome to her entire goods , but she speaks no
word

,
will not so much as beckon or cough only this ,

she is carefu l to leave all her doors ajar , — towers ,
hall

,
storeroom and cellar . If he takes her hint and

uses her goods she speaks no word ; if he blunders
and starves she says nothing . To the idle blockhead
Nature is poor, sterile , inhospitable . To the gardener
her loam is all strawberries

,
pears , pineapples . To the

miller her rivers whi rl the wheel and weave carpets
and broad cloth . To the sculptor her stone is soft t o
the painter her plumbago and marl are pencils and
chromes . To the poet all sounds and words are melo
dies and rhythms . In her hundred-gated Thebes every
chamber is a new door .
But he enters the world by one key . Herein is the
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wealth of each . His equipment , though new
,
is com

pl e te his prudence is his own his courage
,
his charity

,

are his own. He has hi s own defences and his own

fangs his perception and his own mode of reply to
sophistries . Whilst he draws on hi s own he cannot be
overshadowed or supplanted .

There are two mischievous superstitions ,
‘ I know not

which does the most harm , one , that “ I am wiser than
you

,

” and the other that You are wiser than I The
truth i s that every man is furnished , if he will heed it ,
with wisdom necessary to steer his own boat , — i f he
will not look away from his own to s e e how his neigh
b or steers his .
Every man is a new m ethod and distributes things
anew . If he could attain full s iz e he would take up

,

fir st or last, atom by atom , all the world into a new

form . And our deep conviction of the riches proper to
every mind does not allow us to admit ofmu ch looking
over into one another’s virtues . Let me whisper a se
cret nobody ever forgives any admiration in you of
them , any overestimate of what they do or have . I
acquiesce to be that I am

,
but I wish no one to be civil

to me .
Strong men understand this very well . Power fr a

te r ni ze s with power , and wishes you not to be like him
but like yourself . Echo the leaders and they will fast
enough see that you have nothing for them . They
came to you for something they had not.

There is always a loss of truth and power when a
man leaves working for himself to work for another .
Absolutely Speaking I can only work for myself . All
my good is magnetic

,
and I educate not by lessons but

by going about my business . When
,
moved by love , a
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man teaches his child or j oins with his neighbor in any
act of com mon benefit

,
or Spends himself for his friend ,

or rushes at immense personal sacrifice on some pub
li c, self-imm olating act , it is not done for others , but
to fulfil a high ne ce s s itv of his proper character . The
benefit to others is contingent and not contemplated
by the doer .
The one thi ng not to be forgiven to intellectual per
s ons is that they believe in the ideas of others . From
thi s deference comes the imbecility and fatigue of their
society , for of course they cannot affir m these from the
deep life they s ay what they would have you believe ,
but what they do not quite know . Profound sincerity
is the only basis of talent as of character . The temp
ta tion is to patronize Providence , t o fall into the ao
cepted ways of talking and acting of the good sort of
p eople .

Each has a certain aptitude for knowing or doing
somewhat which , when it appears , is s o adapted and

aimed on that, that it s eems a sort of obtuseness to
everything else . Well , this aptitude , if he would obey
it , would prove a telescope to bring under his clear
vision what was blur t o everybody else ’

T is a won
d e r ful instrum ent, an organi c sy mpathy with the whole
frame of things . There is no property or relation in
that immense arsenal of forces whi ch the earth is , but
some man is at last found who affects this , delights to
unfold and work it

,
as if he were the born publisher

and demonstrator of it .
AS a dog has a sens e that you have not , to find the
track of his master or of a fox

,
and as each tree can

secrete from the soil the elements that form a peach, a
lemon, or a cocoa-nut, according to its kind , s o individ
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ual men have secret senses
,
each some incommunicabl e

sagacity . And men are primary or secondary as the ir
Opinions and actions are organic or not .

I know well what a sieve every ca r i s . Teach me
never s o much and I hear or retain only that whi ch I
wish to hear

,
what comports with my experience and

my des ire . Many eyes go through the meadow , but
few see the flowers . A hunter finds plenty of game
on the ground you have sauntered over with idle gun .

Whi te huckleberries are s o rare that in miles of pa s

ture you Shall not find a dozen . But a girl who under
stands i t will find you a pint in a quarte r of an hour .
Though the world is full of food we can take only
the crumbs fit for us . The air rings with sounds , but
only a few vibrations can reach our tympanum . Per
haps creatures live with us which we never s e e , because
their motion is too swift for ou r vision . The Sun may
shine

,
or a galaxy of suns you will get no more light

than your eye will hold . What can Plato or Newton
teach , if you are deaf or incapable A mind does not
receive truth as a chest receives j ewels that are put
into it , but as the stomach takes up food into the sys
te m . It is no longer food, but flesh , and is assimilated .

The appetite and the power of digestion measure our
right to knowledge . He has it who can u s e it . As
soon as our accumulation overruns our invention or

power to use
,
the ev i ls of intellectual gluttony begin

,

congestion of the brain
,
apoplexy and strangulation .

III . In reckoning the sources of ou r mental power
it were fatal to omi t that one which pours all the
others into its mould — that unknown country in which
a ll the rivers Of ou r knowledge have their fountains ,
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and which
,
by its qualities and stru ctu re

,
determines

both the nature of the waters and the direction in
which they flow.

The healthy mind lies parallel t o the currents of

nature and sees things in place
,
or makes d i scoveries .

Newton did not exerc is e more ingenu ity but less than
another to s e e the world . Right thought comes spon
tane ou s ly, comes like the morning wind comes daily

,

like our dail y bread, to humble service comes duly to
those who look for it . It does not need to pump your
brains and force thought to think rightly . O no

,
the

ingenious person i s warped by hi s ingenui ty and mis
sees .
Instinct is ou r name for the potential wi t. Each
man has a feeling that what is done anywhere is done
by the same wit as his . All men are his representa
ti v e s , and he is glad to s e e that his wi t can work at
this or that problem as it ought to be done

,
and better

than he could do it . We feel as if one man wrote all
the books , painted, built , in dark ages ; and we are
sure that it can do more than ever was done . It was
the same mind that built the world . That is Instinct .
Ask what the Instinct declares

,
and we have l ittle to

s ay . He is no newsmonger , no dispu tant , no talker .
’
T is a taper

,
a spark in the great night . Yet a spark

at which all the illuminations of human arts and s ci en

ces were kindled . This is that glimpse of inextingu i sh
able light by whi ch men are guided though it does
not Show obj ects , yet it shows the way . This is that
sense by which men feel when they are wronged ,
though they do not s e e how. This is that source of

thought and feeling which acts on masses of m en, on all
men at certain times

,
with resistles s power . Ever at
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intervals leaps a word or fact to light which is no man’s
invention

,
but the common inst inct , maki ng the revo

lutions that never go back .

This is Instinct
, and Ins pir ation is only this powe r

excited
,
breaking its sil ence the spark bursting into

flam e . Instinct is a Shapeless giant in the cave , mas
sive

,
without hands or fingers or articulating lips or

t eeth or tongue Behemoth
,
disdaining Speech , di s dain

ing particulars
,
lurking , surly, invincible , disdaining

thoughts
,
always whole , never distributed, aboriginal ,

old as nature , and saying, like poor Topsy, “ never was
born , growed .

” Indifferent to the di gnity of its func
tion

,
it plays the god in animal nature as in human or

as in the angelic , and spends its omniscience on the
lowest wants . The old Hindoo Gautama says

,

“ Like
the approach of the iron to the loadstone is the

°

ap

proach of the new-bornch i l d to the breast .” There is
somewhat awful in that first approach .

The Instinct begins at this low point
,
at the surface

of the earth , and works for the necessities of the hu
man being ; then ascends step by step to suggestions
which are when expressed the intellectual and moral
l aws .
The mythology cleaves close to nature and what
else wa s it they represented in Pan

,
god of Shepherds

,

who was not yet completely finished in god- like form ,

blocked rather , and wanting the extremities had em
b le m atic horns and feet Pan

,
that is

,
Al l . His habit

was to dwell in mountains
,
lying on the ground , tooting

like a cricket in the sun
,
refusing to Speak , clinging to

his behemoth ways . He could intoxi cate by the strain
of his shepherd ’s pipe

,
— silent yet to most , for his

pipes make the music of the Spheres
,
which because it
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not translate it into words . But Perception is the
armed eye . A civilization ha s tamed and ripened this
savage wit

,
and he is a Greek . His Aye and NO have

become nouns and verbs and adverbs . Perception dif
fers from Instinct by add ing the Will . S imple percip
i ency is the virtue of Space , not of man .

The senses minister to a mind they do not know . At
a moment in ou r history the m ind ’s eye opens and we
become aware of Spir itual facts , of rights . of duties , of
thoughts

,
a thousand faces of one es sence . We call

the essence Truth the particular aspects of it we call
thoughts . These facts , this e ssence , are not new they
are old and eternal , but our see ing of them is new.

Having seen them we are no longer brute lum ps
whirled by Pate , b ut we pass into the council-chamber
and government of nature . In so far a s we s e e them

we Share their life and sovereignty .

The point of interest is here , that these gates , once
Opened

,
never swing back . The observers may come at

their leisu re
,
and do at last satisfy themselves of the

fact . The thought
,
the doctrine , the right hithe r to not

affirmed is published in s et propositions , in conversation
of scholars and philosophers , of m en of the world, and
at las t in the very choruses of songs . The young hear
it

,
and as they have never fought it , never known it

otherwise , they accept it , vote for it at th e polls , em
body it in the laws . And the perception thus satisfied
reacts on the senses

,
to clarify them

, s o that it becomes
more indisputable .

This i s the first property of the Intellect I am to
point out ; the mind detaches . A m an is intellectual
in proportion as he can make an Obj ect of every sensa
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tion , perception and intuition s o long as he has no en

gagem ent in any thought or feeling which can hinder
him from looking at it as somewhat foreign .

A man of talent has only to name any form or fact
with which we are most famili ar, and the strong light
which he throws on it enhances it to all eyes . People
wonder they never s aw it before . The detachment
consists in seeing it under a new order, not under a per
sonal but under a universal light . To us it had e cono

mic , but to the universe it has poetic relations , and it is
as good as sun and sta r now. Indeed thi s is the mea
sure of all intellectual power among men , the power to
complete this detachment , the power of genius to hurl
a new individual into the world .

An intellectual man has the power to go out of him
self and see himself as an obj ect ; therefore his defect s
and delusions interest him as much as his successe s .
He not onl y wishes to succeed in life , but he wishes In
thought to know the history and destiny of a man ;
whilst the cloud Of egotists drifting about are onl y in
te r e ste d in a success to their egotism .

The senses report the new fact or change the mind
discovers some essential c0pula binding thi s fact or

change to a class of facts or changes
,
and enj oys the

discovery as if coming to its own again . A perception
is always a generalization . It lifts the Obj ect , whether
in material or moral nature

,
into a typ e . The animal ,

the low degrees of intellect
,
know only individuals .

The philosopher knows only laws . That i s , he cons id
ers a pur ely mental fact , part of the soul itself . We
s ay with Kenelm D igby , All things that She knoweth
are herself, and she is all that she knoweth .

” Insight
as similates the thing seen . Is it only another way of
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affirming and illustrat ing thi s to say that it sees no
thi ng alone , but sees each particul ar obj ect in j ust con
ne ctions , sees al l in God In all healthy souls is an
inborn necessity of presuppos ing for each particular
fact a prior Being whi ch compels it to a harmony with
a ll other natur es . The game of Intellect is the per
cepti on that whatever befalls or can be stated i s a uni
versal proposition and contrariwi se , that every gene
ral statement is poetical again by being particularized
o r impersonated .

A Single thought has no limit to its value a thought
,

properly Speaking , — that is a truth held not from any
man ’s saying s o, or any accidental benefit or r e com

m end ation it has in ou r trade or circums tance , but b e
cause we have perceived it is a fact in the natu re of

thi ngs
,
and in a ll times and places wil l and must be the

same thi ng, i s of inestimable value . Every new i m
pression on the mind is not to b e derided, b ut is to be
accounted for, and , until accounted for , registered as
an indi sputable addi tion to ou r catalogue of natur al
facts .
The first fact is the fate in every mental perception

,

that my seeing this or that , and that I s e e it s o or
SO, is as much a fact in the natural history of the world
as i s the freezing of water at thirty-two degrees of
Fahr enheit . My percipiency a imr m s the presence and
perfection of law, as m uch as all the martyrs . A per
cepti on, it i s of a necessity older than the sun and
moon

,
and the Father of the Gods . It is there with all

its destinies . It is its nature to rush to expression
,
to

rush to embody itself . It is impatient to put on its
sandals and be gone on its errand, which is to lead to a
larger perception , and s o to new action . For thought
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exists t o be exp ressed . That whi ch cannot externize
itself is not thought .
Do not trifle wi th your perceptions , or hold them

I
che ap . They are your door to the seven heavens , and
if you pass it by you will mis s your way . Say, what
impresses me ought to impress me . I am bewildered
by the immense variety of attract ions and cannot take
a step but thi s one thread , fine as gossamer, is yet
real ; and I hear a whi sper, which I dare trust , that it
i s the thread on which the earth and the heaven of
heavens are strung .

The uni verse is traversed by paths or bridges or
stepp ing—stones across the gulfs of space in every di
rection . To every soul that is created is its path , in
vi s ible to all but itself . Each soul , therefore , walking
in its own path walks fir mly and to the astoni shment
of all other souls

,
who see not its path , it goes as softly

and playfully on its way as if
,
instead of being a line

,

narrow as the edge of a sword , over terrific pits right
and left, it were a wide pra irie .
Genius is a delicate sensibility to the laws of the
world , addi ng the power to express them again in some
new form . The highest measure of poetic power is
such insight and facultv to fuse the c ircumstances of
to-day as Shall make transparent the whole web of cire

cum s tance and opinion in whi ch the man finds himself,
SO that he releas es himself from the traditions in which
he grew, no longer looks back to Hebrew or G reek
or English use or tradi tion in rel igion , laws , or li fe , b ut
sees so tru ly the omnipresence of eternal cau se that he
can convert the daily and hourly event of New York ,
of Boston

,
into universal symbols . I owe to genius

always the same debt
,
of lifting the curtain from the
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common and showing me that gods are sitting disguised
in every company .

The conduct of Intellect must respect nothing so
much as pres erv ing the sensibility . My measure for
all subjects of science as of events is thei r impression
on the soul . That mind is best which is most im

pr e s s i onab le . There are times when the cawing of a
crow

,
a weed

,
a snow-flake , a boy

’ s will ow whistle
, or a

farmer planting in hi s field is more suggest ive to the
mind than the Yosemite gorge or the Vatican would be
in another hour . In like mood an old verse , or certain
words , gleam with rare significance .
But sensibili ty does not exhaust our idea of it . That
is only half . Genius is not a lazy angel contem plat
ing itself and things . It is insatiable for expression .

Thought must take the stupendous step of passing
into realization . A master can formulate his thought .
Our thoughts at first possess us . Later

,
if we have

good heads , we come to possess them . We believe
that certain persons add to the common vision a certain
degree of' control over these states of mind that the
true scholar is one who has the power to stand beside
his though ts or to hold off his thoughts at arm ’s length
and give them perspective .

3

It is not to be concealed that the gods have guarded
this privilege with costly penalty . This Slight discon
tinu ity which perception efiects between the mind and
the obj ect paralyzes the will . If you cut or break in
two a block or stone and press the two parts closely to
gether, you can indeed bring the particles very near ,
b ut never again s o near that they shall attract each
other so that you can take up the block as one . That
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indescribably small interval is as good as a thousand
mi les

,
and has forever severed the practical unity .

Such i s the immense deduction from power by discon
tinu ity .

The intellect that sees the interval partakes of it
,

and the fact of intellectual perception severs once for
all the man from the things wi th which he converses .
Affection blends

,
intellect disjoins subject and object .

For weal or woe we clear ourselves from the thing
we contemplate . We gr ieve but are not the grief we
love b ut are not love . If we converse with low things

,

with crimes , with mischances , we are not compromised .

And if with high things , with heroic actions , with v i r
tues

,
the interval becom es a gulf and we cannot enter

into the highest good . Artist natures do not weep .

G oethe , the surpassing intellect ofmodern times , appr e
hends the Sp iritual b ut is not Spiritual .
There is indeed this vice about men of thought

,
that

you cannot quite trust them ; not as much as other
men of the same natural probity, without intellect ;
because they have a hankering to play Providence and
make a dist inction in favor of themselves from the
rules they apply to the human race .

The primary rule for the conduct Of Intellect is to
have control of the thoughts without losing their natu
ral attitudes and action . They are the oracle we are
not to poke and drill and force

,
but to follow them .

Yet the sp irits of the prophets are subj ect to the pro

phe ts . You must formulate your thought or
’
t is all

Sky and no stars . There are men of great appr ehen
sion , discursive minds , who easily entertain id eas , but
are not exact, s evere wi th themselves, cannot connect
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or arrange the ir thoughts so as effectively to report
them . A blending of these two— the intellectual per
ception Of truth and the m oral sentiment of right —is
wisdom . All thought is practical . Wishing is one

thing will another . Wishing is castle-building ; the
dreaming about thi ngs agreeable to the senses

,
but to

which we have no right . IV i l l is the advance to that
which rightly belongs to us

,
to which the inward mag

net ever points , and which we dare to m ake ours . The
revelation of thought takes us out of servitude into
freedom . SO does the sense Of right .
Will is the measure of power . To a great genius
there must be a great will . If the thought is not a
lamp to the wi ll , does not proceed to an act , the wise
are imbecil e . He alone is strong and happy who has a
will . The rest are herds . He u ses ; they are used .

He is of the Maker they are of the Made .

Will i s always miraculous, being the presence of

God to men . When it appears in a man he is a hero
,

and all metaphysics are at fault . Heaven is the exe r
cise of the facul ties

,
the added sense of power .

All men know the truth , but what of that ? It is
rare to find one who knows how to Speak it . A m an

tries to Speak it and hi s voice is like the hi ss of a
snake

,
or rude and chi ding . The truth is not Spoken

but inju red . The same thi ng happens in power to d o
the right . His rectitude is ridiculous . His organs do
not play him true .
There is a meter which determ ines the constructive
power of m am

—this
,
namely

,
the qu estion whether

the mind possesses the control of its thoughts , or they
of it . The new sect stands for certain thoughts . We
go to individual members for an exp osition of them .
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not grasp anything . All slips through the ir fingers ,
like the paltry brass grooves that in most country
houses are used to raise or drop the cu rtain, but are
made to sell

,
and will not hold any cu rtain b ut cob

webs . I have heard that idiot children are known
from their birth by the circumstance that the i r hands
do not clos e round anythi ng . Webster natu rally and
always grasp s , and therefore retains something from
every company and circumstance .

AS a talent Dante ’s imagination is the nearest to
hands and feet that we have seen . He clasp s the
thought a s if it were a tree or a stone

,
and describes as

mathematically . I once found Page the painter mod
elling his figures in clay

,
Ruth and Naomi

,
before he

painted them on canvas . Dante
,
one would s ay, did

the same thing before he wrote the verses .

I have spoken of Intellect constructive . But i t is in
degrees . How it moves when its pace is accelerated
The pace of Nature is so Slow. Why not from strength

to strength , from miracle to miracle , and not as now
with this retardation— as if Natu re had sprained her
foot and plenteous stopping at little stations
The difference is Obvious enough in Talent between

the speed of one m an ’s action above another’s . In
debate

, in legislature , not less in action in war or in
affairs

,
alike daring and effective . But I speak of i t

in quite another sense
,
namely

,
in the habitual Speed

of combination of thought .
The same functions which are perfect in our quad

r upe d s are seen Slower performed in palaeontology.

Many races it cost them to achieve the comple tion that
is now in the l ife of one . L ife had not ye t s o fierce a

g low.
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Shakespeare astoni shes by his equality in every play,
act

,
scene or line . One would s ay he must have been

a thousand years old when he wrote his first line , so
thoroughly is his thought famili ar to him

,
and has su ch

scope and s o solidly worded
,
as if it were already a

proverb and not hereafter to become one . Well , that
mil lennium in effect is really only a little acceleration
in his process of thought .
B ut each power is commonly at the expense of some
other . Il

'

hen pace i s increased it will happen that the
control is in a degree lost . Reason does not keep her
firm seat . The Delphian prophetess , when the Spirit
possesses her

, is herself a victim . The excess of individ
u al i sm ,

when it is not corrected or subordinated to the
Supreme Reason , makes that vice whi ch we stigmatize
as monotones , men of one idea , or, as the French s ay,

enfant p er d u d
’

une conviction is ole
’

e , which give such a
comic tinge to all society . Every man has his theory

,

true
,
but ridicul ou sly overstated . We are forced to

treat a great part of mankind as if they were a little
deranged . IYe detect their mania and humor it

,
s o

that conversation soon becomes a tiresome effort .
You laugh at the monotones

,
at the men of one idea ,

but if we look nearly at heroes we may find the same
poverty ; and perhaps it is not poverty , but power .
The secret of power

,
intell ectual or phy sical , is con

centration , and all concentration involves of necessity a
certain narrowness . It is a law Of nature that he who
looks at one thing must turn his eyes from every other
thing in the universe . The horse goes better with
blinders , and the man for dedication to his task . If

you ask what compensation is made for the inevitable
narrowness

,
why

,
this

,
that in learning one thing well

you learn all things .
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Immense is the patience of Nature . You s ay

thought is a penurious rill . IVell , we can wait . Na
ture is immortal , and can wait . Nature having for
capital thi s rill

,
drop by drop , as it trickles from the

rock of age s
,
—this rill and her pati ence , — She hu s

bands and hives
,
sh e forms reservoirs , were it only a

phial or a ha ir-tube that will hold as it were a drop of
attar . Not having enough to support all the powers
of a race , She thins her stock and raises a few individ
ua l s , or only a pair . Not Sufficing to feed all the fac
ulti e s synchronously, She feeds one faculty and starves
all the rest . I am familiar with cases , we meet them
daily

,
wherein the vital force being insufficient for

the constitution
,
everything is neglected tha t can be

spared some one power fed
,
all the rest pine .

’
T is

like a withered hand or leg on a Hercules . It makes
inconvenience in society, for we presume symmetry,
and because they know one thing we defer to them in
another

,
and find them really contemptible . “

T

e can’t
make half a b ow and s ay, I honor and despise you .

B ut Nature can She whistles with all her winds , and
does as she pleases .

It is much to write sentences ; it is more to add
method and write out the Sp irit of you r l ife s vm m etr i

cally . But to arrange general reflections in thei r
natural order

,
s o that I shall have one homogeneous

piece
,
—a Lycidas

,
an Al legro, a Hamlet , a M id s um

m e r Night ’s Dream ,
this continu ity is for the great .

The wonderful men are wonderful hereby . Such con
centration of experiences is in every great work, which ,
though successive in the mind of the master, were pri
marily combined in his piece .
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But what we want is consecutiveness . ’
T is with us

a flash of light
,
then a long darkness

,
then a flash

again . Ah could we turn these fugitive sparkles into
an as tronomy of Copernican worlds .

I must think thi s keen sympathy, this thrill of awe
with which we watch the performance of genius

,
a Sign

of our own readiness to exert the like power . I must
think we are entitled to powers far transcending any
that we possess that we have in the race the sketch of

a man which no individual comes up to .
Every sincere man i s right , or , to make him right ,
only needs a little larger dose of his own personali ty .

Excell ent in hi s own way by means of not apprehend
ing the gift of another . When he speaks out of an

other ’s mind
,
we detect It. He can’t make any paint

stick but his own. N0 man passes for that with an

other whi ch he passes for with himself . The respect
and the censure of his brother are alike injurious and
irrelevant . We s e e ourselves ; we lack organs to s e e

others , and only squint at them .

Don ’t fear to push these individualitie s to their
farthest divergence . Characters and talents are com

plem ental and suppletory . The world stands by bal
ance d antagonisms . The more the pecul iarities are
pressed the better the resul t . The air would r ot with
out lightning ; and without the violence of direction
that men have , without bigots , wi thout men of fixed
idea , no excitement , no e

w

ci ency .

The novelist Should not make any character act ah
su r d ly, but only absurdly as seen by others . For it is
so in life . Nonsense will not keep its unreason if you
come into the humorist ’s point of view

,
but unha ppily
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we find it i s fast becoming sense
,
and we must flee

aga in into the distance i f we would laugh .

What strength belongs to every plant and animal in
natur e . The tree or the brook has no duplicity , no
pretentiousness

,
no Show . It is

,
with all its might and

main
,
what it i s

,
and makes one and the same impres

sion and effect at all times . Al l the thoughts of a
turtle are turtles , and of a rabbit, rabbits . But a man
is broken and dissipated by the giddi ness of hi s will
he does not throw himself into hi s j udgm ents his
geniu s leads hi m one way but ’

t is likely his trade or
politics in quite another . He rows with one hand and
with the other backs water

,
and does not gi ve to any

manner of life the strength of his constitution . Hence
the perpetual loss of power and waste of human li fe .
The natural remedy against thi s mi scellany of know

ledge and a im ,
this desultory universality of ours , this

immense ground-j unip er falli ng abroad and not gath
ered up into any columnar tree

,
is to substitu te realism

for sentimentalism a certain recognition of the simple
and terrible laws which , seen or unseen , pervade and
govern .

You wil l s ay this is quit e axiomatic and a little too
tru e . I do not find it an agreed point . L iterary men
for the most part have a settled despair as to the reali
zation of ideas in their own time . There is in all s tu
dents a distrust of truth

,
a timidity about a ifir m ing it

a wish to patroniz e Provi dence .
We disown our debt to moral evil . To science there
i s no poison to botany no weed to chemistry no dirt .
The curses of malignity and despair are important crit
ici sm ,

which must be heeded until he can explain and
rightly Silence them .
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Cr oyez m oi , l
’

er r eur a us s i a s on m e
’

r ite
,

” said V ol

taire . We s e e those who surmount by dint of egotism
or infatuation obstacle s from which the prudent recoil .
The right partisan is a heady man , who, because he
does not s e e many things , sees some one thing with
heat and exaggeration ; and if he falls among other
narrow men

,
or obj ects wh ich have a brief importance ,

prefers it to the universe
,
and seems inspired and a

godsend to those who wish to magnify the matter and
carry a point . ’

T is the d ifie r ence between progress
by railroad and by walking across the broken country.

Immense speed , but only in one direction .

Th ere are two theories of li fe one for the demon
str ation of ou r talent , the other for the edu cation of

the man . One is activity
,
the bu sy-body

,
the following

of that practical talent which we have
,
in the belief

that what is so natural
,
easy and pleasant to u s and

desirable to others will surely lead us out safely ; in
thi s direction lie u sefulness

,
comfort

,
society, low power

of all sorts . The other is trust , religion , consent to be
nothing for eternity

,
entranced waiting

, the worship of

ideas . This is solitary, grand , secular. They are in
perpetual balance and strife . One is talent , the other
geniu s . One is Skill , the other character .
lVe are continually tempted to sacrific e genius to
talent

,
the hope and promise of insight to the lu st of a

freer d emonstration of those gifts we have ; and we
buy thi s freedom to glitter by the loss of general
health .

It is the levity of this country to forgive everything
to talent . If a man Show cleverness

,
rhetorical Ski ll ,

bold front in the forum or the senate
,
people c lap thei r
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hands without aski ng more . We have a juvenile love
of smartness , of showy Sp eech . We l ike faculty that
can rap idly b e coined into money

,
and society seems

to be in conspiracy to utili ze every gift prematurely ,
and pull down geniu s to lu crative talent . Every kind
of m eanness and mischief is forgiven to intellect . All
is condoned if I can write a good song or novel .
Wide is the gulf between geniu s and talent . The
men we know, poets , wits , writers , deal with their
thoughts as j ewellers with j ewels

,
whi ch they sell but

must not wear . Like the carpenter
,
who gives up the

key of the fine house he has built
,
and never enters it

again .

There is a confli ct between a man ’s private dexterity
or

'

tal ent and his access to the free air and light which
wisdom i s between wisdom and the habit and ne ce s

s i ty of repeating itself which belongs to every mind .

Peter is the moul d into which everything is poured
like warm wax, and be it astronomy or railroads or

French revolution or theology or botany
,
i t comes out

Peter . But there are qu ick limits to our interest in
the personality of people . They are as much al ike as
the ir barns and pantries

,
and are as soon musty and

dreary . They entertain us for a time
,
but at the sec

ond or third encounter we have nothi ng more to learn .

The daily history of the Intellect is thi s alternating
of expans ions and concentrations . The expansions are
the invitations from heaven to try a larger sweep , a
higher p itch than we have yet cl imbed , and to leave al l
ou r past for this enlarged scope . Present power, on
the other hand

,
requires concentration on the moment

and the thing to be done .
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the carrying-ou and completion of the metamorphosis
from grub to worm , from worm to fly . In human
thought this process is often arrested for years and
ages . The hi story ofmank ind is the history ofarrested
growth . This premature stop , I know not how,

befalls
most of us in early youth as if the growth of high
powers

,
the acces s to rare truths , closed at two or three

years in the child
,
while all the pagan faculties went

ripening on to sixty .

SO long as you are capable of advance
,
so long you

have not abdicated the hope and fu ture of a divine
soul . That wonderful oracle will reply when it is con
sulte d , and there is no history or tradition , no rule of

life or art or science
, on which it is not a competent

and the only competent judge .
Man was made for conflict

,
not for rest . In action is

his power ; not in his goals but in his transitions man
is great . Instantly he is dwarfed by self- indulgence .
The truest state ofmind rested in becomes false .
The sp iritual power of m an is twofold , mind and
heart

,
Intellect and morals one respecting truth , the

other the wi ll . One is the man
,
the other the woman

in Spiritual nature . One is power, the ‘

othe r is love .
These elements always coexist in every normal individ
ual , but one predom inates . And as each is easily ex
alted in our thoughts till it serves to fill the universe
and become the synonym of God

,
the soul in which one

predominates is ever watchful and j ealous when such
immense claims are m ade for one as seem injurious to
the other . Ideal and practical

,
like ecliptic and equa

tor
,
are never parallel . Each has its vices , i ts proper

d a iige r s , obvious enough when the opposite element is
deficient .
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Intellect is skeptical
,
runs down into tal ent , selfish

working for private ends
,
conceited , ostentatious and

malignant . On the other Side the clear-headed thinker
complains Of souls led hi ther and thi ther by affections
whi ch , alone , are blind guides and thriftless workmen ,
and in the confusion asks the polarity of intellect . But
all great minds and all great hearts have mutually
allowed the absolute necessity of the twain.

If the first rul e is to Obey your geni us , in the second
place the good m ind is known by the choice of what is
positive , of what IS advanc ing . We must embrace the
a Ir m ativ e . But the affirmative of affir m ativ e s is love .

Q uanta s am or tantus anim us . Strength enters as the
moral element enters . Lovers of men are as safe as
the sun. Goodwill makes insight . Sensibili ty is the
secret readiness to believe in all ki nds of power, and
the contempt of any experience we have not is the op
pos ite pole . The measure of mental health is the di s
position to find good everywhere

,
good and order,

analogy , health and b enefit,— the love of truth , ten
deney to be in the right, no fighter for victory, no
cockerel .
We have all of us by nature a certain di vination and
parturient vaticination in our minds Of some hi gher
good and perfection than either power or knowledge .
Knowledge i s plainly to be preferred before power

,

as being that which gui des and directs its blind forc e
and impetus but Aristotle declares that the origin of
reason is not reason but something better .
The height of culture

,
the highest behavior

,
consists

in the ident ification of the Ego with the universe s o

that when a man says I hope
,
I find, I think, he m ight

p roperly s ay, The human race thinks or finds or hopes .
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And meantime he Shall be able continually to keep
Sight of his biographical Ego , I have a desk

,
I have

an oflfice , I am hungry , I had an ague , as rhetoric or
offset to his grand Sp iritual Ego

,
without impertinence ,

or ever confoundi ng them .

I may wel l say this is divine
,
the continuation of the

divine effort . Alas ! it seems not to be our s
,
to be

quite independent of us . Often there is so little almu
ity between the man and his works that we thi nk the
wind must have writ them . Also its communication
from one to another follows its own law and refuses

our intrusion . It is in one , it belongs to all yet how
to impart it
We need all our resources to live i nthe world whi ch
is to be used and decorated by u s . Socrates kept all
his virtu es as well as his faculties well in hand . He
was Sincerely humble , but he utilized his humanity
chiefly as a better eyeglass to penetrate the vapors that
baffled the vision of other men .

The superiority of the man is in the sim pl icity of hi s

thought , that he ha s no obstruction , but looks s traight
at the pure fact , with no color of option . Profound
sincerity is the only basis of tal ent as of character .
The vi rtue of the Intel lect is its own,

its courage is Of
i ts own k ind , and at last it will be justified, though for
the moment it seem hostil e to what it most reveres .

IVe wish to sum up the conflicting impressions by
saying that all point at last to a unity which insp ires
all . Our poetry

,
our religion are its skirts and penum

b r a . Yet the charm of l ife is the hints we derive
from thi s . They overcome us like perfumes from a
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far-off shore of sweetness , and the ir meani ng is that
no tongue shall syllable i t without leave that only
it self can name it that by casting ourselves on it and
be ing it s voice it rushes each moment to positive com
mands , creating men and methods , and ties the will of
a chi ld to the love of the First Cause .





MEMORY .
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act and deed . Perception , though it were immense and
could pierce through th e universe , was not sufficient .
Memory performs the impossible for man by the
str ength of his di vine arms ; holds together past and
present

,
beholding both

,
exi sting in both , abides in the

flowing
,
and gives continuity and di gnity to human

life . It holds us to our family, to our friends . Hereby
a home is possible hereby only a new fact has value .

Opportunities of investment are usefu l only to those
who have capital . Any p iece of knowledge I acquire
to day

,
a fact that falls under my eyes

,
a book I read ,

a piece of news I hear , has a value at this moment
exactly proportioned to my skill to deal with it . To
morrow

,
when I know more , I recall that piece of

knowledge and us e it better .
The Past has a new value every moment to the ao
tive mind , through the incessant purification and better
method of its memory . Once it j oined its facts by
color and form and sensuous relations . Some fact tha t
had a childish significance to your chi ldhood and was a
type in the nursery, when riper i ntelligence recall s it
means more and serves you better as an illustration
and perhaps in your age has new meaning . What was
an isolated , unrelated belief or conj ectur e

,
our late r

experience instructs us how to place in just connection
with other views which confirm and expand it . The
old whim or perception was an augury of a broader in
sight

, at which we arrive later with secur er conviction .

Thi s is the companion , th is the tutor, the poet, the
library

,
with which you travel . It does not l i e , cannot

be corrupted , reports to you not what you wi sh but
what really hefel . You s ay,

“ I can never thi nk of

some act of neglect , of s elfishness , or of passion with
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out pain .

” Well, that is as it should be . That is the
police of the Universe the angels are s et to punish
you , so long as you are capable of such crime . But in
the history of character the day comes when you are
incapable of such crime . Then you suffer no more,
you look on it as heaven looks on it , with wonder at
the deed

,
and with applause at the pain it has cost

you .

Memory is not a pocket , but a living instr uctor, wi th
a prophetic sense of the values which he guards ; a
guardian angel set there within you to record your li fe ,
and by recording to animate you to uplift it . It is a
scripture written day by day from the birth of the
man all its records full of meanings whi ch open as he
lives on

, explaining each other , explaining the world
to hi m and expanding their sense as he advances , until
it shall become the whole law of nature and l ife .
As every creature is furnished wi th teeth to seize and
eat, and with stomach to digest its food, so the mem
ory is furnished with a perfect apparatus . There is no
book like the mem ory, none wi th such a good index ,
and that Of every kind, alphabetic , systematic , arranged
by names of persons , by colors , tastes , smells , shapes ,
l ikeness , unli keness , by all sorts of mysterious hooks
and eyes to catch and hold, and contrivances for giv
ing a hint .
The memory collects and r e -collects . We figure it
as if the mind were a kind of looking-glass

,
which

being carried thr ough the street of time receives on its
clear plate every image that passes ; onl y with this
d ifference that our plate is i odized so that every image
sinks into it

,
and is held there . But in addition to

thi s property it has one more , this , namely , that of all
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the mi lli on images that are imprinted
,
the very one we

want reappears in the centre of the plate in the mo
ment when we want it .
We can tell much about it

,
but you must not ask us

what it is . On seeing a face I am aware that I have
seen it before

,
or that I have not seen it before . On

hearing a fact told I am aware that I knew it already .

You s ay the first words of the old song, and I fini sh
the line and the stanza . But where I have them

,
or

what becomes of them when I am not thi nking of them
for months and years , that they Should lie s o sti ll , as if
they did not exi st, and yet so nigh that they come on
the instant when they are called for , never any man
was s o sharp-sighted , or could turn himself inside out
qu ick enough to find .

’
T is because of the believed incompatibi lity of the

a
“ '

i r m ativ e and advancing attitude of the mind with
tenacious acts of recoll ection that people are often re

p r oached with liv ing in their memory . Late in life we
live by memory

,
and in our solstices or periods of stag

nation as the starved camel in the desert lives on hi s
humps . Memory was called by the schoolmen vesp er
tina cognitio, evening knowledge , in distinction fr om the
command of the future whi ch we have by the kn'

Ow

ledge of causes , and which they called m a tutina cognitio,

or morning knowledge .
Am I asked whether the thoughts clothe thems elves

in words I answer, Yes , always ; but they are apt
to be instantly forgotten . Never was truer fable than
that Of the S ibyl ’s writing on leaves whi ch the wi nd
scatter s . The difference between men is that in one
the memory with inconceivable swiftness flies after and
r e -collects the flying leaves , fl ie s on wing as fast as
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that mysterious whirlwind
,
and the envious Fate is baf

fled .

This command of old facts
,
the clear beholding at

will of what is best in ou r experience
,
is ou r Splendid

privilege . He who calls what is vani shed back again
into be ing enj oys a bliss like that of creat ing ,

” says
Niebuhr . The memory plays a great part in settling
the intellectual rank of men . We estimate a man by
how mu ch he remembers . A seneschal of Parnassus
is Mnem osyne .

- This power will alone make a man
remarkable and it is found in all good wits . There
fore the poets represented the Muses as the daughters

ofMemory , for the power exists in some marked and
em inent degree in men of an ideal determination .

Q uintilian reckoned it the measure of genius . “ Tan
tum ingeni i quantum memoriae .

”

We are told that Boileau having recited to Dagues
seau one day an epistle or satire he had ju st been com
pos ing

,
Dague s s e au tranquilly told him he knew it

already
,
and in proof set himself to recite it from end

to end . Boileau
,
astonished

,
was much distressed until

he perceived that it was only a feat ofmemory .

The mind disposes all its experience after its affe c
tion and to its ruling end one man by puns and one

by cause and effect
,
one to heroic benefit and one to

wrath and animal desire . This i s the high d ifference ,
the quali ty of the association by which a man remem
bers . In the m inds of most men memory is nothing
but a farm-book or a pocket-diary . On su ch a day
I paid my note on the next day the cow calved ; on
the next I cut my finger ; on the next the banks su s

pended payment . But another man ’s memory is the
history of science and art and civility and thought and
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still another deals with laws and perceptions that are
the theory of the world .

This thread or order of remembering, thi s cla s s ifi
cation

, di stributes men , one remembering by Shop-rule
or interest one by passion ; one by trifli ng external
marks

,
as dres s or money. And one rarely takes an

interest in how the facts really s tand, in the order of
cause and effect, wi thout self - reference . This is an
intellectual man . Nature interests him ; a plant , a
fish

,
time

,
spac e , mind , bei ng , in their own method and

law . Napoleon was such , and that saves him .

But this mysterious power that binds our life to
gether has its own vagaries and interruptions . It s ome
times occurs that memory has a personality of its own

and volunteers or refuses its informations at its will
,

not at mine . One sometimes asks himself, Is it pos
sible that it is only a vi sitor, not a res ident Is it
some old aunt who goes in and out of the house, and
occasionally recites anecdotes of Old times and persons
which I recognize as having heard before , and She
being gone again I search in vain for any trace of the
anecdotes
We can help ourselves to the m odus of mental pro
cesses only by coarse material experiences . A knife
with a good spring, a forcep s whose li ps accurately
meet and match , a steel-trap , a loom ,

a watch
,
the

teeth or j aws of which fit and play perfectly
,
as com

pared with the same tools when badl y put together
,

describe to u s the difference between a person of

quick and strong perception
,
like Franklin or Swift or

IVe b ste r or Richard Owen , and a heavy m an who wit
nesses the same facts or shares exp eriences like theirs .
’T is like the impression made by the same stamp in
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sand or in wax. The way in which Burke or Sheridan
or Webster or any orator surprises us is by his always
having a Sharp tool that fits the present u s e . He ha s
an old story , an Odd c ircumstance, that illustrates the
point he is now proving, and is better than an argu
ment . The more he is heated, the wider he sees he
seems to remember all he ever knew thus certifying
us that he is in the habit of seeing better than other
people that what his mind grasps it does not let go .
’
T is the bull-dog bite you must cut off the head to
loosen the teeth .

We hate this fatal Shortness of Memory, thes e
docked men whom we behold . We gathered up what
a rolling snow-ball as we came along, —much of it
professedly for the futur e , as capital stock of know
ledge . Where is it now Look behind you . I can
not s e e that your train i s any longer than it was in
childhood . The facts of the last two or three days or
weeks are all you have with you , — the reading of the
last month ’s books . Your conversation , action , your
face and manners report Of no more , of no greater
wealth ofmind . Alas ! you have lost something for
everything you have gained , and cannot grow. Only
SO much iron will the load- stone draw ; it gains new
particle s all the way as you move it, but one fall s Off
for every one that adheres .

-As there is strength in the wild horse which is never
regained when he is once broken by training, and as
there is a sound Sleep of chi ldren and Of savages

,
pro

found as the hibernation of bears , which never v isits
the eyes of civi l gentlemen and ladies

, s o there is a
wild memory in children and youth whi ch makes what
is early learned impossible to forget ; and perhaps in
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the beginning of the world i t had most vigor . Plato
deplores writing as a barbarous invention which w ou ld
weaken the memory by di su se . The Rhapsodi sts in
Athens it seems could recite a t once any passage of

Homer that wa s desired .

If writing weakens the memory, we may s ay as much
and more of printing . What i s the newspaper but a
Sponge or invention for obli vion ? the ru le being that
for every fact added to the memory

,
one is crowded

out , and that onl y what the affection animates can be
remembered .

The mind has a better secret in generalization than
merely adding units to its li st of facts . The reas on of

the Short memory is shall ow thought . As deep as the
thought , SO great is the attraction . An act of the un
d e r standi ng will marshal and concatenate a few facts
a principle of the reason will thrill and magnetize and
redi stribute the whole world .

But defect of memory i s not always want of genius .
By no means . It is sometimes owing to excellence of
genius . Thus men of great presence of mi nd who are
always equal to the occasion do not need to rely on
what they have stored for use , but can thi nk in thi s
moment as well and deeply as in any past moment, and
i f they cannot remember the rule they can make one .

Indeed it is remarked that inventive men have bad
memories . Si r Isaac Newton was embarrassed when
the conversation turned on his discoveries and results
he cou ld not recall them ; but if he was asked why
things were SO or SO he could find the reason on the
Spot .
A man would think twice about learning a new s ci

ence or reading a new paragraph , if he believed the
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the march of the s oul adds a more sublime pe r spec
tive .

We learn early that there is great disparity of value
between ou r experiences some thoughts perish in the
using . Some days are bright with thought and senti
ment

,
and we l ive a year in a day. Yet these best

days are not always those which memory can retain .

This water once Spilled cannot be gathered . There
are more inventions in the thoughts of one happy day
than ages could execute

,
and I suppose I speak the

sense of most thoughtful men when I say
,
I would

rather have a perfect recollection of all I have thought
and felt in a day or a week of high activity than read
all the books that have been published in a century .

The memory is one Of the compensations which Na
ture grants to those who have used their days well
when age and calamity have bereaved them of their
limbs or organs , then they retreat on mental faculty
and concentrate on that . The poet

,
the philosopher ,

lam ed , Old , blind , Sick , yet disputing the ground inch
by inch against fortune , finds a strength against the
wrecks and decays sometimes more invulnerable than
the heyday of youth and talent .
I value the praise of Memory . And how does Mem

or y praise ? By holding fast the best . A thought
takes its true rank in the memory by surviving other
thoughts that were once preferred . Plato remembered
Anaxagoras by one of his sayings . If we recall ou r
own favorites we shall usually find that it is for one
crowning act or thought that we hold them dear .
Have you not found memory an apotheosis or d e ifi
cation The poor, short, lone fact dies at the b irth .

Memory catches it up into her heaven
,
and bathes it in
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immortal waters . Then a thousand times over it lives
and acts again , each time tr ansfigur ed , ennobled . In
Solitude

,
in darkness , we tread over again the sunny

walks of youth confined now in populous streets you
behold again the green fields , the shadows of the gray
bir ches by the solitary river hear again the j oyful
voices of early compan i ons , and vibrate anew to the
tenderness and dainty music of the poetry your boy
hood fed upon . At this hour the stream is still flowing,
though you hear it not the plants are still drinking
their accustomed li fe and repaying it with their beauti
ful forms . But you need not wander thither . It flows
for you , and they grow for you , in the ret urning im
ages Of former summers . In low or bad company you
fold yourself in your cloak , wi thdr aw yourself entirely
from a ll the doleful circum stance , recall and surround
yourself with the best associates and the fairest hours
of your l ife

“ Pass ing sweet ar e th e dom ains Of tender m em ory .

You may perish out of your senses , but not out of your
memory or imagination .

The memory has a fine art of sifting out the pain
and keeping all the j oy . The Spring days when the
bluebird arrives have usually only few hours of fine

temperature
,
are sour and unl ovely but when late in

autumn we hear rarely a bluebir d ’s notes they are
sweet by remindi ng us of the spring . Well , it is so
with other tricks of memory . O f the most romantic
fact the memory is more romantic and thi s power of
sinking the pain of any exp erience and of recall ing the
saddest with tranquillity

,
and even with a wise pleasure ,

i s familiar . The memory is as the affection . Samp
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son Reed says , “ The true way to store the memory is
to develop the affections . ” A souveni r is a token of

love . Rem em ber m e means , DO not cease t o love me .
We remember those thi ngs which we love and those
things which we hate . The memory of all men is r o

bust on the subj ect of a debt due to them , or of an
insult inflicted on them .

“ They can remember
,
as

Johnson said
,

“ who kicked them last . ”

Every artist is ali ve on the subj ect Of his art . The
Persians say

,
A real singer wi ll never forget the song

he has once learned .

” Michael Angelo , after having
once seen a work of any other art ist , woul d remem
ber it s o perfectly that if it pleased him to make u s e of

any portion thereof , he could do so, but in su ch a man
ner that none could perceive it .
We remember what we understand , and we under
stand best what we like ; for thi s d oubles our power
of attention , and makes it our own. Captain John
Brown

,
of Os sawatom i e , said he had in Ohio three

thou sand Sheep on his farm
,
and could tell a strange

sheep in his flock as soon as he saw it s face . One of

my neighbors
,
a grazier, told me that he should know

again every cow,
ox

,
or steer that he ever s aw. Abel

Lawton knew every horse that went up and down
through Concord to the towns in the county . And in
higher examples each man ’s memory is in the line of

his action .

Natu re trains us on to s e e illu sions and prodigies
with no more wonder than ou r toast and omelet at
breakfast . Talk of memory and cit e me these fine ex
amples of Grotius and Dague ss e au ,

and I think how
awful is that power and what privil ege and tyranny it
must confer . Then I come to a bright school-girl who
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remembers all she hears , carries thousands of nurse ry
rhymes and all the poetry in all the readers , hy
books

,
and pictorial bal lads in her mind ; and

’
t is a

mere drug . She carries it SO carelessly, it seems like
the profusion of hair on the Shock head s of all the vil
lage boys and vi llage dogs it grows like grass . ’

T is
a bushel-basket memory of all unchosen knowledge ,
heaped together in a huge hamper

,
Wi thout method,

yet securely held , and ready to come at call ; so tha t
an Old scholar; who knows what to do with a memory,
is fu ll of wonder and pity that thi s magical force Should
be squ and ered on such frippery .

He is a skil ful doctor who can give me a recipe for
the cure of a bad memory . And yet we have some
hints from experience on this subj ect . And first , hea lth.

It is found that we remember best when the head is
clear, when we are thoroughly awake . When the body
is in a quiescent state in the absence of the passions , in
the moderation of food , it yields itself a willing me
di um to the intellect . For the true river Lethe is the
body of man , with its belly and uproar of appetite and
mountains of indigestion and bad humors and qual
ity of d arkness . And for this reason

, and observing
some mysterious continuity of mental operation during
Sleep or when our will is suspended

,

’
t is an Old rule

of scholars , that which Fuller record s
,

’
T is best

knocking in the nail overnight and clinching it next
morning .

” Only I should give extens ion to this rule
and say Y e s , drive the nail this week and clinch it the
next, and drive it this year and clinch it the next .
But Fate also is an artist . We forget also according
to beauti ful laws . Thoreau said

,
O f what s ignifi

cance are the th ings you can forget . A little thought
is s exton to all the world .

”
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We must be severe with ourselves , and what we wish
to keep we must once thoroughly possess . Then the
thing seen will no longer be what it was , a mere s en
suons obj ect before the eye or ear, but a reminder of

i ts law,
a possession for the intel lect . Then we relieve

ourselves of all task in the matter
,
we put the onus of

being remembered on the obj ect
,
instead of on our will .

We shal l do as we do with all our studies, prize the
fact or the name of the pe rson by that predominance
it takes in ou r mind after near acqu aintance . I have
several times forgotten the name of Flamsteed

,
never

that of Newton and can drop easily many poets out
of the Elizabethan chronology

,
but not Shakespeare .

We forget rapidly what Should be forgotten . The
univer sa l sense of fables and anecdotes i s marked by
ou r tendency to forget name and date and geography .

How in the right are children
,
said Margaret Fuller

,

to forget name and date and place .

You cannot overstate ou r debt to the past
,
but has

the present no claim Thi s past memory is the bag
gage

,
but where is the troop The divine gi ft is not

the old but the new. The divine is the instant life that
receives and uses , the life that can well bury the old in
the omnipotency with whi ch it makes all things new.

The acceleration of mental process is equivalent to
the lengthening of life . If a great many thoughts pass
through your mind you will believe a long time has
elapsed , many hours or davs . In dreams a rush of

ma ny thoughts
,
of seeming experiences

,
of Spending

hours and going through a great variety of a ctions and
compani es

,
and when we start up and look at the watch ,

instead of a long night we are surprised to find it wa s
a Short nap . The Opium-eater says

,
I sometimes

s eemed to have lived seventy or a hundred years in
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one night . You know what is told of the experience
of s ome persons who have been recovered from drown
ing . They relate that the ir whole life ’ s history seemed
to pass before them in review . hey remembered in a
moment all that they ever did .

If we occupy our selves long on thi s wonderful fac
ulty, and s e e the natural he lp s of it in the mind , and
the way in which new knowledge calls upon old know
ledge new giving undream ed-of value to Old every
where relation and suggestion , s o that what one had
painfully held by strained attention and recapitulation
now falls into place and is clamped and locked by in
evitable connection as a planet in its orbit (every other
or b , or the law or system of which it is a part , being a
perpetual reminder) , we cannot fail to draw thence
a sublime hint that thus there must be an endless in
crease ih the power of memory only through its u s e

that there must be a proportion between the power of
memory and the amount Of knowab l e s ; and Since the
Universe Opens to us

,
the reach of the memory must be

as large .

With every broader generali zation which the mind
makes , with every deeper insight , its retrospect is also
wider . W'

ith every new insight into the duty or fact
of t o day we come into new posses sion of the past .
When we li ve by principles instead of traditions

,
by

obedience to the law of the mind instead of by passion
,

the Great Mind wi ll enter into us , not as now in frag
ments and detached thoughts

,
but the light of to day

will shine backward and forward .

Memory is a presumption of a posses sion Of the fu
ture . Now we are halves

,
we see the past but not the

futu re , b ut in that day will the hemisphere complete
itself and foresight be as perfect as afte r s ight.
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THE rocky nook with h il l-tops thre e
Looke d e a stward fr om th e far m s

,

And twice e ach day th e fiowing s ea
Took B os ton in its arm s .

Th e s ea returning d ay by d ay
Re store s th e world-wi de m a rt;

SO l et e ach dw e ll er on th e B ay
Fold B oston in hi s heart.

Let th e blood of h e r hundred thousands
Throb in e ach m anl y v e in ,

And th e wits of all h e r wis e st
Make sunshine in h e r brain.

And e ach sha ll care for other,
And e ach to e ach Shall bend ,

To th e poor a noble brother,
To th e good an e qua l fr i end .

A ble s sing thr ough th e age s thus
Shie ld all thy roo fs and towers

G OD WITH THE FATHE R S, so WITH US,
Thou darling town of our s !
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TH E old physiologists said , “ There is in the a i r a
hidden food of life and they watched the effect of
different cl imates . They believed the air of moun
tains and the seashore a potent pr ed i spos e r to rebell ion .

The air was a good republican , and it was remarked
that insulary people are versat ile and addicted to
change

,
both in religious and secular affairs .

The air that we breathe is an exhalat ion of all the
solid material globe . An aerial fluid streams all day,
all night

,
from every flower and leaf, from every water

and soil
,
from every rock- ledge and from every stra

tum a d ifie r ent aroma and air according to its quality .

According to quality and according to temperatur e
,
i t

must have effect on manners .
There is the climate of the Sahara a climate where
the sunbeams are vertical ; where is day after day ,
sunstroke after sunstroke

,
with a frosty shadow b e

tween .

“ There are countries
,
said Howell

,

“ where
the heaven is a fiery furnace

,
or a blowing bellows , or

a dropping Sponge , most parts of the year . Such i s
the assimi lating force of the Indian climate , that , Sir
Erskine Perry says

,

“ the usage and Opinion of the
Hindoos so invades men of all castes and colors who
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deal with them that all take a Hindoo tint . Parsee
,

Mongol
,
Afghan

,
Israelit e , Christian , have all passed

under this influence and exchanged a good part of their
patrimony of ideas for the notions , manner Of see ing ,
and habitual tone of Indi an society .

” He compares it
to the geologic phenomenon which the black soil of the
Dhakkan ofie r s , the property, namely, of assimi lat
ing to itself every foreign substance introduced into
its bosom .

How can we not believe in influences of climate
and a ir , when , as true phi losophers , we must believe
that chem ical atoms also have their spiritual cause why
they are thus and not other that carbon

,
oxygen

,

alum and iron
,
each has its origin in Spiritual nature

Even at this day m en are to be found superstitious
enough to believe that to certain spots on the surface
of the planet Special powers attach

,
and an exalted in

fluence on the genius of man . And it appears as if
some localities of the earth , through wholesome Springs ,
or as the ha bita t of rare plants and m i nerals , or through
ravishing beauties of Nature , were preferred before
others . There is great testimony of discriminating
persons to the effect that Rome is endowed with the
enchanting property of inspir ing a longing in m en there
to live and there to die .

Who li ves one year in Boston ranges through all the
climates of th e globe . And if the character of the
people has a larger range and greater versatility, caus
ing them to exhibit equal d exterity in what are else
where reckoned incompatible works , perhaps they may
thank their climate Of extremes , which at one season
gives them the Splendor of the equator and a touch of
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Syria
,
and then runs down to a cold whi ch approaches

the temperature of the celestial spaces .
It is not a country of luxury or of pictures of snows
rather

,
of east-winds and changing skies ; v isited by

icebergs
,
whi ch

,
floating by

,
nip with their cool breath

our blossoms . Not a luxurious climate , but wisdom is
not found with those who dwell at the ir ease . Give
me a climate where people think well and construct
well

,
—I wil l spend S ix months there , and you may

have all the rest of my years .
What Vasari says , thr ee hundred years ago , of the
republican c ity of Florence might b e said of Boston ;
“ that the desire for glory and honor is powerfully
generated by the air of that place , in the men of every
profession ; whereby a ll who posses s talent are im

pe ll e d to struggle that they may not remain in the
same grade wi th those whom they perceive to be onl y
m en like themselves , even though they may acknow
ledge such indeed to be masters ; but a ll labor by
every means to be foremost .”

We find no les s stimulus in our native air not less
ambition in our blood , which Puritani sm ha s not suf
fici ently chast ised ; and at least an equal freedom in
ou r laws and customs , with as many and as tempting
rewards to toi l with s o many phil anthropies , human
itie s , charities , s oliciting us to be great and good .

New England is a sort of Scotland .

’T is hard to
s ay why . Climate is much then

,
Old accumu lation of

the means
,
— books

,
schools

,
colleges

,
literary society

—as New Bedford is not nearer to the whales than
New London or Portland, yet they have all the equip
ments for a whaler ready

,
and they hug an oi l-cask

like a brother .
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I do not know that Charles River or Merrimac
water is more clarifying to the brain than the Savan
nah or Alabama rivers , yet the men that drink i t get
up earl ier, and some of the morning light lasts through
the day . I notice tha t they who drink for some little
time of the Potomac water lose their relish for the
water Of the Charles River

,
of the Merrimac and the

Connecticut
,
— even of the Hudson . I think the Po

tomac water is a littl e acrid , and should be corrected
by cOpiou s infusions of these provincial streams .
Of great cities you cannot compute the influences .
In New York , in Montreal , New Orleans and the far
the st coloni es , in Guiana

,
in Guadaloupe , a mi ddle

aged gentleman is just embarking with all hi s property
to fulfil the dream of his life and Spend his old age in
Paris s o that a fortune falls into the massive wealth
of that city every day in the year . Astronomers come
because there they can find apparatus and companions .
Chemist , geologist , artist , musician , dancer, because
there only are grandees and their patronage

, appr ecia

tors and patrons . Demand and supply run into every
invis ible and unnamed provi nce of whim and passion .

Each great city gathers these values and delights for
mankind , and comes to be the brag of its age and pop
ulation . The Greeks thought him unhappy who died
wi thout seeing the statue of Jove at Olympia . With
sti ll more reason

,
they praised Athens

,
the “ Violet

City .

” It was said of Rome in its proudest days , look
ing at the vast radiation of the privilege of Roman
citizenship through the then-known world , the ex
tent of the city and of the world is the same (sp atium

et ur bis et or bis id em ) . London now for a thousand
years has been in an affirmative or energi zing mood
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has not stopped growing . L innaeus
,
like a naturalist

,

esteeming the globe a big egg, called London the punc
tum s al iens in the volk of the world .

This town of Boston has a history . It is not an acci
dent, not awi ndmill , or a rail road station , or cross-roads
tavern , or an army-barracks grown up by time and luck
to a place of wealth but a seat of humanity

, of men
of principle , obeying a sentiment and marching loyally
whither that should lead them s o that its annals are
great historical lines, inextricably national part of the
history of political liberty . I do not speak with any
fondness , but the language of coldest history, when I
s ay that Boston commands attention as the town whi ch
was appointed in the destiny of nations to lead the
civilization of North America .

A capital fact distinguishing this colony from all
other colonie s was that the persons composing it con
sented to come on the one condition that the charter
Should be transferred from the company in England to
themselves and s o they brought the government with
them .

On the 3d of November, 1620, King James incor po
rated forty of his subj ects , Sir F . Gorges and others ,
the council established at Plymouth in the county of

Devon for the planting, ruling, ordering and governing
of New England in America . The territory con
ferred on the patentees in absolute property, with
unlimited jurisdiction , the sole power of legislation ,
the appom tm ent of all Officers and all forms of govern
ment— extended from the 40th to the 48 th degree of
north latitude

,
and in length from the Atlantic to the

Pacific .
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John Smith writes “ Of all the four parts of
the world that I have yet seen not inhabited

,
could I

but have means to transplant a colony
,
I would rather

live here than anywhere ; and if it did not maintain
itself , were we but once indifferently well fitted , let us
starve . Here are many isles planted with corn , groves ,
mulberries , salvage gardens and good harbours . The
s e a-coast as you pass shows you a ll along large corn
fields and great troops of well-proportioned people .”

Massachusetts in particular
,
he call s “ the paradise of

these part s
,
notices its high mountain

,
and its river,

“ which doth pierce many days ’ j ourney into the en

trails of that country .

” Morton arrived in 1622 , in
June

,
beheld the country, and “ the more he looked ,

the more he liked it .”

In S ixty-eight years after the foundation of Boston,
Dr . Mather writes of it , The town hath indeed thr ee
elder S isters in this colony, but it hath wonderf ully
outgrown them all , and h e r mother , O ld Boston in
England

,
also yea

,
wi thi n a few years after the first

set tlement it grew to be the metropolis of the whole
English America .

”

How easy it i s , after the city is bu ilt , to see where it
ought to stand . In Our beautiful bay, with its broad
and deep waters covered with sails from every port ;
with its islands hospitably shi ni ng in the s un wi th its
waters bounded and marked by light-houses

,
buoys and

sea-marks every foot sounded and chart ed with its
Shores trending steadily from the two arms which the
capes of Massachusetts s tretch out to sea, down to the
bottom of the bay where the city domes and spires
Sparkle through the haze

,
a good boatman can easily

find his way for the first time to the State House , and
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been the last outrage ever committed by the sting-rays
or by the swe e tfe r n, or by the fox-grapes ; they have
been of peaceable behavior ever Since .

Any geologist or engineer is accustomed to face more
seriou s dangers than any enumerated

,
excepting the

hostile Indians . But the awe wa s real and overpower
ing in the superstition wi th whi ch every new obj ect
was magnified . The superstition which hung over the
new ocean had not yet been scattered the powers of
the savage were not known the dangers of the wi lder
ness were unexplored ; and, in that time , terrors Of
witchcraft

,
terrors of evi l spirits , and a certain degree

of terror still clouded the idea of God in the mind of
the purest .
The divine will descends into the barbarous mind in
some strange disguise its pure truth not to be guessed
from the rude vizard under which it goes m a sque r ad

ing . The common eye cannot tell what the bird will
be

,
from the egg, nor the pure truth from the gro

te squ e tenet whi ch Sheathes it . But by some secre t
tie it holds the poor savage to it, and he goes muttering
his rude ritual or mythology , which yet conceals some
grand commandment ; as courage , veracity, honesty,
or chastity and generosity .

So these English men , with the Middle Ages still oh
souring the ir reason

,
were fil led with Christian thought .

They had a cultu re of their own. They read Mil ton
,

Thomas a Kempis , Bunyan and Flav e l with religi ous
awe and deli ght , not for entertainment . They were
precisely the ideal ists of England ; the most religious
in a religious era . An old lady who remembered these
pious people said of them that “ they had to hold on
hard to the huckleberry bushes to hinder them s elves
from being translated.

”
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In our own age we are learning to look as on chi valry
at the sweetness of that ancient piety which makes the
genius of St . Bernard , Latimer , Scougal , Jeremy Tay
lor

,
Herbert

,
and Le ighton . Who can read the fiery

ejaculations of St . Augus t ine , a m an of as clear a sight
a s almost any other of Thomas a Kempis , of Milton,
of Bunyan even , wi thout feeling how rich and expan

s ive a culture not so much a culture as a hi gher
li fe they owed to the promptings of this sentiment
without contrasting their immortal heat with the cold
complexion of our recent wits ? Who can read the
pious diaries of the Engli shmen in the time of the
Commonwealth and l ate r , without a sigh that we write
no diarie s to-day Who Shall restore to us the Odori
ferous Sabbaths whi ch made the earth and the humble
roof a sanctity
Thi s sp irit, of course , involved that of Stoicism ,

as ,
in its turn, Stoicism did thi s . Yet how much more at
tractive and true that thi s piety should be the central
trait and the stern vir tues follow, than that Stoicism
should face the gods and put Jove on his defence .
That piety is a refutation of every skeptical doubt .
These men are a bridge to us between the unparalleled
piety of the Hebrew epoch and our own. These ancient
men

,
like great gardens with great banks of flowers ,

send ou t the ir perfumed breath ac r oss the great tracts
of time . How needful is David, Paul, Leighton, Fen
elon

,
to our devotion . O f these writers

,
of thi s Spirit

which deified them , I will say with Confucius , If in
the morning I hear of the right way

,
and in the evening

die
,
I can be happy .

”

I trace to this deep religious sentiment and to its
culture great and salutary results to the people of New
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England ; first
,
namely , the culture Of the intellect,

which has always been found in the Calvini stic church .

The colony was planted in in 1638 Harvard C ol
lege was founded . The General Court of Ma s s achu

setts
,
in 1647, To the end that learni ng may not be

buried in the graves of the forefathers, ordered , that
every township

,
after the Lord has increased them to

the number of fifty householders , Shall appoint one to
teach all childr en to write and read and where any
town Shall increase to the number of a hundred fami
lies , they Shall set up a Grammar School , the Masters
thereof being able to instruct youth so far as they may
be fitted for the University .

”

Many and rich are the fruits of that s imple statute .
The universality of an elementary education in New

England is her praise and her power in the whole
world. To the schools succeeds the vi llage Lyceum ,

now very general throughout all the country towns of
New England, where every week through the winter,
lectures are read and debates sustained which prove a
college for the young rustic . Hence it happens that
the young farmers and mechanics

,
who work all s um

mer in the field or shop
,
in the winter often go into a

neighboring town to teach the di strict school arithmetic
and grammar . As you know too, New England sup

plies annually a large detachment of preachers and
schoolmasters and private tutors to the interior of the
South and West .

New England lies in the cold and hostile latitude
which by shutting men up in houses and tight and
heated rooms a large part of the year

,
and then again

shutting up the body in flannel and leather, defrauds
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the human being in some degree of his relations to ex
ternal nature takes from the muscles their suppleness

,

from the skin its exposure to the a i r ; and the New

Englander, like every other northerner, lacks that
beauty and gr ace which the habit of living much in the
air, and the activity of the limbs not in labor but in
graceful exercise

,
tend to produce in climates nearer to

the sun . Then the necessity
,
which always presses the

northerner , of providing fuel and many clothes and
tight houses and much food against the long winter

,

makes him anxi ously frugal
,
and generates in him that

Spirit of detail which is not grand and enlarging, but
goes rather to pinch the feature s and degrade the
character .
As an antidote to the Sp irit of com merce and of econ

om y, the religious spirit— always enlar ging, firing
man , prompting the pur suit of the vast , the beautiful ,
the unatta inable wa s especially necessary to the cul
ture of New England . In the midst of her laborious
and economical and rude and awkward population ,
where is little elegance and no facil ity with great ac
curacy in detail s , little spirit of society or knowledge of
the world , you shall not unfrequently meet that r efine
ment which no education and no habit of society can
bestow which makes the elegance of wealth look
stupid , and unites itself by natural a ifini ty to the high
est minds of the world ; nourishes itself on Plato and
Dante , Michael Angelo and Milton ; on whatever is
pure and sublime in art

,
—and

,
I may say, gave a hos

pital ity in this country to the sp irit of Coleridge and
Wordsworth , and to the music of Beethoven , before yet
their genius ha d found a hearty welcome in Great
Britain .
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I do not look to find in England better manners than
the best manners here . We can Show native examples

,

and I may almost say (travellers as we are) natives
who never crossed the s e a , who possess all the elements
of noble behavior .
It is the property of the religious sentiment to be
the most refining of all influences . N0 external ad
vantages , no good birth or breeding

,
no cul ture of the

taste
,
no habit of command, no association with the

elegant, —even no depth of affection that does not
rise to a religious sentiment , can bestow that delicacy
and grandeur of bearing wh ich belong only to a m ind
accustomed to celestial conversation . All else i s coarse
and external all else is tailoring and cosmetics beside
this ; 1 for thoughts are expressed in every look or ges
ture

,
and these thoughts are as if angels had talked

with the child .

By this instinct we are lifted to higher ground . The
religi ous sentiment gave the iron purpose and arm .

That colonizing was a great and generous scheme
,

manly meant and manly done . When one thinks of

the enterpr ises that are attempted in the heats of youth
,

the Z oars , New-Harmoni es and Brook-Farms , Oakdales
and Phalansteries

,
which have been so profoundl y ven

til ated , but end in a protracted picnic whi ch after a few
weeks or months dismisses the partakers to their old

homes
,
we s e e with new increased respect the solid

,

well-calculated scheme of these emigrants , s itting down
hard and fast where they came , and building their em
pire by due degrees .

1 Com e d al fuoco il caldo, e s ser div is o,
Non puo

’l b el dall ’ etem o.

”

MICHE L ANG ELO.

!As from fir e h e at cannot b e s eparated ,—ne ither can beauty from
the ete r nal !
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John Smith says , “ Thirty, forty , or fifty sail went
yearly in America only to trade and fish , but nothing
wou ld be done for a plantation , till abou t s ome hun
dred Of your Brownists of England

,
Amsterdam and

Leyden went to New Plymouth whose humorous igno
rances cau sed them for more than a year to endure a
wonderfu l deal ofmisery, with an infini te patience .

”

What Should hinder that th i s America, s o long kept
in reserve from the i ntellectual races until they Should
grow to it

,
glimpses being afforded which spoke to the

imagination
,
yet the firm shore hi d until science and

art Should be ripe to propose it as a fixed aim , and a
man shou ld be found who should sail steadily west
sixty-eight days from the port of Palos to find it,

what should hi nder that this New Atlantis should have
its happy ports , its mountains of se curity, its gardens
fit for human abode where all elements were right for
the health

,
power and virtue of man

America is growing like a cloud , towns on towns ,
States on States and wealth (always interesting , Since
from wealth power cannot be divorced) i s piled in every
form invented for comfort or pride .
If John Bul l interest you at home , come and s e e him
under new conditions , come and s e e the Jonathani zation
Of John .

There are always men ready for adventur es , more
in an over-governed , over-peopled country, where all
the professions are crowded and all character sup
pressed

,
than elsewhere . This thirst for adventure is

the vent which Destiny offers a wa r , a crusade , a gold
mine

,
a new country , Speak to the imagination and Offer

swing and play to the confined powers .
The American idea , Emancipation , appears in our
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freedom of intellection , in our reforms , and in our bad
politics it has , of course , its s ini ster side , which is
most felt by the drilled and scholastic , but if followed
it leads to heavenl y places .
European and American are each ridiculous out Of

hi s sphere . There is a Columbia of thought and art
and character

,
which i s the last and endless sequel of

Col umbus ’s adventure .

European critics regret the detachment of the Puri
tans to this country without aristocracy which a little
remind s one of the pity of the Swiss mountaineers
when Shown a handsome Englishman : “What a pity
he has no goitre The future hi storian will regard
the detachment of the Pur itans without aristocracy the
supreme fortune of the colony as great a gain to man
ki nd as the opening of this continent .
There is a little formula, couched in pure Saxon ,
which you may hear in the corners of streets and in the
yard of the dame ’s school from very little republicans
I ’

m as good as you be , which contains the essence
of the Massachusetts B ill of Rights and of the Ameri
can Declaration of Independence . And this was at the
bottom of Plymouth Rock and of Boston Stone and
this could be heard (by an acute ear) in the Petitions
to the King, and the platforms of churches , and was
said and sung in every tone of the psalmody of the
Puritans in every note of Old Hundred and Hal le lu

j ah and Short Particular Metre .

What is very conspicuous is the saucy independence

which shines in all their eyes . They could s ay to them
selves

,
Well

, at least this yoke of man , of bishops , of
cour tiers , of dukes , is off my neck . We a r e a li ttle too
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Josiah Q ui ncy and Governor Andrew to. undertake and
car ry the defence of patriots in the courts against the
uproar of all the province some d efender Of the slave
against the politician and the merchant ; some cham
pion of first principles of humanity against the rich and
luxuriou s some adversary of the death penalty some
pleader for peace some noble protestant , who will not
stoop to infamy when all are gone mad

,
but will stand

for liberty and justice
,
if alone

,
until all come back to

hi m .

I confess I do not find in our people , with all their
education

,
a fair share Of or i gi nality of thought —not

any remarkable book of wisdom not any broad gener
a l ization, any equal power of imagination . No Novum
Organon no Mécanique Cel e ste no Princip ia no
Paradise Lost no Hamlet no Wealth of Nations no
National Anthem have we yet contribu ted .

Nature is a fru gal mother and never gi ves without
measure . When She has work to do she qualifies men
for that and sends them equipped for that . In Massa
chu s etts she did not want epic poem s and dramas yet ,
but firs t, planters of towns , fellers of th e forest, build
ers of mills and forges , builders of roads , and farmers
to till and harvest corn for the world . Corn

, ye s , but
honest corn ; corn with thanks to the Giver of corn
and the best thanks

, namely, obedience to his law this
was the Office imposed on our Founders and people
liberty , clean and wise . It was to be bui lt on Religion ,
the Emancipator ; Religion wh ich teaches equality of
all men in view of the Sp irit which created man .

Th e seed of prosperity wa s planted . The people did
not gather where they had not sown . They did not
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try to unlock the treasure of the world except by honest
keys of labor and Skil l . They knew, as God knew,

that
command of nature comes by obedience to nature that
reward comes by faithful serv ice that the m ost noble
motto was that of the Prince of Wales ,
and that he is greatest who serves best . There was

no secret of labor which they disdained .

They accepted the divine ordination that man is for
u s e ; that intelligent being exi sts to the utmost use ;
and that his ruin is to live for pleasure and for Show .

And when within our memory some flippant senator
wished to taunt the people of this country by calling
them “ the mudsills of society

,
he paid them igno

r antly a true praise ; for good men are as the green
plain of the earth is , as the rocks

,
and the beds of

rivers are , the foundation and flooring and sills of the
State .
The power of labor which belongs to the English
race fell here into a climate which befriended it, and
into a maritime country made for trade

,
where wa s no

rival and no envious lawgiver. The sailor and the
merchant made the law to su it themselves

,
so that there

wa s never, I suppose , a more rapid expansion in popu
la tion , wealth and all the elements of power, and in the
citizens , consciou sness of power and sustained assertion
of it , than was exhibited here .

Moral valu es become also money values . When men
s aw that these people , besides their industry and thrift ,
had a heart and soul and would stand by each other at
all hazards , they desired to come and li ve here . A
hou se in Boston was worth as much again as a house
j ust as good in a town of timorous peopl e

,
because here

the neighbors woul d defend each other against bad gov
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cruors and against troops quite naturall y house-rents
rose in Boston .

Besides , youth and health li ke a st irring town , above
a torpid place where nothing is doing . In Boston they
were sur e to s e e something going forward before the
year was out . For here was the moving principle it
self, the p r im um m obi le , a li vi ng mind agitating the
mass and always a

'

i icting the conservative class with
some odious novelty or other ; a new religious sect, a
political point, a point of honor , a reform in education,
a ph i lanthr opy .

From Roger Will iams and Eliot and Robinson and
the Q uaker women who for a testimony walked naked
into the str eets , and as the record tells us “ were
arrested and publicly whipped , — the baggages that
they were ; from Wheelwright the Antinomian and
Ann “1

a tchinson and Whitefield and Mother Ann the

fir st Shaker, down to Abner Kneeland and Father Lam
s on and Will iam Garrison , there never was wanting
some thorn of di ssent and innovation and heresy to
prick the sides of conservatism .

With all thei r love of his person , they took immense
pleasure in turning out the governor and deputy and
assistants

,
and contravening the counsel of the clergy

as they had come so far for the sweet satisfaction of
resisting the Bishops and the Ki ng .

The Massachusetts colony grew and filled its own

borders with a denser population than any other Ameri
can State (Kossuth called it the City State) , all the
whil e sending out coloni es to every part of New Eng
land then South and West

,
until it has infused all the

Union with its blood .
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We are willing to s e e ou r sons emi grate
,
as to see

ou r hives swarm . That is what they were made to do
,

and what the land wants and invi tes . The towns or

countries in which the man lives and di es where he was
born

,
and his son and son ’s son live and die where he

did , are of no great account .
I know that this hi story contains many black lines of
cruel injustic e murder , persecution , and execution of
women for witchcraft .
I am afraid there are anecdotes of poverty and di s
ease in Broad Street that match the dismal statistics of
New York and London . No doubt all manner of vices
can be found in this

,
as in every city infini te mean

ness
,
scarlet crime . Granted . But there is yet in

every city a certain permanent tone a tendency to be
in the right or in the wrong ; audacity or slowness ;
labor or luxury giving or parsimony whi ch Side is it
on And I hold that a community, as a man, is en
titled to be judged by his best .
We are Often praised for what is least ours . Boston

too is sometimes pushed into a theatrical attitude of
virtu e

,
to which she is not entitled and which She can

not keep . B ut the genius of Boston is seen in her real
independence , productive power and northern acute
ness of mind, which is in nature hos tile to oppr e s

s ion . It is a good city as citie s go ; Nature is good .

The climate is electric , good for wi t and good for char
acter . What public souls have lived here

,
what social

benefactors
,
what eloquent preachers , skilful workmen,

stout captains , wise merchants what fine artists , what
gifted conversers , what mathematicians , what lawyers ,
what wits and where is the middle class s o able , v i r
tuons and instructed
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And thus ou r l ittle city thrives and enlarges
,
striki ng

deep roots , and sending out boughs and buds
,
and

propagating itself like a banyan over the continent .
Greater citie s there are that Sprung from it

,
full of its

blood and names and traditions . It is very willing to
be outnumbered and outgrown , so long as they carry
forward its life of civil and religious freedom

,
of edu

cation
,
of s ocial order, and of loyalty to law . It is

very willing to be ou trun in numbers
,
and in wealth

but it is very j ealous of any superiority in these
,
its

natu ral instinct and privilege . You cannot conquer it
by numbers , or by square mi les , or by counted mi llions
of wealth . For it owes its existence and its power to
principles not of yesterday, and the deeper principle
will always prevail over whatever material accum u

lations .

As long as she cleaves to her liberty, her education
and to her Spiritual faith as the foundation of these

,
she

will teach the teachers and rule the rulers of America .

Her mechanics
,
her farmers will to il better ; She will

repair mischi ef she will furnish what is wanted in the
hour Of need ; her sai lors will man the C onstitution
her mechanics repair the broken rail her troops will
be the first in the field to vindi cate the maj esty of a
free nation

,
and remain last on the field to secure it .

Her geniu s will write the laws and her hi storians record
the fate of nations .

In an age of trade and material prosperity
, we have

stood a little stupefied by the elevation of ou r ance s

tors . We praised the Puritans because we did not find
in ourselves the spirit to do the like . We praised with
a certain adulation the invariable valor of the Old war
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gods and war-councillors of the Revolution . Washing
ton has seemed an exceptional virtue . This praise was
a concession of unworthiness in those who had so much
to s ay of it . The heroes only shared thi s power of a
sentiment , which , if it now breathes into u s , will make
it easy to us to understand them

, and we Shall not
longer flatter them . Let us Shame the fathers

,
by su

perior virtu e in the sons .
It is almost a proverb that a great man has not
a great s on. Bacon

,
Newton and Washington were

childless . But , in Boston, Nature is more indu lgent ,
and has given good sons to good sires

,
or at least con

tinned merit in the same blood . The elder President
Adams has to divide voices of fame with the younger
Presid ent Adams . The elder Otis could ha r d l v excel
the popular eloquence of the younger O tis ; and the

Q u incy of the Revolution seems compensated for the
shortness of his bright career in the s on who so long
lingers among the last of those bright clouds ,

That on the s te ady bre eze of honor sail
In long succe s s ion ca lm and be autiful . ”

Here stands to-day as of yore our little city of the
rocks ; here let it stand forever, on the man-bearing
grani te of the North Let her stand fast by herself
She has grown great . She is filled with strangers , but

she can only prosper by adhering to her faith . Let
every child that i s born of her and every child of her
adoption s e e to it to keep the name of Boston as clean

as the s un and in distant ages her motto shall be the
prayer of mill ions on all the hills that gird the town,

“ As with ou r Fathers , s o God be with us ! ” SICUT

PATRIB US, SIT DEUS NOB IS
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NON ha l ’ ottim o arti sta alcun concetto,
Ch ’

un m arm o solo in Se non circos criv a
Col suo sov erchio, e solo a que llo arriva
La m an ch e obbe di sce all ’ inte lletto.

M. ANGE LO, Sonnettop r i m e .
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1

FE W lives of eminent men are harmonious few that
furnish , in all the facts , an image corresponding with
the ir fame . But all things recorded of Michael An
gelo B uona r otti agree together . He l ived one life
he pursu ed one career . He accomplished extr aor di

nary works ; he uttered extraordinary words ; and in
this greatness was so little eccentricity , s o true was he
to the laws of the human mind , that his character and
his works

,
like S ir Isaac Newton ’s , seem rather a part

of nature than arbitrary productions of the human
will . Especially we venerate his moral fame . Whi lst
his name belongs to the highest class of genius , his life
contains in it no injurious influence . Every line in his
biography might be read to the human race with whole
some effect . The means

,
the materials of his activity,

were coar se enough to be appreciated , being add ressed
for the most part to the eye the results, sublime
and all innocent . A purity severe and even terrible
goes out from the lofty productions of his pencil and
his chisel , and again from the more perfect sculpture
of hi s own l ife

,
which heals and exalts . He nothing
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common d id , or mean , and dying at the end of near
ninety years , had not yet become old , but wa s engaged
in executing hi s grand conceptions in the ineffaceable
architecture of St . Peter ’s .
Above all men whose history we know

,
Michael An

gelo presents u s with the perfect image of the artist .
He is an eminent master in the four fine arts , Pa int
ing, Sculpture , Architecture and Poetry. In three of

them by visible means
,
and in poetry by words , he

strove to express the Idea of Beau ty . Thi s idea pos
sessed h im and d etermined all hi s activity . Beauty
in the l argest sense

,
beauty inward and outward, com

prehending grandeur as a part , and reaching to good
ness a s its sou l

,
—this to receive and thi s to impart ,

was his geniu s .
It is a happiness t o find

,
amid the fal sehood and

griefs of the human race
,
a soul at intervals born to

behold and create only beauty . So Shall not the inde
scribable charm of the natural world , the great spectacle
of morn and evening which shut and Open the most
disastrous d ay, want observers . The ancient Greeks
called the world xéonos , B eauty a name which , in our
artificial state of society

,
sounds fanciful and im pe r ti

nent . Yet , in proportion as man rise s above the s e r

v itud e to wealth and a pursuit of mean pleasures
,
he

perceives that what is most real is most beautiful
,
and

that , by the contemplation of such obj ects , he is taught
and exalted . This truth

,
that perfect beauty and per

fe ct goodness are one , was made known to Michael
Angelo and we shall endeavor by sketches from his
life to show the direction and limitations of his search
after this element .
In considering a life dedicated to the study of Beauty,
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a power Of der iv ing pleasur e from Beauty . This is
Taste . In the second place certain minds

,
more

closely harmonized with nature
,
posses s the power of

abstracting Beauty from thi ngs , and reproducing it in
new forms

, on any Obj ect t o which accident may deter
mine the ir activity ; as stone , canvas , song, hi story .

Thi s is Art .
S ince Beauty is thus an abstraction of the harm ony
and proportion that reigns in all nature

,
it is therefore

studied in nature , and not in what does not exis t .
Hence the celebrated French maxim of Rhetoric

,
R ien

a
’

e bea u que le vr a i Nothing is beautiful but what is
true .

” It has a much wider application than to Rhet
or ic as wid e , namely, as the term s of the proposition
admit . In art , Michael Angelo is himself but a docu
ment or verification of this maxim . e labored to ex
press the beautiful , in the entire conviction that it was
only to be attained unto by knowledge of the tru e .
The common eye is satisfied with the surface on which
it rests . The wise eye knows that it is surface

,
and , if

beautiful , only the result of interior harmonies , whi ch ,
t o him who knows them , compose the image of hi gher
beauty . Moreover

,
he knew well that onl y by an nu

d e r s tand ing Of the internal mechanism can the outside
b e fai thfully delineated . The walls of houses are
transparent to the archi tect . The symptoms di sclose
the constitution to the physician ; and to the artist it
belongs by a better knowledge of anatomy

,
and, within

anatomy
,
Of life and thought

,
to acquire the power of

tru e drawing The human form ,

” says Goethe , “ can
not be comprehended through seeing its surface . It
must be stripped of the muscles

,
its parts separated ,

its j oints observed
,
its divisions marked, i ts action and
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counter action learned ; the hidden, the reposing, the
foundation of the apparent , must be searched , if one

would really see and imitate what moves as a beauti
ful inseparable whole in l iving waves before the eye . ”

Michael Angelo dedicated him self
,
from his childhood

to his death
,
to a toilsome observation of natur e . The

first anecdote recorded of him shows him to be already

on the right road . G r anacci , a painter
’s apprentice ,

having lent him
,
when a boy, a print of St . Antony

beaten by devils , together with some colors and pencils ,
he went to the fish-market to observe the form and
color of fins and of the eyes of fis h . Cardinal Farnese
one day found him , when an old man , walking alone in
the Coliseum

,
and expressed his surprise at finding him

solitary ami dst the ruins to which he replied
,

“ I go
yet to School that I may continue to learn . And one

of the last drawings in his portfolio is a sublime hint of
his own feeling for it is a sketch of an old man wi th
a long beard

,
in a go-cart , with an hour-glas s before

him and the motto , Ancor a imp a r o, I stil l learn .

”

In this spirit b e devoted himself to the study of anat
om y for twelve years we ought to s ay rather, as long
as he lived . The depth of his knowledge in anatomy
has no parallel among the arti sts of modern times .
Most of his designs , his contemporaries inform u s , were
made with a pen , and in the style of an engraving on

copper or wood ; a manner more expressive but not
admitting of correction . When Michael Angelo would
begin a statue , he made first on paper the skeleton ;

afterwards , upon another paper, the same figure clothed
with muscles . The studies of the statue of Christ in
the Church of Minerva at Rome

,
made in this manner

,

were long preserved .
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Those who have never gi ven attention to the art s of
design

,
are surpri sed that the artist should find so much

to study in a fabric of such limi ted parts and d im en

sions a s the human body . But reflection discloses ever
more a closer analogy between the finite form and the
infinite inhabitant . Man is the highest

,
and indeed the

onl y proper object of plastic art . There needs no bet
ter proof of our instinctive feeling of the immense ex
pres sion of which the human figure is capable , than the
uniform tendency which the religion of every country
has betrayed towards Anthr Opom or phi sm , or attributing
to the Deity the human form . And behold the effect
of this famil iar obj ect every day ! No acquaintance
with the secrets of its mechanism

,
no degrading views

of human nature , not the most Swinish compost Of mud
and blood that was ever misnamed philosophy , can avai l
to hinder u s from doing involuntary reverence to any
exhi bition of majesty or sur pas s m g beauty in human
clay .

Our knowledge of its highest expression we owe to
the Fine Ar ts . Not easily in this age will any man
acquire by himself such perceptions of the dignity or

grace Of the human frame , as the student Of art owes
to the remains of Phidias

,
to the Apollo

,
the Jove

,
the

paintings and statues of Michael Angelo
,
and the works

of Canova . There are now in Italy
,
both on canvas and

in marble , forms and faces which the im agination is en

riched by contemplating . Goethe says tha t he is but
hal f himself who has never s een the Juno in the Ron
danini palace at Rome . Seeing these works true to
human nature and yet superhuman

,

“ we feel that we
are greater than we know .

” See ing these works , we
appreciate the taste which led hIicha e l Angelo , agains t
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rampart to storm the bastion of San Miniato . His de
S ign wa s frustrated by the providence of Michael An
gelo . Michael made such good resistance, that the
P ri nce directed the artillery to demolish the tower .
The artist hung mattresse s of wool on the side exposed
to the attack

,
and by means of a bold proj ecting cor

nice
,
from which they were s uspended, a considerable

Space was left between them and the wall . This simple
expedient was su fficient, and the Prince wa s obliged to
turn his siege into a blockade .
After an active and successful service to the city for

s ix months
,
Michael Angelo was informed of a tr e ach

ery that was ripening within the walls . He communi
cate d it to the government wi th his advice upon it but
was mortified by receiving from the government r e

pr oache s at his credulity and fear . He replied ,
“ that

it was useless for hi m to take care of the walls
,
if they

were determined not to take care of themselves
,

” and
he withdrew privately from the city to Ferrara

,
and

thence to Veni ce . The news of his departure occa
s ione d a general concern in Florence

,
and he wa s in

s tantly followed with apologies and importunities to
return . He did so, and resumed his office . On the
2 l st of March , 1530, the Prince of Orange assaulted
the city by storm . Michael Angelo is represented as
having or dered h is defence s o vigorously

,
that the

Prince was compelled to retire . By the treachery how
ever O i the general of the Republic

,
Malatesta Bagli

oni , all hi s skill was rendered unavailing, and the city
capitulated on the 9th of Aug ust . The excellence of
the works constructed by our artist has been approved
by Vauban, who visited them and took a plan of them .

In Rome , Michael Angelo was consulted by Pope
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Paul III . in building the fortifications of San Borgo .
He buil t the stairs of Ara Celi leading to the Church
once the temple of Jupiter Capitol inu s he arranged
the piazza of the Capitol, and built its porticoes . He
wa s charged with rebu ilding the Pons Palatinus over
the Tiber . He prepared

,
accordingly, a large quantity

of blocks of travertine , and was proceeding with the
work

,
when, through the intervention of his rivals , this

work was taken from him and intrusted to Nanni di
Bacio Bigio , who plays but a pitiful part in Michael

’s
history . Nanni sold the travertine

,
and filled up the

p iers with gravel at a small expense . Michael Angelo
made known his opinion

,
that the bridge could not re

s ist the force of the current and, one day riding over it
on horseback

,
with his friend Vasari

,
he cried , George ,

this bridge trembles under us let u s ride faster lest
i t fall whilst we are upon it . ” It fell

,
fiv e years after

it was built
,
in 1557, and is still call ed the “ Broken

Bridge .

”

Versatility of talent in men of und oubted ability
always awakens the liveliest interest ; and we observe
with delight

,
that

,
besides the sublimity and even ex

tr av agance of Michael Angelo , he possessed an unex

pe cte d dexterity in m i nute mechani cal contrivances .
\Vhen the S istine Chapel was prepared for hi m that he
might paint the ceiling, he found the platform on which
he was to work , suspended by ropes which passed
through the ceiling. Michael demanded of San Gallo

,

the Pope ’s architect, how these holes were to be r e

paired in the pictur e San Gallo replied That was
for him to consider

,
for the platform could be con

structed in no other way .

” Michael removed the
whole , and cons tructed a movable platform to rest and
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roll upon the floor
,
which is believed to be the same

sim ple contrivance which is used in Rome , at thi s day,
to repair the walls of churches . He gave thi s model
to a carpenter, who made it so profitable a s to furnish a
dowry for hi s two daughters . He was s o nice in tools

,

that he made with his own hand the wimbles
,
the files

,

the rasps
,
the chisels and all other irons and i nstruments

which he needed in sculpture and, in painting, he not
only m ixed but ground h i s colors hi mself

,
trusting no

one .

And not only was thi s discoverer of Beauty
,
and its

s acher among men, rooted and grounded in those
s evere laws of practical ski ll

,
which genius can never

teach , and whi ch must be learned by practice alone , but
he was one of the most industrious men that ever lived.

Hi s d iligence was s o great that it is wonderfu l how he
endured its fatigues. The midnight battles

,
the forced

marches , the winter campaigns of Juliu s Caesar or
Charles ! II. do not indi cate greater strength of body
or Of mind . He finished the gigantic painting of the
c eiling of the S istine Chapel in twenty months

,
a fact

whi ch enlarges
,
it has been said

,
the known powers of

man . Indeed he toiled so as siduously at this painful
work , that, for a long time after, he wa s unable to s e e
any picture but by holding it over his head . A little
bread and wine was all his nourishment and he told
Vasari that he often slept in his clothes

,
both because

he was too weary to undress , and because he woul d
rise in the night and go immediately to work . I have
found ,

” says his friend , some of his designs in Flor
ence

,
where

,
whilst may be seen the greatness of his

genius
,
it may also be known that when he wished to

take M inerva from the head of Jove , there needed the
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renz o and Cosmo
,
with the gra nd statues of Night and

Day, and Aurora and Twi light . Several statues Of less
fame , and bas-reli efs , are in Rome and Florence and
Paris .
His Paintings are in the S istine Chapel

,
Of which he

first covered the ce i ling with the story of the creation ,
in successive compartments

,
with the great series of

the Prophets and Sibyls in alternate tablets
,
and a ser ie s

of greater and smaller fancy-pieces in the lunettes .
This is h i s capital work painted in fresco . Every one

of these pieces , every figure , every hand and foot and
finger

,
is a study of anatomy and design . Sl ighting

the secondary arts of coloring , and all the aids of grace
ful finish

,
b e aim ed exclusively, as a stern designer, t o

express the vigor and magnificence of his conceptions .
Upon the wall, over the altar, is painted the Last
Judgment .
O f his designs

,
the most celebrated is the cartoon

representing soldiers coming out in the bath and arm
ing themselves an incident of the war of Pisa . The
wonderful merit of this drawing, which contrasts the
extremes of relaxation and vigor, is conspicuous even in
the coarsest prints .
Of hi s genius for Archite cture , it is sufficient to say

that he built St . Peter ’s , an ornament of the earth . He
said he would hang the Pantheon in the air ; and b e
redeemed his pledge by suspending that vast cupola

,

without offence to grace or to stabil ity, over the aston
i she d beholder . He did not live to complete the work
but is there not somethi ng affecting in the spectacle of
an old man

,
on the verge of ninety years , carryi ng

steadily onward with the heat and determ ination of

manhood
, hi s poetic conceptions into progressive exe
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cution, surmounting by the dignity of his purposes all
obstacles and all enmities , and only hindered by the
limits of life from fulfilling his designs Very slowly
came he

,
after months and years , to the dome . At

last he beg an to model it very sm all in wax . When it
was finished , he had it Copied larger in wood, and by
thi s model it was built . Long after it was completed

,

and often since , to this d ay, rumors are occasionally
Spread that it is giving way, and it is said to have been
injured by unskilful attempts to repair it . Benedict
! IV . ,

during one of these panics , sent for the archi tect
Marchese Pol ini , to come to Rome and examine it .
Pol ini put an end to all the vari ous proj ects of repairs

,

by the satisfying sentence ; The cupola does not start ,
and if it Should start , nothing can be done but to pull
it down .

The impulse of his grand style was instantaneous
upon his contemporaries . Every stroke of his pencil
moved the pencil in Raphael ’s hand . Raphael said

,

“ I
bless God I live in the t imes of Michael Angelo .

” S ir
Joshua Reynolds

, two centuries later, declared to the
British Institution

,
I feel a self-congratu lation in

knowing myself capable of such sensations as he in
tended to excite .

”

A man of such habits and such deeds
,
made good his

pretensions to a perception and to delineation of exter
nal beauty . But inimitable as hi s works are , his whole
life confessed that his hand was all inadequate to ex
press his thought He alone

,

’ he said
,

“ is an art is t
whose hands can perfectly execute what his mind has
conceived ; and such was his own mastery, that men
said, “ the marble was flexible In his hands . Yet

,
con

tem plating ever with love the idea of absolute beauty,
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he was still di ssatisfied with hi s own work . The things
proposed to him in h is imagination were such , that, for
not being able with hi s hands to express so g r and and
terrible conceptions

,
he often abandoned his work . For

this reason he often onl y blocked his statue . A little
before h e died, he burned a great number of designs ,
sketches and cartoons made by hi m

,
being impatient of

thei r defects . Grace in living forms
,
except in very

rare instances , did not satisfy him . He never made
but one portrait (a cartoon ofMesser Tommaso di Cav
a l ie r i) , because he abhorred to draw a l ikeness unl ess
it were of infinite beauty .

Such wa s his devotion to art . But let no man sup
pose that the images which his Sp irit worshi pped were
mere transcripts Of external grace , or that this profound
soul was taken or holden in the cha ins of superficial
beauty . To him

,
of all men

,
it was transparent .

Through it he beheld the eternal spir itual beauty which
ever clothes itself with grand and graceful outli nes , as
its appropriate form . He called eternal grace “ the
frail and weary weed

,
in whi ch God dresses the soul

which he has called into Time .” “ As from the fir e ,

heat cannot be div ided
,
no more can beauty from the

eternal .” He was conscious in his efforts of higher
aims than to addr ess the eye . He sought , through the
eye

,
to reach the soul . Therefore

,
as

,
in the first place ,

he sought to approach the Beauti ful by the study of the
True

,
s o he failed not to make the next step of pro

gress
, and to seek Beauty in its hi ghest form , that of

Goodness . The sublimity of his art is in his life . He
di d not only build a divine temple , and paint and carve
saints and prophets . He lived out the same inspir a
tion . There is no spot upon his fame . The fir e and
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and , furthermore , that he should be absolute master of
the whole design

,
free to depart from the plans of San

Gallo and to alter what had been already d one .

This disinterestedness and spirit ,— no fee and no
interference

,
- reminds one of the reward named by

the ancient Persian . When importuned to claim some
compens ation of the empi re for the important service s
he had rendered it , he demanded , “ that he and his
should neither command nor obey, but should be free .

”

However, as it was undertaken, s o was it performed .

When the Pope
,
delighted with one of his chapels

,
sent

him one hundred crowns of gold , as one month
’s wages

,

Michael sent them back . The Pope was angry
,
but the

artist wa s immovable . Amidst endles s annoyances
from the envy and interest of the office-holders and
agents in the work whom he had displaced

,
he steadily

ripened and executed his vast ideas . The com bined
desir e to fulfil

,
in everlasting stone

,
the conceptions

of his mind , and to complete his worthy offering to
Almighty God , sustained him through numberl ess vex
ations with unbroken Spirit . In answer to the im por tu
nate solic itations of the D uke of Tuscany that he would
come to Florence

,
he replies that to leave S t . Peter ’s

in the state i nwhich i t now was , would be to ruin the
structure

,
and thereby b e guilty of a great s in that

he hoped he should shortly see the execution of his
plans brought to such a point that they could no longer
be interfered with

, and this wa s the capital obj ect of
his wishes

,

“ if
,

”
he adds , I do not c ommit a great

crime
,
by disappointing the cormorants who are daily

hoping to get rid of m e .

A natural fruit of the nobility of his Spirit is his
admiration of Dante , to whom two of hi s sonnets are
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addressed . He shared Dante ’s deep contempt of the
vulgar

,
not of the s imple inhabitants of lowly streets or

humble cottages
, b ut of that sordid and abj ect crowd

of all classes and all places who obscure , as much as in
them lies , every beam of beauty in the universe .

” In
like manner

,
he possessed an intense love of solitude .

He lived alone , and never or very rarely took his meals
with any person . As will be supposed, he had a pas
s ion for the country

,
and in old age speaks with ex

treme pleasure of his residence with the herm its in the
mountains of Spoleto ; so mu ch so that he says he is
“ only half in Rome , since , truly, p eace is only to be
found in the woods . ” Traits of an almost savage in
dependence mark all his history . Although he wa s
rich

,
he lived like a poor man , and never would receive

a present from any person because it seemed to h im
that if a man gave him anything, he was always obli
gated to that ind ividual . H is friend Vasari mentions
one occasion on which his scruples were overcome . It
seems that Michael was accustomed to work at night
with a pasteboard cap or helmet on his head

,
into which

he stuck a candle , that his work might be lighted and
his hands at liberty. Vasari observed that he did not
u s e wax candles , but a better sort made of the tallow
of goats . He therefore sent him four bundl es of them ,

containing forty pounds . His servant brought them
after night-fall , and presented them to him . Michael
Angelo refused to receive them .

“ Look you
,
Messer

Michael Angelo, replied the man , these candles have
well nigh broken my arm , and I will not carry them
back ; but ju st here , before your door, is a spot of soft
mud , and they will stand upright in it very well , and
there I will light them all .” Put them down, then,
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returned Michael
,
since you shall not make a bonfir e

at my gate .” Meantime he was liberal to profusion
to his old domestic Urbino

,
to whom he gave at one

time two thousand crowns
,
and made him rich in hi s

service .

Michael Angelo was of that class of men who are
too superior to the multitude around them to command
a full and perfect sympathy . They stand in the atti
tude rather of appeal from their contemporaries to their
race . It has been the defect of some great men , that
they did not duly appreciate or did not confess the
talents and virtues of others

,
and so lacked one of the

richest sources of happiness and one of the best ele
ments of humanity . This apathy perhaps happens as
often from preoccupied attention as from j ealou sy . It
has been supposed that artists more than others are
liable to this defect . But Michael Angelo ’s pr aise on
many works is to this day the s tamp of fame . hl ichae l

Angelo said ofMa s accio
’

s pictures that when they were
first painted they must have been alive . He said of

h is predecessor , the architect Bramante , that he laid
the firs t stone of St . Peter ’s , clear , insulated , lumi
nous

,
with fit design for a vast structure . He often ex

pressed his admiration of Cellini ’s bust ofAltov i ti . He
loved to express admiration of Titian , of Donatello , of
Ghibert i

,
of Brunelleschi . And it is said that when

he left Florence to go to Rome
,
to build St . Peter ’s , he

turned h i s horse ’s head on the last hill from which the
noble dome of the Cathedral (built by Brunelles chi) is
visible

,
and said

,
Like you

,
I wil l not build ; better

than you I cannot . Indeed
,
as we have said , the rep

utation of many works of art now in Italy derives a
sanction from the tradition of his praise . It is more
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ing sentiments of vir tue . An eloquent vindi cation of

their philosophy may be found in a paper by Signor
Radi ci in the London “ Retrospective Review

,
and

,

by the Ital ian scholar, in the D iscourse of Benedetto
Varchi upon one sonnet of Michael Angelo

,
contained

in the volume of his poems published by B iag iol i , from
which

,
in substance , the views of Radici are taken .

Towards hi s end , there seems to have grown in him

an invincible appetite of dying, for he knew that hi s
Spirit could only enj oy contentment after death . S o
vehem ent was this desire that , he says ,

“ my soul can
no longer be appeased by the wonted seductions of

painting and sculpture .

” A fine melancholy, not nu
relieved by h is hab itual heroism ,

pervades his thoughts
on this subj ect . At the age of eighty years , he wrote
to Vasari

,
sending hi m various Spiritual sonnets he had

wr itten
,
and tells him he “ is at the end of his life , that

he i s careful where he bends his thoughts , that he sees
it is already twenty-four o ’clock, and no fancy arose in
hi s mind but DEATH was sculptured on it . ” In convers
ing upon this subj ect with one of his friends , that per
s on remarked, that Michael might well grieve that one
who was incessant in hi s creative labors should have no
restoration “No

,

” replied Michael, “ it is nothing ;
for, if life pleases us , death , being a work of the same
master

,
ought not to displease i 1s . But a nobler s en

ti m e nt, uttered by him ,
i s contained in hi s reply to a

letter of Vasari, who had informed him of the rej oicings
m ade at the house of his nephew Lionardo , at Florence ,
over the birth of another B uona r otti . Michael admon
ishes him that “ a man ought not to smil e

,
when all

those around him weep ; and that we ought not to Show
that j oy when a child is born

,
which should be reserved

for the death of one who has lived well . ”
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Amidst all these witnesses to h i s independence , his
generosity

,
his purity and hi s devotion , are we not

authorized to s ay that this man was penetrated with the
love of the highest beauty , that is , goodness ; that h is
wa s a soul so enamored of grace , that it could not stoop
to meanness or depravity ; that art wa s to him no means
of livelihood or road to fame , bu t the end of living, as
it was the organ through which he sought to suggest
lessons of an unutterable wisdom ; that here was a man
who l ived to demonstrate that to the human faculties ,
on every ha nd , worlds of grandeur and grace are
opened , which no profane eye and no indolent eye can
behold, but which to s e e and to enj oy , demands the
severest discipline of all the physical

,
intel lectual and

moral faculties of the individual
The city of Fl orence

, on the river Arno , still treasures

the fame of this man . There , hi s picture hangs in
every window ; there , the tradition of hi s Op inions meets
the traveller in every spot . Do you s e e that statue
of St . George Michael Angelo asked it why it did
not speak .

” “ Do you s e e this fine church of Santa
Maria Novella ? It is that which Michael Angelo
called his bride . Look at these bronze gates of
the Baptistery

,
with their high reliefs

,
cast by Ghiberti

five hundred years ago . Michael Angelo said
,

‘ they
were fit to be the gates of Paradise .

’ Here is the
church , the palace , the Laurentian library he built .
Here is his own house . In the church of Santa Croce are
his mortal remains . Whilst he wa s yet alive , he asked
that he might be buried in that chu r ch , in such a spot
that the dome of the cathedral might be visible from
his tomb when the doors of the church stood Open .

And there and s o is he laid . The innumerable pil
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grims whom the genius of Italy d raws to the city, duly
visit this church

,
which is to Florence what We stm in

ster Abbey is to England . There , near the tomb of

Nicholas Machiavelli
,
the hi storian and philosopher ; of

Galil eo
,
the great-hearted astronomer ; of Boccaccio,

and ofAlfie r i
,
stands the monument ofMichael Angelo

B uona r otti . Thr ee sign ificant garlands are scul ptured
on the tomb ; they should be four , but that hi s country
men feared their own partiality . The forehead of the
bust, esteemed a faithful likeness , i s furrowed with

e ight deep wrinkles one above another . The travel ler
from a distant continent

,
who gazes on that marble

brow
,
feels that he i s not a stranger in the foreign

church ; for the great name of Michael Angelo sounds
hospitably in hi s ear . He was not a citizen of any
country ; he belonged to the human race ; he was a
brother and a friend to all who acknowledge the beauty
that beams in universal nature

,
and who seek by labor

and self-denial to approach its source in perfect good
ness .
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1

TH E di scovery of the lost work of Milton , the trea
tise “ O f the Christian Doctrine ,

” in 1823 , drew a
sudden attention to his name . For a short time the
literary journals were filled with disquisitions on his
genius ; new editions of hi s works

,
and new compila

tions of his life
,
were published . But the new-found

book having in itself less attraction than any other
work of M ilton

,
the curiosity of the public as quickly

subsided , and left the poet to the enjoyment of his
permanent fame

,
or to such increase or abatement of it

only as is incidental to a sublime genius , quite inde
pendent of the momentary challenge of universal at
tention to his claims .
But if the new and temporary renown of the poet is
s11ent again , it i s nevertheless true that he has gained ,
in thi s age , some increase of permanent praise . The
fame of a great man is not rigid and stony like his
bust. It changes with time . It needs time to give it
d ue perspective . It wa s very easy to remark an al

te r e d tone in the criticism when Milton r e-appeared as
an author , fifteen years ago, from any that had been
bestowed on the same subject before . It implied merit

1 Reprinte d from the Nor th Am e r i can Rev i ew, ! uly , 1838 .
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indi sputable and illustriou s yet so near to the modern
mind as to be still alive and life-giving. The aspect
of Mil ton , to thi s generation, will be part of the hi story
of the ni neteenth century . There is no name in Eng
lish literature between hi s age and ours that rises into
any approach to his own . And as a man ’s fame

,
of

course , characteriz es those who gi ve it , as much as hi m
who receives it , the new critic ism indi cated a change in
the publ ic taste , and a change whi ch the poet himself
might claim to have wrought .
The reputation of Milton had already undergone one

or two revolutions long anterior to its recent aspects .
In his lifetime

,
he was li ttle or not at all known as a

poet
,
but obtained great respect from his conte m por a

ries as an accompli shed scholar and a formidable pam
phlete e r . His poem fell unregarded among his coun

tr ym en. His prose writings , especially the
“ Defence

of the English People ,
” seem to have been read with

avidi ty . These tracts are remarkable compositions .
They are earnest

,
spiritual, rich with allusion , Spark

ling wi th innumerable ornaments but , as writings de
signed to gain a practical point , they fail . They are
not effective , like simil ar productions of Swi ft and
Bu rke or

,
l ike what became also controversial tracts ,

several masterly speeches in the history of the Amer
ican Congress . M il ton seldom deigns a glance at the
obstacles that are to be overcome before that which he
proposes can be done . There is no attempt to concili
ate

,
—no mediate , no preparatory course suggested,

but, peremptory and impas sioned , he demands , on the
instant

,
an ideal justice . Therein they are d i scr i m i

nate d from modern writings , in whi ch a regard to the

actual is all but universal .
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Robertson and Hallam , and even less celebrated schol
ars . But

, when he comes to speak of the reas on of
the thing

,
then he always recovers himself . The voice

of the m ob is s ilent, and Mil ton speaks . And the pero
ration

,
in which he implore s his countrymen to refute

this adversary by their great deeds
,
is in a just spirit .

The other piece is his “ Areopagitica
,

” the discourse
,

addressed to the Parliament
,
in favor of removing the

censorship of the press the most Splendid of hi s prose
works . It is , as Luther said of one of Me lancthon

’

s

writings
,
alive

,
hath hands and feet

,
—and not l ike

Erasmus ’s sentences
,
which were made , not grown .

”

The weight of the thought is equalled by the vivacity
of th e exp ression , and it cheers as well as teaches .
Thi s tract is far the best known and the most read of
all , and is still a magazine of reasons for the freedom
of the press . It is valuable in history as an argument
addressed to a government to produce a practical end ,
and plainly presupposes a very peculiar state of society .

But deeply as that peculiar state of society, in whi ch
and for which Milton wrote , has engraved itself in the
remembrance of the world

,
it shares the destiny whi ch

overtakes everything local and personal in nature and
the accidental facts on which a battle of pri nciples was
fought have already passed, or are fast passing

,
into

oblivi on . We have lost all interest i n Milton as the
redoubted disputant of a sect ; but by his own innate
worth this man has steadily risen in the world’s rever
ence

,
and occupie s a more imposing place in the mind

of men at this hour than ever before .
It is the aspect which he presents to this generation ,
that alone concerns us . Milton the polemic has lost
hi s popularity long ago ; and if we skip the pages of
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Paradise Lost where “ God the Father argues like
a school divine

, so did the next age to his own.

But
,
we are persuaded

,
he kindles a love and emulation

in us which he did not in foregoing generations . We
think we have seen and heard criticism upon the poems

,

which the bard himself would have more valued than
the recorded praise of Dryden , Addison and Johnson ,
because it came nearer to the mark ; was finer and
closer appreciat ion ; the praise of intimate knowledge
and delight and , of course , more welcome to the poet
than the general and vague acknowledgment of hi s

genius by those able but unsympathizing critics . We
think we have heard the recitation of his verses by
genius which found in them that which itself would
s ay recitation which told

,
in the diamond sharpness of

every articulation , that now first was such perception
and enj oyment possible the perception and enjoyment
of a ll hi s varied rhythm

,
and his perfect fusion of the

classic and the English styles . This is a poe t ’s right
for every masterpiece of art goes on for some age s
reconciling the world unto itself, and despotically fash
ioning the public ear . The opposition to it

,
always

greatest at first
,
continually decreases and at last ends

and a new race grows up in the taste and spirit of the
work , with the utmost advantage for see ing intimately
its power and beauty .

But it would be great injustice to Milton to consider
him as enj oying merely a c r i tical reputation . It is the
prerogative of thi s great man to stand at this hou r
foremost of all men in literary hi story

,
and so (shal l

we not s ay of all men, in the power to inqui r e . Vir
tue goes out of him into others . Leaving out of view
the pretensions of our contemporaries (always an in
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calculable influence) , we think no man can be named
whose mind sti ll acts on the cultivate d intellect of

England and America with an energy comparable to
that of Mi l ton . As a poet , ShakSpe a r e undoubtedly
transcends

,
and far surpasses hi m in his popularity

with foreign nations but ShakSpe a r e is a voice
merely ; who and what he was that sang , that sings ,
we know not . Milton stands erect , commanding , still
visible as a man among men , and reads the laws of the
moral sentiment to the new-born race . There is some
thing pleasing in the affection with which we can r e

gard a man who died a hundr ed and sixty years ago in
the other hemisphere

,
who

, in respect to personal r e
lations , is to us as the wind , yet by an influence purely
Spiritual makes us j ealous for hi s fame as for that of a
near friend . He is identified in the mind with all s e
lect and holy images , with the supreme interests of the
human race . If hereby we attain any more precision ,
we proceed to s ay that we think no man in these later
ages , and few men ever, possessed so great a concep

tion of the manly character . Better than any other he
has discharged the office of every great man

,
namely ,

to raise the idea of Man in the minds of his contem

por a r i e s and of posterity
,
—to draw after nature a

life of m an, exh ibiting such a composition of grace , of
s trength and of virtu e

,
as poet had not described nor

hero lived . Human nature in these ages is ind ebted to
him for its best portrait . Many philosophers in Eng
land

,
France and Germany

,
have formerly dedicated

their study to this problem and we think it im pos s i
ble to recall one in those countries who communicates
the same vibration of hope

, of self-reverence , of piety ,
of delight in beauty, which the name of Milton awak
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he have i n himself the experience and the practice of

all that which is praiseworthy .

” Nor is there in litera
ture a more noble outl ine of a wise external education

,

than that which he drew up , at the age of thirty-six
,
in

his Letter to Samuel Ha r tl ib . The muscles
,
the nerves

and the flesh with which this Skeleton is to b e filled up

and covered
,
exist in hi s works and must be s ought there .

For the delineation of thi s heroic image ofman , Mil
ton enj oyed singular advantages . Perfections of body
and of mind are attributed to him by his biographers

,

that
,
if the anecdotes had come down from a greater

distance of time , or had not been in part furnished
or corroborated by political enemies , would lead us to
suspect the portraits were ideal , like the Cyrus of ! en

Ophon, the Telemachus of Fenelon, or the popular tra
d itions of Alfred the Great .
Handsome to a proverb

,
he was call ed the lady of

his college . Aubrey says , “ This harmonical and ingen

uous soul dwelt “in a beautiful and well-proportioned
body .

” His manners and his carriage did him no
injustice . Wood , his political opponent, relates that
his deportment was affable , his gait erect and manly ,
bespeaking courage and undauntedness . ” Aubrey adds
a sharp trait

,
that “ he pronounced the letter R very

hard
,
a certain Sign of satirical genius . ” He had the

senses of a Greek . His eye wa s qu ick, and he wa s ac
counted an excellent master of his rapier . His ear for
music was so acute

,
that he wa s not only enthusiastic

in his love
,
but a skilful performer himself ; and his

voice
,
we are told , was delicately sweet and ha r m o

nions . He insists that music shall make a part of a
generous education .

With these keen perceptions , he naturally received a
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love of nature and a rare susceptibil ity to impressions
from external beauty. In the midst of London

,
he

seems
,
l ike the creatures of the field and the forest, to

have been tuned in concord with the order of the world ;
for , he believed , his poetic ve in only flowed from the
autumnal to the vernal equinox ; and, in his essay on
Education

,
he doubts whether, in the fine days of

Spring
,
any study can be accomplished by young men .

“ In those vernal seasons of the year when the air is
calm and pleasant

,
it were an injury and sullenness

against nature not to go out and s e e her riches and par
take in her rej oicing with heaven and earth .

” His
sens ibility to impressions from beauty needs no proof
from his history ; i t shi nes through every page . The
form and the voice of Leonora Baroni seemed to have
captivated hi m in Rome

,
and to her he addressed hi s

Italian sonnets and Latin epigrams .
To these endowments it must be added that his
address and hi s conversation were worthy of his fame .

Hi s house wa s resorted to by men ofwit, and foreign
ers came to England , we are told, “ to see the Lord
Protector and Mr. Milton .

” In a letter to one of hi s
foreign correspondents , Emeric Bigot , and in reply ap
pa r ently to some compliment on his powers of con

versation , he writes : “Many have been celebrated for
their compositions , whose common conversation and in
te r cour s e have betrayed no marks of sublimity or

genius . But , as far as possible , I aim to Show myself
equal in thought and speech to what I have written

,
if

I have written anythi ng well .”

These endowments received the benefit of a careful
and happy discipline . His father’s care

,
seconded by

his own endeavor, introduced him to a profound skill
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in all the treasur es of Latin , Greek, Hebrew and Italian
tongues ; and , to enlarge and enliven his elegant learn
ing

,
he wa s sent into Italy, where he beheld the r e

mains of ancient art , and the rival works of Raphael ,
Mi chael Angelo and C orreggio ; where , also, he received
social and academical honors from the learned and the
great . In Paris , he became acquainted with Grotius ;
in Fl orence or Rome, with Gali leo ; and probably no
traveller ever entered that country of history with bet
ter right to its hospitali ty , none upon whom its influ

ence s could have fallen more congenially .

Among the advantages of his foreign travel
,
Milton

certainl y di d not count it the least that it contributed
to forge and polish that great weapon of which he
acquired such extraordinary mastery

,
—his power of

language . is lore of foreign tongues added daily to
his consummate skill in the u s e of his own. He was a
benefactor of the English tongue by showing its capa
b i l iti e s . Very early in life he became conscious that
he had more to say to hi s fellow-men than they had fit
words to embody . At nineteen years , in a college exe r
cise

,
he addresses his native language , saying to it that

it would be his choice to leave tr ifle s for a grave argu
ment

Such as m ay m ake the e s e arch thy coffers round ,
B e fore thou clothe m y fancy in fit sound ;
Such where the de ep transported m ind m ay soar
Abov e the whee li ng pole s , and at He av en’

s door
Look in, and s e e e ach blis s ful de ity ,
How h e be fore the thunderous throne doth li e .

”

Michael Angelo calls “ him alone an artist , whose
hands can execute what his mind has conceived . The
world

,
no doubt

,
contains many of that class of men

whom Wordsworth denominates “
s i lent p oets ,

! whose
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that whose mi nd soever is fu lly possessed with a fervent
desi re to know good th ings , and with the dearest charity
to infuse the knowledge of them into others , when such
a man would speak

,
his words

,
by what I can express ,

l ike so many nimble and airy s ervitors , trip about hi m
at command

,
and in well -ordered fil es

,
as he would wish ,

fall aptly into their own places .
B u t, as basis or fountain of his rare physical and in

te ll e ctual accomplishments , the man Milton was j ust
and devout . He is rightly dear to mankind

,
because

in him
,
among s o many perverse and partial men of

genius
,
in him humanity rights itself ; the old eternal

goodness finds a home in his breast
,
and for once shows

itself beautifu l . His gifts are subordinated to his moral
sentiments . And his virtues are s o graceful that they
seem rather talents than labors . Among so many con
tr i vance s as the world has seen to make holiness ugly,
in Milton at least it was so pure a flame

,
that the fore

most impression hi s character makes is that of elegance .
The victorie s of the conscience in him are gained by
the commanding charm which all the severe and r e

s tr ictiv e virtues have for him . His virtues remind u s
of what Plutarch said of Timoleon ’s victories , that they
resembled Homer ’s verses

,
they ran so easy and natural .

His habits of livi ng were austere . He was abstemiou s
in diet , chaste , an early riser , and industrious . He tells
us

,
in a Latin poem

,
that the lyrist may indulge in wine

and in a freer life ; but that he who would write an epic
to the nations

,
must eat beans and drink water . Yet

in hi s severity is no grimace or effort . He serves fr om
love

,
not from fear . He is innocent and exact , because

his taste was s o pure and delicate . He acknowledges
to his friend D iod ati , at the age of twenty-one , that he
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is enamored , if ever any wa s , of moral perfection
For, whatever the Deity may have bestowed upon me
in other respects

,
he has certainly inspired me , i f any

ever were inspired
,
with a passion for the good and

fair . Nor did Ceres
,
according to the fable , ever seek

her daughter Proserpine with such unceasing solicitude ,
as I have sought this 7 08 ! am a Zae

’

a u
, thi s perfect model

of the beautifu l in all forms and appearances of

things .
When he was charged with loose habits of living, he
declares

,
that a certain niceness of nature

,
an honest

haughtiness and self-esteem either of what I was or

what I might be , and a modesty, kept me still above
those low descents of mind beneath which he must de

je ct and plunge himself, that can agree to su ch degra
d ation “ His mi nd gave him,

” he said
,

“ that every
free and gentle sp irit , without that oath of chastity,
ought to be born a kni ght ; nor needed to expect the gilt
Spur

,
or the laying of a sword upon his shoulder

,
to

stir him up
,
by his counsel and his arm

,
to secu re and

protect attempted innocence .
He states the s e things

,
he says , “ to Show

,
that

,

though Chris tianity had been but slightly taught hi m ,

yet a certain reservedness of natural disposition and
m oral discipline , learned out of the noblest phil osophy

,

wa s enough to keep him in disdain of far less inconti
menees than these ,

” that had been charged on hi m . In
like sp irit , he replies to the suspicious calumny respect
ing his morning haunts . “ Those morning haunts are
where they should be , at home ; not sleeping, or concoct
ing the surfeits of an irregular feast

,
but up and stir

ring
,
in winter, often ere the sound of any bell awake

men to labor or devotion ; in summer, as oft with the
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bir d that first rou ses
,
or not much tardier

,
to read

good authors
,
or cause them to be read

,
till the atten

tion be weary , or memory have its perfect fraught ;
then with u seful and generous labors preserving the
body ’s health and hardi ne s s

,
to render li ghtsome

,
clear

,

and not lumpish obedience to the mind
,
to the cause of

religion and ou r country ’s l ib e r tv when it shall requ ire
firm hearts in sound bodies to stand and cover thei r
stations . These are the morni ng prac tices .” This
native honor never forsook him . It i s the spiri t of
“ Comus

,

”
the loftiest song in the praise of chastity

that is in auv language . It al ways sparkles in his eye s .
It breathed itself over hi s decent form . It refined his
amusements , whi ch consisted in gardeni ng , in exercis e
with the sword , and in playing on the organ . It en
gaged his interest in chivalry , in courtesy, in what
soever savored of generosity and nobleness . This
magnanimity shi nes in all his life . He accepts a hi gh
impu lse at every risk , and deliberately undertakes the
defence of the English people , when advised by his
physicians that he does it at the cost. of sight . There
is a forbearance even in h i s polemics . He opens the
wa r and strikes the fir st blow . When he had cut down

h i s opponents , he left the details of death and plunder
to meaner partisans . c said , “ he had learned the
prudence of the Roman soldier . not to stand breaki ng
of legs

,
when the breath was qui t e out of the body .

To this antiqu e heroism
, l\Ii lton added the genius of

the Christian sanctity . Few m en could be cited who
have so well understood what is pecul iar in the Chris
tian ethics

,
and the precise aid it has brought to men ,

in being an emphatic affirmation of the omnipotence of
sp iritual laws , and, by way of marking the contrast to
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lantly taunts Mil ton with
“ great promise and small

performance
,

” in retu rning from Italy because his
country was in danger, and then Opening a private
school . Milton , wiser, felt no absurdity in thi s con

duct . He returned into his revolutionized country
,
and

assum ed an honest and u seful task
,
by which he might

serve the state daily, whilst he launched from time to
time his formidable bolts against the enem ie s of liberty .

He felt the heats of that “ love which esteems no
office mean . He compiled a logic for boys ; he wrote
a grammar ; and devoted much of his time to the pre
paring of a Latin dictionary . But the religious senti
ment warmed his writings and condu ct with the highest
affection of faith . The memorable covenant

,
whi ch in

his you th , in the second book of the Reason of Church
Government

,
he makes wi th G od and his reader

,
ex

pressed the faith of hi s old age . For the firs t time
since many ages , the i nvocations of the Eternal Spirit
in the commencement of hi s books are not poetic forms

,

but are thoughts , and so are stil l read with delight .
His views of choice of profession , and choice in mar
r iage , equally expect a d ivine leading .

Thus chosen
,
by the felicity of hi s nature and of his

breeding
,
for the clear perception of all that is grace

fu l and all that is great in man , Milton was not less
happy in his times . His birth fell upon the agitated
years when the discontents of the English Puritans
were fast drawing to a head against the tyranny of the
Stuarts . N0 period has surpassed that in the general
activity of mind . It is said that no Op inion , no c ivil ,
religious

,
moral dogma can be produced , that was not

broached in the fertile brain of that age . Q uestions
that involve all social and personal rights were hasting
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to be decided by the sword , and were searched by eyes
to which the love of freedom , c ivil and religious , lent
new illumination . Mi lton , gentle , learned , delicately
bred in all the elegancy of art and learning, was s et
down in England in the stern

,
almost fanatic society

of the Puritans . The part he took , the zeal of his fel
lowsh ip , make u s acquainted with the greatness of his
Spirit as in tranqu il times we could not have known
it . Susceptible as Burke to the attractions of hi stor i

cal prescription , of royalty, of chivalry, of an ancient
church illustrated by old martyrdoms and installed in
cathedrals

,
— he threw hi mself , the flower of elegancy ,

on the side of the reeking conventicle the s ide of hu
manity

, but unl earned and unadorned . His muse was
brave and humane , as well as sweet . He felt the dear
love of native land and native language . The human
ity which warms his pages begins as it should

,
at home .

He preferred his own English
, s o manlike he was to

the Latin ,
which contained all the treasures of hi s

memory .

“ My mother bore me
,
he said , “ a speaker

of what God made mine own
,
and not a translator .”

He told the Parliament, that “ the imprimaturs of

Lambeth House had been writ in Latin ; for that our

English
,
the language of men ever famous and foremost

in the achievements of liberty , will not easily find s e r

vil e letters enow to spell such a dictatory presumption .

”

At one time he meditated writing a poem on the settle
ment of Britain , and a hi story of England wa s one of

the thr ee main tasks whi ch he proposed to himself . He
proceeded in it no further than to the Conqu est . He
studi ed with care the character of hi s countrymen , and
once in the “ History,

” and once again in the “ Reason
of Church Government,

” he has recorded h is j udgment
of the English geniu s .
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Thus drawn into the great controversies of the times
,

in them he is never lost in a party . His private Opin
ions and private conscience always d istinguish him .

That which drew him to the party was his love of lib
e r ty, ideal liberty this therefore he could not sacrifice
to any party . Toland tells us

,
As he looked upon true

and absolu te freedom to be the greatest happiness of
this life

,
whether to societies or single persons

, so he
thought constraint of any sort to be the utmost misery
for which reason he used to tell those about him the
entire satisfaction of his mind

,
that he had constantly

employed his strength and faculties in the defence of
liberty

,
and in direct opposition to slavery .

” Truly he
was an apostle of freedom of fre edom in the house

,

in the state , in the church ; freedom of speech , free
dom of the press , yet in hi s own mind discriminated
from savage license , because that which he desired was
the liberty of the wis e man

,
containing itself in the

limits of virtue . He pushed , as far as any in that
democratic age , his ideas of civi l l iberty . He proposed
to establish a republic , of which the federal power wa s
weak and loosely defined , and the substantial power
shou ld remain with primary assemblies . He main
ta ine d , that a nation may try, j udge , and slay their
king, if he be a tyrant . He pushed as far his views of
eccles ias tica l liberty . He taught the doctrine of unlim

ite d toleration . One of his tracts i s writ to prove that
no power on earth can compel in matters of relig ion .

He maintained the doctrine of liter a r y liberty, denoun
cing the censorship of the press

,
and insisting that a

book shall come into the world as freely as a man , so
only it bear the name of author or printer, and be r e
sponsible for itself like a m an. He m aintained the
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He thought nothing honest was low. He thought he
could be famous only in proportion as he enj oyed the
approbation of the good . He admoni shed his friend
“ not to admire military prowess

,
or th ings in which

force is of most avail . For it would not be matter of
rational wonder, if the wethers of ou r country should
be born with horns that could batter down cities and
towns . Learn to estimate great characters

,
not by the

amount of animal strength
,
but by the habitual justic e

and temperance of their conduct .
Was there not a fitness in the undertaking of such
a person to write a poem on the subj ect of Adam

,
the

fir st man By his sympathy with all nature by the
proportion of hi s powers by great knowledge

,
and by

religion , he would reascend to the height from which
ou r nature is supposed to have descended . From a
just knowledge of what man should be

,
he described

what he wa s . e beholds hi m as he walked in Eden

“ Hi s fair large fr ont and eye sublim e declared
Abs olute ru le and hyacinthine locks
Round from h is parted fore lock m anly hung
C lus tering, b ut not bene ath hi s shoulders broad .

”

And the s oul of this divine creature is excellent as his
form . The tone of hi s

’

thought and passion is as
healthful , as even , and as vi gorous , as befits the new
and perfect model of a race of gods .

The perception we have attributed to Milton , of a
purer ideal of humani ty, modifies his poetic genius .
The m an is paramount to the poet . His fancy is never
transcendent

,
extravagant but

,
as Bacon ’s imagination

was said to be the noblest that ever contented itself
to minister to the understanding , so Milton

’s ministers
to the character . Milton’s sublimest song, bursting
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into heaven with its peals of melodious thunder , is the
voice of M ilton s till. Indeed, throughout hi s poems ,
one may see under a thin veil , the opinions , the feel
ings

,
even the incidents of the poet ’ s life , still r e

appearing . The sonnets are all occasional poems .
L’
Al leg r o and Il Penseroso are but a finer auto

biography of his you thful fancies at Ha r efle ld ; the
Comus a transcript , in charm ing numbers , of that
philosophy of chastity

,
which

,
in the “ Apology for

Smectymnuus
,
and in the “ Reason of Church Gov

e r nm ent,
” he declares to be his defence and religion .

The “ Samson Agonistes is too broad an expression
of his private griefs to be mistaken , and is a version of
the Doctrine and D iscipline of D ivorce .” The most
affecting passages in “ Paradise Lost ” are personal
allusions and , when we are fairly in Eden , Adam and
Milton are often difficult to be separated . Again

,
in

Paradise Regained
,

” we have the most distinct marks
of the progress of the poet ’s m ind

,
in the revision

and enlargement of his religious opinions . This may
be thought to abridge hi s praise as a poet . It is true
of Homer and ShakSpe ar e that they do not appear in
their poems ; that those prodigious geniuses di d cas t
themselves s o totally into their song

,
that their indi

v id ua l ity vanishes , and the poet towers to the sky,

whilst the man qui te disappears . The fact is mem
or ab le . Shall we say that in our adm i ration and joy in
these wonderful poems we have even a feeling of r e

gret that the men knew not what they did that they
were too passive in the ir great service were channels
thr ough which streams of thought flowed from a higher
source , which they did not appropriate

,
did not blend

with their own being L ike prophets
,
they seem but
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imperfectly aware of the import of their own utter
ance s . We hesitate to s ay such thi ngs , and say them
only to the unpleasing dual ism , when the man and the
poet Show like a double consciousness . Perhap s we
speak to no fact, but to m ere fables , of an idle mendi
cant Homer , and of a Shakspe a r e content with a mean
and jocular way of l ife . Be it how it may

,
the geni us

and office of Mi lton were d ifferent , namely , to ascend
by the aids of his learning and his relig ion , — by an
equal p erception , that i s , of the past and the future ,
to a higher insight and more lively del ineation of the
heroic life of man . This was hi s poem whereof a ll

his indi gnant pamphlets and all hi s soaring verses are
only single cantos or detached stanzas . It was pla inly
needful that hi s poetry should be a version of his own
life

,
in order to give weight and solemni ty to his

thoughts by which they might penetrate and possess
the imagination and the will of mankind . The crea
tions of Shakspe a r e are cast into the world of thought
to no further end than to delight . Their intrinsic
beau ty is their excuse for being . Milton , fired “ with
dearest charity to infuse the knowledge of good things
into others

,

” tasked his giant imagination and ex
hau ste d the stores of his intellect for an end beyond ,
namely

,
to teach . His own convi ction it i s which gives

such authority to his strain . Its reality is its force . If
out of the heart it came , to the heart it must go . What
schools and epochs of common rhymers would it need
to make a counterbalance to the severe oracle s of his
muse

In them i s plaine st taught and ea sie st learnt
What m ake s a nation happy , and keeps it s o.

The lover of Milton reads one sense in his prose and
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independence and the angelic devotion of this man ,
who, in a revolutionary age , taking counsel only of

himself
,
endeavored

,
in his writings and in his li fe ,

to carry out the l ife of man to new heights of spirit
ual grace and dignity, without any abatement of its
strength



PAPERS FROM THE DIAL.

THE tongue i s prone to lose the way ;
Not so th e p en, for in a le tte r
We have not b ette r thi ngs to s ay,
B ut surely say them b etter.
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of them . Such i s our debt to a book . Obser ve mor e
over that we ought to credi t literature with much more
than the bare word it gives us . I have just been read
ing poems which now in memory shi ne with a certain
steady

,
warm

,
autumnal light . That is not in their

grammatical construction which they give me . If I
analyze the sentences it eludes me , but is the genius
and suggestion of the whole . Over every true poem
lingers a certain wild beauty , immeasurable a happi
ness lightsome and delicious fills the heart and brain

,

as they say every man walks environed by his proper
atmosphere

,
extending to some distance around hi m .

Thi s beautiful result must be credited to literatur e also
in casting its account .
In looking at the library of the Present Age , we are

first struck with the fact of the immense miscellany .

It can hardly be characterized by any species of book ,
for every Opinion , old and new,

every hope and fear,
every whim and folly has an organ . It exhi bits a vast
carcas s of tradition every year with as much solemnity
as a new revelation . Along with these it vents books
that breathe of new morning, that seem to heave with
the life of m illions

,
books for which men and women

peak and pine ; books which take the rose out of the
cheek of hi m that wr ote them , and give him to the
midnight a s ad , solitary, diseased man which leave no
man where they found him , but make him better or
worse and which work dubiously on society and seem
to inoculate it with a venom before any healthy resul t
appears .
In order to any complete view of the literature

of the present age , an inquiry should include what it
quotes , what it writes and what it wi shes to write . In
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our present attempt to enumerate some traits of the
recent literature

, we shall have somewhat to offer on.

each of these topics , but we cannot promise to s et in
very exac t order what we have to say.

In the first place it has all books . It reprints the
wisdom of the world . How can the age be a bad one

whi ch gives me Plato and Paul and Plutarch , St . Augus
tine , Spinoza, Chapman, Beaumont and Fletcher , Donne
and S ir Thomas Browne

,
beside its own riches Our

presses groan every year with new editions of all the
select pieces of the first of mankind , —med itations ,
history

,
cl assifications

,
opini ons

,
epics

,
lyrics , which the

age adopts by quoting them . If we should designate
favorite studies in whi ch the age delights more than
in the rest of this great mass of the permanent lit
e r atur e of the human race , one or two instances woul d
be conspicuous . First the prodigious growth and in
fluence of the genius of Shakspe a r e , in the last one hun
dr ed and fifty years , is itself a fact of the first impor
tance . It almost alone has called out the genius of the
German nation into an activity which spreading from
the poetic into the scientific , religious and philosophi
cal domains , has made theirs now at last the para,
mount intell ectual influence of the world

,
reacting with

great energy on England and America . And thus
,
and

not by mechanical diffusion , does an original genius
work and spread himself .
The poetry and speculation of the age are m arked
by a certain ph i lOSOph ic turn , which discriminates them
from the works of earlier times . The poet is not con
tent to s e e how Fair hangs the apple from the rock

,

”

What music a sunbeam awoke in the groves ,
”
nor of

Ha r d iknute
,
how Stately steppes he east the way, and
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stately steppes he west , b ut he now revolves, What
is the apple to me and what the birds to me and
what i s Ha r di knute to me and what am I And thi s
i s called subj ectiveness

,
as the eye is withdrawn from

the obj ect and fixed on the subj ect or mind .

We can easily concede that a steadfast tendency of

this sort appears in modern literature . It is the new
consciou sness of the one mind

, which predominates in
criticism . It is the uprise of the soul

,
and not the de

cline . It is founded on that insatiable demand for
unity , the need to recogni z e one nature in all the
variety of obje cts , whi ch always char acterizes a genius
of the first order . Accustomed always to behold the
presence of the universe in every part, the soul will not
condescend to look at any new part as a stranger , but
saith

,

“ I know all already, and what art thou ?
Show me thy relations to me , to all, and I will enter
tain thee also . ”

There i s a pernicious ambiguity in the u s e of the
term subj ective . We s ay, in accordance with the gen
eral view I have stated

,
that the single soul feels its

right to be no longer confounded with numbers , but it
self to Sit in j udgment on history and literature , and to
summon all facts and parties before its tribunal . And
in this sense the age is subj ective .

But
,
in all ages

,
and now more , the narrow-mi nded

have no interest in anything but in its relation to their
personality . What wi ll

b

he lp them to be delivered from
some burden

,
eased in some circumstance , flattered or

pardoned or enriched ; what will help to marry or to
divorce them

,
to prolong or to sweeten li fe , is sure of

the ir interest ; and nothing else . E very form under
the whole heaven they behold in thi s most partial l ight
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coal-mine , nay, they are far more nature , —but its
e ssence and soul .
But the weak and wicked

,
led also to analyze

, s aw

nothing in thought but luxury . Thought for the selfish
became selfish . They invited us to contemplate nature ,
and Showed us an abominable self . Would you know
the genius of the writer D o not enumerate his talents
or his feats , but ask thyself, What Spirit is he of DO
gladness and hope and fortitude flow from h i s page
into thy heart Has he led thee to nature because his
own soul was too happy in beholding her power and
love O r is his passion for the wilderness only the
sensibility of the Sick

,
the exhibition of a talent whi ch

only Shi nes whilst you praise it ; which has no root in
the character, and can thus minister to the vanity but
not to the happiness of the possessor ; and which de
rive s all its e

'

cla t from ou r conventional education , but
would not make itself intelligible to the wise man of

another age or country ? The water we wash with
never speaks of itself

,
nor does fire or wind or tree .

Neither does the noble natural man : he v i e ld s himself
to your occasion and use

,
but his act expresses a refer

ence to universal good .

Another element of the modern poetry aki n to thi s
subj ective tendency

,
or rather the direction of that same

0 11 the question of resources
,
is the Feeling of the Infi

nite . O f the perception now fast becoming a conscious
fact , that there is One Mind , and that all the powers
and privileges which lie in any

,
lie in all ; that I a s a

man may claim and appropriate whatever of true or fair
or good or strong has anywhere been exhibited ; that
Moses and C onfucius

,
Montaigne and Leibnitz are not

so much individuals as they are parts of man and parts
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ofme , and my intelligence proves them my own, liter
ature is far the best expression . It is true , this is not
the only nor the obv ious lesson it teaches . A selfis h com
merce and government have caught the eye and usurped
the hand of the masses . It is not to be contested that
selfishness and the senses wr ite the laws under which we
live , and that the street seems to be built and the men
and women in it moving

,
not in reference to pure and

grand ends , but ra ther to very short and sordid Ones.
Perhaps no considerable minority

,
no one man , leads a

quite clean and lofty l ife . What then We concede
in sadness the fact . B ut we s ay that these low cus
tom ar y ways are not all that survives in hum an beings .
Th ere is th at in u s which mutters , and that whi ch
groans

,
and that which triumphs , and that which as

pires . There are facts on which men of the world su

pe r ci li ous ly smi le , which are worth all the ir trade and
politics ; which drive young men into gardens and sol i
tary places

,
and cause extravagant gestures , starts ,

distort ions of the countenance , and passionate exclama
tions ; sentim ents , which find no aliment or langu age
for themselves on the wharves , in court , or market , but
which are soothed by silence

,
by darkness , by the pale

stars , and the presence of nature . All over the modern
world the educated and susceptible have betrayed their
discontent with the l imits of our municipal l ife , and
with the poverty of ou r dogmas of religion and phi loso
phy . They betray thi s impatience by fleeing for r e

source to a conversation with nature
,
whi ch is c ourted

in a certain moody and exp loring spirit , as if they an
ti cipated a more intimate union of man with the world
than has been known in recent ages . Those who can

not tell wha t they desire or expect , still s igh and str ug
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gle with indefinite thoughts and vast wishes . The

very chil d in the nursery prattles mysticism
,
and doubts

and philosophi z es . A wild stri ving to exp ress a more
inward and infinite sense characterizes the works of
every art . The mu sic of Beethoven i s said

,
by those

who understand it, to labor with vaster conceptions and
as pirations than music has attempted before . This
feeli ng of the Infinite has deeply colored the poetry of

the period . This new love of the vast, always native
in Germany

,
wa s imported into France by De S tael ,

appeared in England in Cole r idge , lVor d swor th , Byron ,
Shelley

,
Felicia Hemans

,
and finds a most genial cli

mate in the American m ind . Scott and Crabbe , who
formed themselves on the past

,
had none of this ten-n

deney ; their poetry is obj ective . In Byron , on the
other hand

,
it predominates ; but in Byr on it i s blind ,

i t s ee s not its true end— an infinite good, alive and
beautiful

,
a li fe nourished on absolute beatitudes , de

scending into nature to behold itself reflected there .

His will is perverted, he worships the accidents of s o

ci e ty, and hi s praise of nature is thieving and selfish .

Nothing certifies the prevalence of this taste in the
people more than the circulation of the poems , - one
would s ay most incongruously uni ted by some book
seller

,
— of Coleridge

,
Shelley and Keats . The only

unity is in the subj ectiveness and the asp iration common
to the thr ee writers . Shelley , though a poetic mind ,
is never a poet . His muse i s uni formly imitative ; all
his poems composite . A good English scholar he is ,
with ear , taste , and memory ; much more , he is a char
acter full of noble and prophetic traits ; but imagination ,
the original

,
authentic fir e of the bard

,
he has not . He

is clearly modern , and shares with Richter, Cha teau
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argument of her song . It was the human soul in these
last ages striving for a just publi cation of itself . Add
to this , however, the great prais e ofWordsworth , that
more than any other contemporary bard he is pervaded
with a r e v e r ence of somewhat higher than (conscious)
thought . There is in hi m that property common to all
great poets , a wisdom of humanity, whi ch is superior
to any talents which they exert . It is the wisest part
of Shakspe a r e and of Milton . For they are poets by
the free course which they allow to the informing soul ,
which through the i r eyes beholdeth again and blesseth
the things which it hath made . The soul is superior to
its knowledge , wi ser than any of its works .
With the name of Wordsworth rises to our r ecolle c

tion the name of hi s contemporary and friend
,
Walter

Savage Landor— a man working in a very di fferent
and peculiar spirit

,
yet one whose geni us and accom

pli shm ents deserve a wiser criticism than we have yet
seen applied to them

,
and the rather that his name doe s

not readil y assoc ia te itself with any school of writers .
O f Thomas Carlyle

,
also, we Shall say nothing at thi s

time , since the quality and energy of his influence on

the youth of this country will require at our hands ,
erelong, a distinct and faithful acknowledgment .
But of all men he who has uni ted in hi mself, and
that in the most extraordinary degree , the tendencies
of the era

,
is the German poet

,
naturalist and ph i los o

pher
,
Goethe . Whatever the age inherited or invented ,

he made hi s own. He has owed to Commerce and
to the victories of the Understandi ng, all the ir spoils .

Such was hi s capac ity, that the magazines of the world
’s

ancient or modern wealth , whi ch arts and intercourse
and skepticism could comm and, he wanted them all .
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Had there been twice so m uch , he could have used it
as well . Geologist

,
mechanic

,
merchant

,
chemist

,
king

,

radical
,
painter

,
composer

,
all worked for h im

,
and a

thousand men seemed to look thr ough his eyes . He
learned as readily as other men breathe . Of all the
men of thi s time , not one has seemed s o much at home
in it as he . He wa s not afraid to live . And in him
this encyclopaedia of facts , which it has been the boast
of the age to compile

,
wrought an equal effect . He

was knowing ; he was brave ; he was clean from all
narrowness ; he has a perfect propriety and taste
a quality by no means common to the G erman writ
ers . Nay, s inc e the earth as we said had become a
readi ng-room ,

the new Opportunities seem to have aided
him to be that resolute realist he i s , and seconded hi s
sturdy determ ination to s e e things for what they are,
To look at him one would s ay there was never an oh
server before . What sagacity, what industry of ob s e r
vation . To read his record is a frugality of time , for

you shall find no word that does not stand for a thing ,
and he is of that comprehension which can s e e the
value of truth . His love of Nature has seemed to give
a new meani ng to that word . There was ne v er man
more domesticated in this world than he . And he is
an apology for the analytic spirit of the period

, b e

cause
,
of his analysis , always whol es were the result .

All conventions , all traditions he rej ected . And yet he
felt his entire right and duty to stand before and try
and judge every fact in nature . He thought it ne ce s
sary to d ot round with his own pen the entire Sphere of
knowab le s and for many of his stories

,
this seems the

only reason : Here is a piece of humanity I had hith
erto omitted to Sketch take this . He does not s ay s o
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in syllables , — yet a sort of conscientious feel ing he
had to be up to the uni verse , is the best account and
apology for many of them . He shared also the sub

j e cti v ene s s of the age
,
and that too in both the senses

I have discriminated . With the sharpest eye for form
,

color
,
botany, engraving, medals , persons and manners ,

he never stopped at surface , but pierced the purpose
of a thing and studi ed to reconcile that purpose with
his own being . What he coul d s o reconcil e wa s good
what he cou ld not , was false . Hence a certain great
ness encircles every fact he treats for to him it has a
soul

,
an eternal reason why it was s o, and not other

wise . This is the secret of that deep realism , which
went about among all obj ects he beheld , t o find the
cause why they must be what they are . It was with
him a favorite tas k to find a theory of every institution

,

custom
,
art , work of art , which he observed . Witness

hi s explanation of the Italian mode of reckoni ng the
hours of the day, as growi ng out of the Italian climate
of the obelisk of Egypt, as growi ng out of a common
natural fracture in the granite parallelopiped in Upper
Egypt ; of the Doric architecture , and the Gothic of

the Venetian music of the gondolier, originating in the
habit of the fishers ’ wives of the L ido singing on shore
to their hu sbands on the s e a of the amphitheatre,
which is the enclosure of the natural cup of heads that
arranges itself round every spectacle in the street ; of
the color ing of Titian and Pau l Veronese

,
which one

may verify in common daylight in Venice every after
noon of the Carnival at Rome of the domestic rural
archi tecture in Italy and m any the like examples .
But also that other viciou s subj ectiveness , that vi ce
of the time , infected him also . We are provoked wi th
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stant to the fact of life and that never pauses in its ad
vance . B ut the great felicities , the miracles of poetry,
he has never . It i s all design with him , just thought
and instructed expression , analogies , allu sion , il lu stra
tion

,
whi ch knowledge and correct thinking supply ;

but of Shakspe a r e and the transcendent muse , no syl
lable . Yet in the court and law to which we ordinarily
speak

,
and without adverting to absolute standards

,
we

claim for him the praise of truth
,
of fidelity to hi s in

te ll e ctua l nature . He is the king of all scholars . In

these days and in this country
,
where the scholars are

few and idle , where men read easy books and sleep
after dinner , it seems as if no book could so safely be
put in the hand s of young men as the letters of Goethe ,
which attest the incessant activi ty of this man

,
to eighty

years , in an endless variety of studies
,
with uni form

cheerfulness and greatness of mind . They cannot be
read withou t sham ing us into an emulating industry .

Let him have the praise of the love of tru th . I V
e

think
,
when we contemplate the stupendous glory of

the world
,
that it were li fe enough for one man merely

to lift hi s hands and cry with St . Augu stine , VVr angle

who pleases
,
I will wonder .

” lVe l l , this he did . Here
was a man who

,
in the feeling that the thing itself was

so admirable as to leave all comment behind , went up
and down

,
from obj ect to Obj ect , l ifting the veil fro m

every one
,
and did no more . What he said of Lavater ,

may tr ul i e r be said of hi m
,
that “ it was fearful to

stand in the presence of one before whom all the
boundaries within which Nature has c ircumscribed ou r

being were laid flat . Hi s are the bright and terrible
eyes which meet the modern student in every sacred
chapel of thought

,
in every public enclosure .
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B ut now,
that we may not seem to dodge the ques

tion which all men ask
,
nor pay a great man s o ill a

compliment as to praise him only in the conventional
and comparative speech , let us honestly record our

thought upon the total worth and influence of this gen
iu s . Doe s he represent , not only the achievement of
that age in which he lived , but that whi ch it would be
and is now becoming And what shall we think of

that absence of the moral sentiment , that singular
equ ivalence to him of good and evil in action

,
which

discredit his compositions to the pure The Spirit of
hi s biography , of his poems , of hi s tales , i s identical ,
and we may here s et down by way of comment on his
genius the impressions recently awakened in us by the
story Of Wi lhelm Meister .
All great men have written proudly

, nor cared to
explain . They knew that the intelligent reader woul d
come at last , and would thank them . SO di d Dante , so
did Machiavel . Goethe has done this in Meister . We
can fancy him saying to himself : There are poets
enough of the Ideal l et me paint the Actual

,
as

,
after

y ears of dreams , it will still appear and reappear to
wise men . That all shall right itself in the long Mor
r ow

, I may well allow, and my novel may wait for the
same regeneration . The age , that can damn it as false
and fals ifying, wi ll see that it is deeply one with the
genius and history of all the centuries . I have gi ven
m y characters a bias to error . Men have the same . I
have let mischance befall instead of good fortune .
They do s o daily . And out of many vices and m i sfor

tunes , I have let a great success gr ow, as I had known
in my own and many other examples . Fierce church
men and effeminate aspirants will chide and hate my
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name
,
but every keen beholder of life will j ustify my

truth
,
and will acquit me of prejudging the cause of

humanity by painting it with this morose fidelity . To
a profound soul i s not aus tere truth the sweetest flat
te r y ?

Yes
,
O Goethe but the ideal is truer than the ao

tual . That is ephemeral, but this changes not . More
over

,
because nature i s moral , that mind only can s e e ,

in which the same order entirely obtains . An inter
changeable Truth , B e autv and Goodness , each wholly
interfused in the other

,
must make the humors of that

eye whi ch would s e e causes reaching to their last effect
and reprodu cing the world forever . The least inequal
ity ofmixture , the excess of one element over the other ,
in that degree diminishes the transparency of thi ngs

,

makes the world Opaqu e to the observer
,
and destroys

so far the value of his experience . No particular gifts
can countervail this d efect . In reading Meister

,
I am

charmed with the insight to use a phrase of Ben Jou
son’s

,

“ it is rammed with life .

” I find there actual
men and women even too faithfully painted . I am
moreover instructed in the possibility of a highly ao
complished society, and taught to look for great talent
and cu ltur e under a gray coat . But this is all . The
limits of artificial society are never quite out of sight . !

The vicious conventions
,
which hem us in like prison

walls and which the poet should explode at his touch
,

stand for all they are worth in the newspaper . We
are never lifted above ourselves

,
we are not trans

ported out of the dominion of the senses , or cheered
with an infinite tenderness, or armed with a grand
trust .
Goethe

,
then

,
must be set down as the

'

poe t of the
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ambition of creation he refused . L ife for him is pret
tier, easier, wiser, decenter, has a gem or two more on
its robe

,
but its old eternal burden is not relieved ; no

drop of healthier blood flows yet in its veins . Let him
pass . Humanity must wait for its physician still at the
side of the road , and confess as this man goes out, that
they have served it better who assured it out of the in
nocent hope in the ir hearts that a Physician will come

,

than this maj estic Artist , wi th all the treasurie s of wit,
of science

,
and of power at his command .

The criticism , which is not so much spoken as felt in
reference to Goethe

,
instructs us direc tly in the hope of

literature . We feel that a man gifted like him should
not leave the world as he found it . It is true , though
somewhat sad , that every fine genius teaches us how to
blame himself . Being so much

,
we cannot forgive h im

for not being more . When one of these grand monads
is incarnated whom nature seems to design for eternal
m en and draw to her bosom ,

we thi nk that the old

weariness of Europe and Asia, the trivial forms of daily
life will now end , and a new morning break on us all .
What is Austria ? What is England ? What is ou r

graduated and petrified social scale of ranks and em

ploym ents Shall not a poet redeem us from these
idolatries

,
and pale their legendary lustre before the

fires of the D ivine Wisdom which burn in his heart
All that in ou r sovereign moments each of us has di
vined of the powers of thought , all the hints of omni
presence and energy which we have caught , this m an

should unfold
,
and constitute facts .

And this is the insatiable craving which alternately
saddens and gladdens men at this day . The Doctrine
of the L ife of Man establi shed after the truth through
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all hi s faculties ; this is the thought which the litera
ture of this hour meditates and labors to say . This is
that which tunes the tongue and fir es the eye and sits
in the s ilence of the youth . Verily it will not long want
articulate and melodious expression . There is nothing
in the heart but comes presently to the lips . The very
depth of the sentiment

,
which is the author of all the

cutaneous life we s e e , is guarantee for the riches of
science and of song in the age to come . He who doubts
whether this age or this country can yield any contri
bution to the literature of the world

,
only betrays his

own bl indness to the necessities of the human soul .
Has the power of poetry ceased

, or the need Have
the eyes ceased to s e e that which they would have , and
which they have not Have they ceased to s e e other
eyes ? Are there no lonely

,
anxious

,
wondering chi l

dren, who must tell their tale Are we not evermore
whipped by thoughts ;

In s orrow ste epe d , and s te epe d in lov e
Of thoughts not yet incarnated. ”

The heart beats in this age as of old , and the passions
are busy as ever . Nature has not lost one ringlet of
her beauty, one impulse of resistance and valor. From
the necessity of loving none are exempt

,
and he that

loves must utter his desires . A charm as radiant as
beauty ever beamed, a love that fainteth at the Sight
of its obj ect , is new to-day .

Th e world doe s not r un sm oother than ofold ,
There a r e s ad haps that m us t b e told.

”

Man is not s o far lost but that he suffers ever the great
D iscontent which is the elegy of hi s loss and the pre
diction of his recovery . In the gay saloon he laments
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that these figures are not what Raphael and Guercino
painted . VVi the r e d though he stand , and tr ifle r though
he be

,
the august Sp irit of the world looks out from his

eyes . In his heart he knows the ache of sp iritual pain ,
and his thought can animate the sea and land . What
then shall hinder the Genius of the t ime from speaking
its thought It cannot be silent

,
if it would . It wi ll

write in a higher Spirit and a wider knowledge and with
a grander practical aim than ever ye t guided the pen of
poet . It wu l write the annals of a changed world , and
record the d escent of principle s into practice

,
of love

into Government , of love into Trade . It will describe
the new heroic l ife of man

,
the now unbelieved possi

b ility of Simple livi ng and of clean and noble relations
with men . Religion will bind again these that were
sometime frivolou s

,
customary , enemies , Skep tics , self

seekers
,
into a j oyful reverence for the circum ambient

Whole , and that which was ecstacy shall become daily
bread .

WALTE R SAV AGE LANDOR .

1

WE sometim es meet in a stage coach in New Eng
land an erect

,
muscular man

, wi th fresh complexion and
a smooth hat

,
whose nervous speech instantly betrays

the English travelle r ; a man nowise cau tiou s to con
ceal hi s name or that of his native country , or his very
slight esteem for the persons and the country that
round him . When Mr . Bull rides in an American
coach

,
he speaks quick and strong ; he is very ready to

1 The Dia l , vol . 11. p . 262.
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Johnson and Coleridge , are easi ly separable from the
man . What he says of Wordsworth is true of hi mself

,

that he delights to thr ow a clod of dirt on the table ,
and cry Gentlemen

,
there is a better m an than all of

you .

” Bolivar, Mina and General Jackson wi ll never
be greater soldiers than Napoleon and Alexander, let
Mr . Landor thi nk as he will ; nor will he persuade us
to burn Plato and ! enophon , out of ou r admiration of
Bishop Patrick , or Lucas on Happiness

,

”
or Lucas

on Holiness ,
”

or even Barrow’s Serm ons . Yet a man
may love a paradox without either losing his wi t or

his honesty . A less pardonable e ccentr icitv i s the cold
and gratu itous obtrusion of l icentious images

,
not so

much the suggestion of merriment as of bitterness .
b l onta i gue assigns as a reason for his license of Speech ,
that he is tired of seeing his Essays on the work-table s
of ladies

,
and he is determined they shall for the fu ture

put them ou t of sight . In Mr . Land or ’

s coarseness
there is a certain air of defiance , and the rude word
seems sometimes to arise from a disgust a t niceness and
over-r efinem ent. Before a wel l-dressed company he
plunges his fingers in a cesspool

,
as if to expose the

whiteness of hi s hands and the j ewels of his ring . Af

te r wa r d , he washes them in water , he washes them in
wine ; b ut you are never secure from his freaks . A
sort of Earl Peterborough in li teratur e , his eccentricity
is too decided not to have diminished hi s greatness .
He has cap ital enough to have furnished the brain of

fifty stock authors , yet has written no book .

B ut we have Spoken all our discontent . Possibly hi s
writ ings are open to harsher censure but we love the
man

,
from sympathy as well as for reasons to be as

signed ; and have no wish , if we were able , to put an
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a rgument in the m outh of hi s critics . Now for twenty
y ears we have still found the “ Imaginary Conversa
tions a sure resource in solitude , and it seems to us as
original in its form as in its matter . Nay , when we
remember his rich and ample page , wherein we are a l
ways sure to find free and susta ined thought

,
a keen

and precise understand ing, an a Tuent and ready mem
or y familiar with all chosen books , an indu strious oh

servation in every department of life
,
an experience to

which nothing has occurred in vain
,
honor for every

just and generous sentiment and a scourge like that of
Furies for every oppressor, whether public or private ,
we feel how di gnified is this perpetual Censor in h i s

curule chair
,
and we wis h to thank a benefactor of the

reading world .

Mr . Landor is one of the foremost of that small class
who make good in the nineteenth century the claims of
pure li teratur e . In these busy days of avarice and am

b ition, when there is s o little disposition to profound
thought or to any but the most superficial intellectual
entertainments

,
a faithful scholar, receiving from pas t

ages the treasures of wit and enlarging them by h is
own love , is a friend and consoler of mankind . When
we pronounce the names of Homer and Z E s chylu s
Horace , Ovid and Plutarch Erasmus

,
Scaliger and

Montaigne ; Ben Jonson and Isaak Walton ; Dryden
and Pope , we pass at once out of trivial associations
and enter into a region of the purest pleasure accessi
ble to human nature . “Te have quitted all beneath the
moon and entered that crystal Sphere in which every
thing in the world of matter reappears

,
but trans

figu r e d and immortal . Literature is the effort of man
to indemnify himself for the wrongs of his condition .
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The existence of the poores t play-wright and the hum
blest scrivener is a good omen . A charm attaches to
the most inferior names which have in any manner got
themselves enrolled in the regi sters of the House of

Fame , even as porters and grooms in the courts to
Creech and Fenton , Theobald and Dennis , Aubrey and
Spence . From the momen t of entering a library and
opening a desired book, we cease to be citizens , credi
tors , debtors , housekeepers and men of care and fear .
t at boundless leisure ! what original j urisdiction !
the old constellations have set

,
new and brighter have

arisen an Elysian light tinges all obj ects

In th e a fternoon we cam e unto a land
In whi ch it s e em ed a lways afternoon.

”

And this sweet asylum of an intellectual life must
appear to have the sanction of nature , as long as so
many men are born with so decided an aptitude for
read ing and writing. Let us thankfully allow every
faculty and art which opens new Scope to a life so con
fined as ours . There are vast spaces in a thought : a
slave

,
to whom the religious sentiment is Opened , has a

freedom which makes his master ’s freedom a slavery .

Let us not be so illiberal with our schemes for the reno
vation of society and nature as to disesteem or deny
the literary spirit . Certainly there are heights in
nature which command this ; there are many more
which this commands . It is vain to call it a luxury,
and as saints and reformers are apt to do , decry it as
a species of day-dreaming . What else are sanctities ,
and reforms

,
and all other things ? Whatever can

make for itself an element
,
means, organs , servants ,

and the most profound and permanent existence in the
hearts and heads of mill ions of men, must have a r ea
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instructs him that he is so rich that he can well spar e
a ll his trappings, and , leaving to others the painting of
circumstance

,
aspir e to the office of delineating charac

ter . He draws his own portrait in the costume of a
village schoolmaster

,
and a sailor, and serenely enj oys

the V ictory of nature over fortune . Not onl y the elab
orated story of Nor m anby, but the whimsical selec
tion of hi s heads proves thi s taste . He draws with
ev ident pleasure the portrait of a man who never said
anything right and never did anything wrong. B ut in
the character of Pericles he has found fu ll play for
beauty and greatness of behavior

,
where the c ircum

stances are in harmony with the man . These portraits
,

though mere sketches , must be valued as attempts in
the very highest kind of narrative

,
which not only has

very few examples to exhibit of any success
,
b ut very

few competitors in the attempt . The word Character
is in all m onths ; it is a force which we all feel ; yet
who has analyzed it ? What is the natu re of that sub
tle and maj estic principle which attaches us to a few
persons

,
not s o much by personal as by the most Spir

itual ties ? What is the quality of the persons who,
without being public men

,
or l iterary men, or rich men ,

or active men , or (in the popular sense) religi ous men ,
have a certain salutary omnipresence in all our life ’s
history, almost giving their own quality to the a tmos

phe r e and the landscape A moral force
,
yet wholly nu

mindful of creed and catechism
,
intell ectual

,
but scorn

ful of books , it works directly and Without means , and
though it may be resisted at any time , yet resistance to
it is a suicide . For the person who stands in thi s lofty
relation to hi s fellow-men i s always the impersonation
to them of their conscience . It is a sufficient proof of
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the extreme delicacy of this element, evanescing before
any but the most sympathetic vision, that it has so s e l

dom been employed in the drama and in novels . Mr .
Landor, almost alone among living English writers , has
indicated his perception of it .
These merits make Mr . Landor ’

s position in the re
public of letters one of great mark and dignity . He
exercises with a grandeur of spirit the office of writer,
and carries it with an air of old and unquestionable
nobil ity . We do not recollect an example of more
complete independence in literary history. He has no
clanship

,
no friendships that warp him . He was one of

the first to pronounce Wordsworth the great poet of

the age , yet he discriminates his faults with the greater
freedom . He loves Pindar, E schylu s , Euripides , Aris
tophane s , Demosthenes , Virgil , yet with open eyes . His
position is by no means the highest in literature he
is not a poet or a phi losopher. He is a man full of
thoughts , but not , like Coleridge , a m an of ideas . Only
from a mind conversant with the First Philosophy
can definitions be expected . Coleridge has contributed
many valuable ones to modern literature . Mr . Landor ’

s

definitions are only enumerations of particulars ; the
generic law is not seized. But as it is not from the
highest Alps or Andes but from less ele vated summits
that the most attractive landscape is commanded

, so is
Mr . Landor the most useful and agreeable of critics .
He has commented on a wide variety of writers , with a
closeness and extent of view which has enhanced the
value of those authors to his readers . His D ialogue on
the Epicurean philosophy is a theory of the genius of
Epicu rus . The D ialogue between Barrow and Newton
is the best of all criticisms on the essays of Bacon . His
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picture of Demosthenes in three several D ialogues is
new and adequate . He has illu strated the geniu s of
Homer

,
Z E schylus , Pindar , Eu ripides

,
Thu cydides .

Then he has examined before he has expatiated
,
and

the m inuteness of hi s verbal criticism gives a confidence
in his fidelity when he speaks the language of medi
tation or of passion . His acquaintance with the E ng
lish tongu e is unsurpassed . He “ hates false Words ,
and seeks with care , di fficulty and moroseness those
that fit the thing .

” He knows the value of his own

words . “ They are not ,
”
he says

,

“ written on slate .

’

He never stoops to explanation
,
nor uses seven words

where one will do . He i s a master of condensation and
suppression

,
and that in no vulgar way . He knows the

wide d ifie r ence between compression and an obscure
elliptical style . The dense writer has yet ample room
and choice of phr ase

,
and even a gamesome mood often

between his valid words . There is n o inadequacy or

disagreeable contraction in his s entence
,
any more than

in a hum an face
,
where in a square space of a few inches

i s found room for every possible variety of expression .

Yet it is not as an artist that Mr . Landor commends
himself to u s . e is not epic or dramatic

,
he has not

the high , overpowering method by which the master
gives unity and integrity to a work of many parts . He
is too wilful

,
and never abandons himself to hi s genius .

His books are a strange mixture of politics , etymology ,
allegory

,
sentiment

,
and personal history ; and what

skil l of transition he may possess is Superficial , not
Sp iritual . His me r it mu s t rest

,
at last

,
not on the

Sp ir it of the dialogue or the symmetry of any of his
historical portraits

,
but on the value of his s entences .

Many of these will secure their own immortality in
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usurp that name . Let us not have the prayers of one

sect , nor of the Christian Church , but of men in all ages
and reli gions who have prayed well . The prayer of

Jesus is (as it deserves) becom e a form for the human
race . Many men have contributed a single expression

,

a single word to the language of devotion
,
which is im

mediately caught and stereotyped in the prayers of

their church and nation . Among the remains of Eu
r ipid e s we have this prayer : Thou God of a ll infuse
light into the souls of men

,
whereby they may be en

abled to know what is the root from whence all their
evils spring, and b y what means they may avoid them .

”

In the Phaedrus of Plato
,
we find this petition in the

mouth of Socrates : O gracious Pan and ye other
gods who preside over this place grant that I may be
beauti ful withi n ; and that those external things which
I have may be such as may best agree with a right in
ternal di sposition of mine ; and that I may account him
to be rich , who is wise and just .

” Wacic the Caliph ,
who died A . D . 845, end ed his l ife , the Arabian hi stor i
ans tell us

,
with these words : O thou whose kingdom

never passe s away, pity one whose di gnity is so tran

sient . ” But what led us to these remembrances was

the happy accident which in this undevout age lately
brought u s acquainted with two or three diaries , whi ch
attest

,
if there be need of attestation

,
the eternity of

the sentiment and its equality to itself through all the
variety of expression . The first is the prayer of a deaf
and dumb boy

When my long-attached friend comes to me , I have
pleasure to converse with him

,
and I rej oice to pass my

eyes over his countenance ; but soon I am weary of
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Spending my time caus elessly and unimproved , and I
des ire to leave hi m , (but not in rudeness) , becaus e I
Wished to be engaged in my business . But thou

,
O

my Father
,
knowest I al ways deli ght to commune with

thee in my lone and silent heart ; I am never full of

thee I am never weary of thee I am always desir
ing thee . I hunger with strong hope and affection for
thee , and I thi rst for thy grace and Spirit .
When I go to vi sit my friends

,
I must put on my

best garments , and I must think of my manner to
please them . I am tired to stay long, because my mind
is not free , and they sometimes talk gossip with me .
But oh

,
my Father , thou visitest me in my work , and I

can lift up my desires to thee , and my heart is cheered
and at rest with thy presence

,
and I am always alone

with thee
,
and thou dost not steal my time by fool

i shne s s . I always ask in my heart, where can I find
thee

The next is a voice out of a solitude as strict and
sacred as that in whi ch nature had i s olated thi s elo
quent mute

My Father, when I cannot be cheerful or happy, I
can be true and obedient

,
and I will not forget that j oy

has been
,
and may still be . If there is no hour of soli

tude granted me , sti l l I will commune with thee . If I
may not search out and pierce thy thought , s o much
the more may my living prai se thee . At whatever
price

,
I must be alone with thee this must be the de

mand I make . These duties are not the life , but the
means which enable us to Show forth the life . So must
I take up this cross , and bear it will ingly. Why should
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I feel reproved when a busy one enters the room I
am not idl e , though I s it with folded hands, but in
s tantly I must seek some cover . For that shame I r e
prove myself . Are they only the valuable members of
socie ty who labor to dress and feed it Shall we never
ask the aim of all this hurry and foam , of this aimless
ac tivity Let the purpose for which I live be always
before me let every thought and word go to confirm
and illuminate that end namely

,
that I must become

near and dear to thee that now I am beyond the reach
of all but thee .

How can we not be reconciled to thy wil l I will
know the joy of giving to my friend the dearest trea
sure I have . I know that sorrow comes not at once
only . We cannot meet it and s ay, now it i s overcome ,
but again , and yet again, its flood pours over us, and as
full as at first .

If b ut this tedious battle could b e fought,
Like Spar ta ’

s heroe s at one rocky pas s ,
One d ay b e s pent in dying , ’ m en h ad sought
Th e Spot , and be en cut down like m ower’s gr ass .

The next is in a metrical form . It is the
of a d ifie r ent mi nd , in qu ite other regions
and duty

, ye t they all accord at last .

Great G od , I a sk the e for no m e aner pelf
Than tha t I m ay not di s appoint m ys e lf ,
That in m y action I m ay soar a s high ,
As I can now discern with this clear eye .

And next in v a lue
,
whi ch thy kindne ss lends ,

That I m ay gr e atly di sappoint m y friends ,
Howe

’
er they thi nk or hope tha t it m ay be ,

They m ay not dr e am how thou ’
st di sti ngui shed m e .

Th at m y we ak hand m ay e qua l m y fir m faith ,
And m y life pr acti s e m ore than m y tongue s aith ;
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Let these few scattered leaves , which a chance (as
men say

,
but which to us shall be holy) brought under

our eye nearly at the same moment , stand as an exam
ple of innumerable similar exp ressions which no mortal
witnes s has reported

,
and be a sign of the times .

Might they be suggestion to many a heart of yet higher
secret experiences which are ineffable ! But we must
not tie up the rosary on which we have s trung these
few white beads

,
without add ing a pearl of great price

from that book of prayer
,
the “ Confessions of Saint

Augustine .

And being admonished to reflect upon myself, I
entered into the very inward parts of my soul , by thy
conduct ; and I was able to do it , because now thou
wert become my helper . I entered and discerned with
the eye of my soul (such as it was) , even beyond m y

soul and mind itself , the L ight unchangeable . Not this
vulgar light which all flesh m ay look upon , nor as it
were a greater of the same kind

,
as though the bright

ness of this Should be manifold greater and with its
greatness take up all space . Not such wa s this light ,
but other

,
yea

,
far other from all these . Neither was

it so above my understanding as oi l swims above water,
or as the heaven is above the earth . But it is above me ,
becau se it made me and I am u nder it

,
because I was

made by it . He that knows truth or verity, knows
what that light is

,
and he that knows it , knows eternity ,

and it is known by charity . 0 eternal Verity ! and
true Charity and dear Eternity thou art my God , to
thee do I sigh day and night . Thee when I first knew,

thou l ifted st me up that I might see , there was what I
might see , and that I was not yet such as to s e e . And
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thou didst beat back my weak sight upon myself
,
shoot

ing out beams upon me after a vehement manner and
I even trembled between love and horror

,
and I found

myself to be far off, and even in the very region of di s
s im ili tude from thee .

”

AGRICULTURE OF MASSACHUSE TTS .

1

IN an afternoon in April , after a long walk, I trav
e r s e d an orchard where boys were grafting apple
trees

,
and found the Farmer in his c orn-fie ld . He wa s

holding the plough
,
and hi s son d riving the oxen . This

man always impresses me with respect
,
he is s o manl y,

so sweet-tempered
,
s o faithful , so di sdainful of all ap

pe a r ance s , excellent and reverable in his old weather
worn cap and blue frock bedaubed with the soil of the
field ; so honest withal , that he always needs to be
watched lest he shou ld cheat himself . I sti ll remem
ber with some Shame that in some dealing we had
together a long time ago

,
I found that he had been

looking to my interest in the affair
,
and I had been

looking to my interest
,
and nobody had looked to his

part . As I drew near this brave laborer in the midst
of his own acres , I could not help feeling for him the
highest respect . Here is the Caesar , the Alexander of
the soil , conquering and to conquer , after how m any
and many a hard-fought summer ’s day and winter ’s
day not like Napoleon

,
hero of Sixty battles only

,
but

of s ix thousand , and out of every one he has come vic
1 The Di a l, vol . i i i . p . 123 .
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tor ; and here he stands , with Atlantic strength and
cheer, invincible st ill . These slight and useles s city
limbs of ours will come to Shame before this strong
soldier

,
for hi s have done his own work and ours too .

What good th is man has or has had, he has earned .

No rich father or father-in-law left him any inherit
ance of land or money . He borrowed the money with
whi ch he bought his farm , and has bred up a large
family

, gi ven them a good education, and improved his
land in every way year by year , and thi s without p r e ju
d ice to himself the landlord , for here he is, a man every
inch of hi m

,
and rem inds u s of the hero of the Robin

Hood ballad
,

Much , th e m i ller’s son,
Th ere was no inch of h i s body
B ut it was worth a gr oom .

”

Innocence and justice have written their names on
his brow . Toil has not broken his sp irit . His laugh
rings with the sweetness and hi larity of a chi ld ; yet
he is a m an of a strongly intell ectual taste , of much
readi ng, and of an erect good sense and independent
spirit which can neither brook usurpation nor falsehood
in any Shape . I walked up and down the field, as he
ploughed his furrow, and we tal ked as we walked .

Our conversation naturally tur ned on the season and
its new labors . r e had been reading the R eport of
the Agricultural Survey of the Commonwealth

,
and

had found good things in i t ; but it was easy to see
that he felt toward the author much as soldi ers do
towards the hi storiographer who follows the camp ,
more good-nature than reverence for the gownsman .

The First Report
,
he said

,
is better than the las t, as I

observe the first sermon of a m inister is often his best,
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farm
,
for I should have no manure to renew a crop in

the spring . And thus Necessity farms it ; necessity
finds out when to go to Brighton , and when to feed in
the stall , better than Mr . C olman can tell us .
B ut especially observe what i s said throughout these

Reports of the model farms and mod el farmers . One
wou ld think that Mr . D . and Major S . were the p illars
of the Commonwealth . The good Commissioner takes
off his hat when he approaches them , di strusts the
valu e of “ his feeble praise

,

” and repeats his compli
ments as often as the ir names are introduced . And
yet

,
in my Opinion , Mr . D .

,
with all hi s knowledge and

present skill
,
would starve in two years on any one of

fifty poor farms i nthis neighborhood
, on each of which

now a farmer manages to get a good liv ing. Mr . D .

inherited a farm , and spends on it every year from
other resources otherwise his farm had ruined him
long since and as for the Maj or

,
he never got rich

by his skil l in making land produce
, but in making m en

produce. The truth i s , a farm will not make an honest
man rich in money . I do not know of a Single instance
in which a man ha s honestly got rich by farming alone .
It cannot be done . The way in which men who have
farms grow rich

,
is e ither by other resources

,
or by

trade
,
or by getting their labor for nothing

,
or by other

m ethods of which I could tell you many sad anecdotes .
What does the Agricultu ral Surveyor know of all this
What can he know ? He is the victim of the “ Re

ports that are sent him
,
of particu lar farms . He

cannot go behind the estimates to know how the con
tracts were made

,
and how the sales were effected .

The true men of Skill
,
the poor farmers , who , by the

sweat of their face
,
without an inheritance and without
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offence to their conscience have reared a family ofval
uab l e citizens and matrons to the state , reduced a stub
born soil to a good farm ,

— although the i r buildings
are many of them Shabby, are the only right subj ects
of this Report yet these make no figure in it . These
should be holden up to imitation , and their methods
detailed ; yet their houses are very uni nviting and in
conspicuous to State C om missioners . So with these
premiums to farms , and premiums at cattle - shows .
The class that I describe must pay the premium which
is awarded to the rich . Yet the premium obvi ously
ought to be given for the good management of a poor
farm .

In this strain the Farmer proceeded , adding many
special criticisms . He had a good Op inion of the Sur
v eyor , and acqu itted him of any blame in the matter ,
but was incorrigi ble In his skepticism concerning the
benefits conferred by legislatures on the agricultu re of
Massachusetts . I believe that my friend is a l ittl e
stiff and inconvertible in his own opinions

,
and that

there is another side to be heard but so much wisdom
seemed to lie under all his statement that it deserved
a record .

EUROPE AND EUROPEAN Rooxs .

1

IT was a brighter day than we have often known in
our literary calendar , when within a twelvemonth a
single London adver tisement announced a new volume
of poems by Wordsworth , poems by Tennyson , and a

1 The Di a l , v ol . ii i . p . 511.
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play by Henr y Taylor . Wordsworth ’s nature or char
acter has had all the time it needed in order to make
its mark and supply the want of talent . We have
learned how to read him . We have ceased to expect
that which he cannot give . He has the merit of j ust
moral perception , b ut not that of deft poetic execution .

How would Milton curl his lip at such slipshod news
paper style . Many of his poems

,
as for example the

Rylstone D oe , m ight be all improvised . Nothing of

l\l il ton, nothing of Marvell , of Herbert , of Dryden ,
could be . These are su ch verses as in a j ust state of
culture should be ve r s d e socie

’

te
’

,
such as every gentle

man could write but none would think of p rinting
, or

of claim ing the poet ’s laure l on their merit . The Pin
dar

,
the Shakspe a r e , the Dante , whilst they have the

just and open soul , have also the eye to see the dim
mest star that glimmers in the Milky Way

,
the s e r

ratures of every leaf, the test-obj ects of the microscope ,
and then the tongu e to utter the same things in words
that engrave them on all the ears of mankind . The
poet demands all gifts , and not one or two only .

The poet, li ke the electric rod , must reach from a

point nearer the sky than all surrounding obj ects ,
down to the earth , and into the dark wet soil , or neither
is of use . The poet must not only converse with pure
thought

,
but he must demonstrate it almost to the

senses . His words must be pictures , his verses must be
Spheres and cubes , to be seen and smelled and handled .

His fable must be a good story
,
and its meaning must

hold as pure truth . In the debates on the Copyright
Bill

,
in the English Parliament

,
hl r . Sergeant Wakley,

the coroner
,
quoted Wordsworth ’s poetry in derision ,

and asked the roaring House of Com mons what that
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or stipulations man and wr iter were not to be divided .

He s at at the foot of Helvellyn and on the margi n of
VVind e r m e r e , and took their lustrous mornings and
their sublime midnights for hi s theme , and not Marlow,
nor Massinger

,
not Horace , nor Milton , nor Dante . He

once for all forsook the styles and standards and modes
of thinking of London and Paris , and the books read
there , and the aims pursued , and wrote Helvellyn and
VVind e r m e r e , and the d im spirits which these haunts
harbored . There was not the least attempt to recon
cile these with the Spirit of fashion and selfishness , nor
to show. with great deference to the superior j udgment
of dukes and earls

,
that although London was the home

for men of great parts
,
yet VVe s tm or e land had these

consolat ions for such as fate had cond enm e d to the
country life

,
— b ut with a complete sat isfaction he pit

i ed and rebuked their false liv es, and celebrated his
own with the religion of a true priest . Hence the
antagonism which was immediately felt between hi s
poetry and the Spirit of the age , that here not only
criticism but conscience and will were parties ; the
sp irit of literature and the modes of living and the
conventional theories of the conduct of life were called
in question on wholly new grounds , — n0 t from Pla
toni s m

,
not from Christianity

, b ut from the lessons
which the country muse taught a stout pedestrian
clim bing a mountain and following a r 1v e r from its
parent rill down to the s e a . The Cannings and Jeffr eys
of the capital

,
the Court Journals and L iterary Gazette s

were not well pleased , and voted the poet a bore . But
that which rose in hi m so high as to the lips , rose in
many others as high as to the heart . What he said,
tney were prepared to hear and confirm . The influ
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ence wa s in the air , and was wafted up and down into
lone and into populous places , resisting the popular
taste

,
modifying opinions which it did not change

,
and

soon came to be felt in poetry
,
in criticism

,
in plans of

life , and at last in legislation . In this country it very
early found a stronghold , and its effect may be traced
on all the poetry both of England and America .

But, notwithstanding all Wordsworth
’s grand merits

,

it was a great pleasure to know that Al fred Tennyson ’s
two volumes were coming out in the same ship it was
a great pleasure to rece ive them . The elegance

,
the

wit and subtlety of this writer, his rich fancy, his power
of language

,
hi s metrical skill, his independence of any

living masters , his peculiar topics , h i s taste for the
costly and gorgeous

,
discriminate the musky poet of

gardens and conservatories , of parks and palaces . Per
haps we felt the popular obj ection that he wants rude
truth he is too fine . In these boudoir s of damask and
alabaster

,
one i s farther off from stern nature and hu

man life than in Lalla Rookh and The Loves of the
Angels . ” Amid swinging censers and perfum ed lamps

,

amidst velvet and glory we long for rain and frost .
O tto-of-roses is good, but wild air is better . A oriti
cal friend of ours affirms that the vice which bereaved
modern painters of their power , i s the ambition to b e

g in where their fathers ended to equal the m asters
in their exqu isite fini sh , ins tead of their religious pur
pose . The painters are not wil ling to paint ill enough
they will not paint for the ir t im es , agitated by the
Spirit which agitates the ir country s o should the ir
picture picture us and draw all men after them ; but
they Copy the technics of their predecessors , and pa i nt
for their predecessors ’ publ ic . It seems as if the same
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V ice had worked in poetry . Tennyson ’s compositions
are not so much poems as studies in poetry

,
or sketches

after the styles of sundry old masters . He is not the
husband , who bu ilds the homestead after his own ne

ce s s ity , from foundation-stone to chi mney -top and tur
ret

,
b ut a tastefu l bachelor who collects quaint stair

cases and groined ceili ngs . We have no right to such
supe r finene s s . We must not make our bread of pure
sugar . These delicacies and splendors are then l eg iti
mate when they are the excess of substantial and
necessary expenditure . The best songs in English
poetry are by that heavy, hard , pedantic poet, Ben
Jonson . Jonson is rude

,
and onl y on rare occasions

gay . Tennyson is always fine but Jonson’s beau ty is
more grateful than Tennyson’s . It is a natural manl y
grace of a robust workman . Ben ’s flowers are not in
pots at a city flor i st’s , arranged on a flowe r -stand

,
but

he i s a countryman at a harvest-home , attending his
ox-cart from the fields , loaded with potatoes and apples ,
with ~

g r ape s and plums , with nuts and berries , and
stuck with boughs of hemlock and sweetbriar, with
ferns and pond lilies which the children have gathered .

But let us not quarrel with our benefactors . Perhaps
Tennyson is too quaint and elegant . What then It
is long since we have had as good a lyrist it will be
long b efore we have his superior . Godiva is a
noble poem that will tell the legend a thousand years .
The poem of all the poetry of the present age for whi ch

we pred ict the longest term ,
is Abou ben Adhem ,

of

Leigh Hunt . Fortune will still have her part in every
victory

,
and it is strange that one of the best poems

should be written by a man who has hardly written any
other . And “ Godiva is a parable which belong s to
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was one of those world-fables which i s so agreeable to
the human imagination that it is found in some form
in the language of every country

,
and is always reap

pearing in literature . Many of the detai ls of this novel
preserve a poetic truth . We read Z anoni with plea
sure , becau se magic is natural . It is im plied in all
superior culture that a complete man wou ld need no
auxiliarie s to his personal presence . The e v e and the
word are certainly far subtler and stronger weapons
than either money o r knives . Whoever looked on

the hero woul d consent to his will
,
be ing cert ified that

his aims were universal
,
not selfish ; and he would be

obeyed as naturally as the rain and the sunshine are .
For thi s reason

,
children del ight in fairy tale s . Nature

i s described in them as the servant ofman
,
which they

feel ought to be true . But Z anoni pains u s and the
author loses our respect

,
because he speedily betrays

that he does not s e e the true limitations of the charm
because the power with whi ch hi s hero is armed is a
toy, inasmu ch as the power does not flow from its
legi timate fountains in the mind , is a power for Lon
don ; a div ine power converted into a burglar

’ s false
key or a highwayman ’s pistol to rob and kil l with .

But Mr . Bulwer ’s recent stories have given us who do
not read novels

,
occasion to think of this department of

literature
,
supposed to be the natural fruit and expre s

sion of the age . We conceive that the obvious di vision
of modern romance is into two kinds : first , the novels
of costume or of circumstance , which is the old style ,
and vastly the most numerous . In thi s class , the hero,
without any particul ar character, is in a very particular
circumstance ; he is greatly in want of a fortune or of a
wife

,
and usually of both

,
and the bus iness of the piece
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i s to provide him suitably . This is the problem to be
solved in thousands of English romances

,
including the

Porter novels and the more splendid examples of the
Edgeworth and Scott romances .
It is curious how sleepy and foolish we are

,
that these

tales will so take us . Again and again we have been
caught in that old foolish trap . Had one noble thought
opening the chambers of the intel lect

, one sentiment
from the heart of God been spoken by them

,
the reader

had been made a participator of their triumph ; he too
had been an invited and eternal guest ; but this reward
granted them i s property, all-excluding property, a
little cake baked for them to eat and for none other,
nay

,
a preference and cosseting which is rude and in

sulting to a ll b ut the minion .

Except in the stories of Edgeworth and Scott
,
whose

talent knew how to give to the book a thousand ad v en~

titiou s graces , the novels of costume are all one , and

there is but one standard English novel , like the one

orthodox serm on
,
which with slight variation is repeated

every Sunday from so many pulpits .
But the other novel

,
of which Wilhelm Meister is

the best specimen
,
the novel of cha r acter , treats the

reader with more respect ; the development of charac
ter being the problem

,
the reader is made a partaker

of the whole prosperity . Everything good in such a
story remains with the reader when the book is closed .

Anob le book wa s Wilhelm Meister .” It gave the hint
of a cultivated society which we found nowhere else .

It wa s founded on power to do what wa s necessary,
each person finding it an indispensable qualification of

m embership that he could do s omething useful
,
as in

m echanics or agriculture or other indi spensable art ;
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then a probity, a justice was to be its element, sym

b oli z ed by the insisting that each property should be
cleared of privi l ege , and should pay its full tax to th
state . Then a perception of beautywas the equally in
dispensable element of the association

,
by which each

was dignified and all were digni fied ; then each was to
obey his genius to the length of aband onment . They
watched each candidate vigil antly

,
Without his knowing

that he was observed, and when he had gi ven proof
that he was a faithful man

,
then all doors

,
all houses

,

all relations were open to him ; hi gh behavi or frater
ni ze d with high behavior

,
without question of heraldry

,

and the only power recognized is the force of character .
The novels of Fashion

,
of D ’

Is r a e l i
,
Mrs . Gore

,
Mr .

Ward , belong to the class of novels of costume
,
b e

cause the aim is pur ely external success . O f the tales
of fashionable l ife

,
by far the most agreeable and the

most efficient was Vivian Grey . Young men were and
still are the readers and victim s . Byron ruled for a
time , but Vivian , with no tithe of Byron

’s geniu s
,
rules

longer . One can distinguish the Vivians in all com

pani e s . They would quiz the ir father and mother and
lover and friend . They discuss sun and planets , liberty
and fate , love and death , over the soup . They never
sle ep , go nowhere , stay nowhere , eat nothing, and know
nobody , but are up to anything, though it were the
genesis of nature

, or the last cataclysm ,
— Festus-lik e ,

Faust-like
,
Jov e -like

,
and could write an Iliad any rainy

morning , if fame were not such a bore . Men , women ,
though the greatest and fairest

,
are stupid things ; but

a rifle , and a mild pleasant gunpowder , a spaniel , and
a cheroot

,
are themes for O lympus . I fear it was in

part the influence of such pictures on l iving socie ty
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wise men of all ranks and parties as are drawn to a
Scholar ’s hou se , until such daily and ni ghtly meditation
has grown into a great connection , if not a system of
thoughts ; and the topic of English politics becomes the
best vehicle for the expression of hi s recent thinking ,
recommended to him by the desire to give some timely
counsels , and to strip the worst mischiefs of their plans
ib i l i ty. It is a brave and just book

,
and not a s em

blance . “ No new truth
,

” say the critics on all s ides .
Is it so Truth is very old , but the merit of seers is
not to invent but to dispose obj ects in their right places ,
and he is the commander who is always in the mount ,
whose eye not only sees details

,
but throws crowds of

details into their right arrangement and a larger and

juster totality than any other . The book makes great
approaches to true contemporary history

,
a very rare

success
,
and firmly holds up t o daylight the absurdities

stil l tolerated in the English and European system . It
is such an appeal to the conscience and honor of Eng
land as cannot be forgotten

,
or be feigned to be forgot

ten . It has the merit which belongs to every honest
book

,
that it wa s s elf-examining before it was eloquent ,

and so hits all other men
,
and

,
as the country people

say of good preaching, comes bounce down into every

pew .

” Every reader Shall carry away something . The
scholar shal l read and write

,
the farmer and mechani c

shall toil , with new resolution , nor forget the book
when they resume their labor .
Though no theocrat

,
and “ more than most phi loso

phe r s a believer in political systems , Mr . Carlyle very
fairly finds the calamity of the times , not in bad
bills of Parliament , nor the remedy in good bills , but

the vice in false and superficial aims of the people ,
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and the remedy in honesty and insight . Like every
work of geniu s

,
its great value is in telling such simple

truths . As we recall the topics , we are struck with the
force given to the plain truths the picture of the Eng
lish nation all S itting enchanted

,
the poor

,
enchanted s o

that they cannot work
,
the rich

,
enchanted s o that they

cannot enj oy
,
and are rich in vain the exposure of the

progress of fraud into all arts and social activities the
proposition that the laborer must have a greater Share
in hi s earnings that the principle of permanence shall
be admitted into all contracts of mutual servi ce ; that
the state shall provide at least schoolmaster’s educa
tion for all the citizens ; the exhortation to the work
man that he shall respect the work and not the wages
t o the scholar that he shall be there for light ; to the
idle

,
that no man shall S it idle ; the picture of Abbot

Samson
,
the true governor

, who is not there to expect
reason and nobleness of others , he is there to give them
of his own reason and nobleness and the assumption
throughout the book

,
that a new chivalry and nobility,

namely the dynasty of labor
,
is replacing the Old nob i l

ities . These things strike 11s wi th a force which r e

mind s u s of the morals of the Oriental or early Greek
masters ,

.and of no modern book . Truly in thes e
things is great reward . It is not by sitting still a t a
grand distance and calling the human race la r vae , that
men are to be helped

,
nor by helping the depraved

after the i r own foolish fashion
,
but by doing unwe ar

i e d ly the particular work we were born to do . Let no
man think himself absolved becau se he d oes a generous
action and befriends the poor

,
but let him s e e whether

he so hold s his property that a benefit goes from it to
all . A man’s diet Should be what is s implest and r e adi
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est to be had , because - i t is s o private a good .
His

house should be better, because that is for the u s e of

hundred s , perhaps of thousands , and is the property of

the traveller . But his speech is a perpetual and public
instrument ; let that always side with the race and
yield neither a lie nor a sneer . His m anners

,
— let

them be hospitable and civilizing
, s o that no Phidias or

Raphael Shall have taught anything better in canvas
or stone ; and his acts Should be representative of the
human race , as one who makes them rich in hi s hav
ing , and poor in his want .
It requires gr eat cou rage in a man of letters to han
dle the contemporary practical ques tions not because
he then has all men for his rivals

,
but because of the

infinite entanglements of the problem , and the waste
of strength in gathering unripe fruits . The task is su

pe r hum an and the poet knows well that a little time
will do more than the most puissant genius . Time still s
the loud noise of opinions , sinks the small , raises the
great, s o that the true emerges without effort and in
perfect harmony to a ll eyes but the truth of the pres
ent hour

,
except in particu lars and S ingle relations

,
i s

unattainable . Each man can very well know his own

part of du ty
,
if he will but to bring out the truth for

beau ty
,
and as literature

,
surmounts the powers of art .

The most elaborate hi story of to-day will have the odd
est dislocated look in the next generation . The hi sto
rian of to-day is yet three ages off . The poet cannot
descend into the turbid present without in jury to his
rarest gi fts . Hence that necessity of isolation which
genius ha s a lwav s felt . He must stand on hi s glass
tripod , if he would keep his electricity .

But when the political aspects are so calamitous that
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hand of all sympathy
,
by anticipating the plea of poetic

and humane conservatism , and impressing the reader
with the conviction that the satirist himself ha s the
truest love for everything Old and excellent in Engli sh
land and institutions

,
and a genu ine respect for the

bas is of truth in those whom he exposes .
We are at some loss how to state what strikes us as
the fault of th i s ' r e m a r kab le book

,
for the variety and

excellence of the talent displayed in it is pretty sure to
leave all special criticism in the wrong . And we may
eas ily fail in expressing the general obj ection which we
feel . It appears to us as a certain disproportion in the
picture

,
caused by the obtrusion of the whims of the

painter . In this work , as in hi s former labors , Mr.
Carlyle reminds u s of a sick giant . His humors are
expressed with s o much force of constitution that hi s
fancies are more attractive and more credible than the
sanity ofduller men . But the habitual exaggeration of
the tone wearies whilst it stimulates . It i s felt to be
so much deduction from the universality of the picture .
It is not serene sunshine

,
but everythi ng is seen in lur id

storm-lights . Every obj ect attitudinizes , to the very
mountains and stars almost

,
under the refraction of this

wonderful humorist and instead of the common earth
and sky

,
we have a Martin ’s Creation or Judgment

Day. A crisis has always arrived which requires a
d eus ex m achinc

'

i . One can hardly credit , whilst under
the Spell of this magi cian , that the world always had
the same bankr upt look

,
to foregoing ages as to u s ,

as of a failed world just r e -collecting its old withered
forces to begi n again and try to do a little bus iness .

It was perhaps inseparable from the attempt to write a
book of wit and imagination on English politics , that a
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certain local emphasis and love of effect
,
such as is th e

vi ce of preaching
,
should appear,— producing on the

reader a feeling of forlornne ss by the exces s of value
attribu ted to circumstances . B ut the Splendor of wit
cannot ou tdazzle the calm daylight

,
whi ch always shows

every indiv idual man in balance with his age , and able
to work out his own salvation from all the follies of

that
,
and no su ch glaring contrasts or severalties in

that or thi s . Each age ha s its own follies
,
as its ma

jor ity is made up of foolish young people its s upe r sti
tions appear no superstitions to itself ; and if you
Should ask the contem porary

,
he wou ld tell you

,
with

pride or with regret , (according as he was practical or
poetic) , that he had none . But after a short time ,
d own go its follies and weakness and the memory of

them ; its v irtues alone remain , and its limitation as ~

sumes the poetic form of a beautiful superstition , as
the d imness Of ou r sight clothes the objects in the hori
zon with mist and color . The revelation of Reason is
this of the unchangeableness of the fact of humanity
under all it s subj ective aspects ; that to the cowering
it always cowers , to the daring it Opens great avenues .
The ancients are only venerable t o u s because distance
has d e str ov e d what wa s trivial ; as the sun and stars
affect us only grandly , because we cannot reach to their
smoke and surfaces and say, Is that all
And yet the gravi ty of the times

,
the manifold and

increasing dangers of the English State
,
may easily

excuse some over-coloring of the p icture ; and we at
this distance are not so far removed from any of the
specific evils , and are deeply participant in too many,
not to share the gloom and thank the love and courage
of the counsellor . This book is full of humanity , and
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nothi ng is more excellent in this as in all Mr . Carlyle ’s
works , than the attitude of the writer . He has the
dignity of a m an of letters , who knows what belongs to
hi m ,

and never deviates from his Sphere a continuer
of the great line of Scholars , he sustains their office in
the highest credit and honor . If the good heaven have
any good word to impart t o this unworthy generation

,

here is one scribe qualified and clothed for its occasion .

One excellence he has in an age of Mammon and of

criticism
,
that he never suffers the eye of his wonder

to close . Let who will be the dupe of tr ifle s , he can
not keep hi s eye off from that gracious Infini te whi ch
embosoms us .
As a literary artis t he has great merits

,
beginning

with the main one that he never wrote one dull line .
How well-read , how adroit , what thousand arts in his
one a r t of writing ; with his exp edi ent for expressing
those unproven op inions which he entertains but wi ll
not endorse , by summoning one of his men of straw
from the cell , —and the respectable Sauerteig, or Teu
fe l sd r Ockh , or Dryasdust

,
or Picturesque Travell er

,

says what is put into his mouth
,
and disappears . That

morbid temperament has gi ven hi s rhetoric a some
what bloated character a luxury to many imaginative
and learned persons , like a showery south-wind with
its sun-bursts and rapid chas ing of li ghts and glooms
over the landscape , and yet its offensiveness to multi
tudes of reluctant lovers makes us often wi sh some
concession were possible on the part of the humorist .
Yet it must not be forgotten that in all his fun of cas
tanets , or playing of tunes with a whip-lash like some
renowned charioteers

,
— in all thi s glad and needful

venting of his redundant spir i ts
,
he does yet ever and
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a symbol which was never a symbol before . This is
the first experiment

,
and something of rudeness and

haste must be pardoned to s o great an achievement .
It will be done again and again , sharper , simpler but
fortunate is he who did it first, though never s o giant
like and fabu lous . This grandiose character pervades
his wit and hi s imagination . We have never had any
thing in literatur e s o like earthquakes a s the laughter
of Carlyle . He shakes with hi s mountain mirth . It
is like the laughter of the Genii in the horizon . These
j okes shake down Parliamen t-house andWindsor Castle

,

Temple and Tower, and the future shal l echo the dan
gerons peals . The other particular of magnificence is
in his rhymes . Carlyle is a poet who is altogether too
burly in his fram e and habit to submit to the limits of
metre . Yet he is full of rhythm

,
not only in the per

p etual melody of his periods
,
but in the burdens

,

refrains , and grand returns of his sense and music .

Whatever thought or motto has once appeared to hi m
fraught with meaning

,
becomes an omen to him hence

forward
,
and is sure to return with deeper tones and

weightier import
,
now as threat , now as confirmation ,

i n gigantic reverberation , as if the hills , the horizon,
and the next ages returned the sound.

A LETTER .

1

AS we are very liable , in common with the letter
writing world

,
to fall behindhand in ou r cor r e spon

dence and a li ttl e more liable because in consequence
1 The Di a l , vol . iv . p . 262.
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of our editorial function we receive more epistle s
than ou r individual share , we have thought that we
might clear ou r account by writing a quarterly catholic
letter to all and several who have honored us , in verse
or prose , with their confidence , and expressed a curi
os ity to know our Op inion . We shal l be compell ed to
dispose very r api d l v of quite miscellaneous topics .
And first , in regard to the writer who has given us
his speculations on Rail -roads and Air-roads

,
our cor

respondent shall have his own way . To the railway,
we must s ay, —like the courageous lord mayor at his
first hunting

,
when told the hare was coming

,

“ Let
it come

,
in Heaven ’s name

,
I am not afraid on

’
t.

”

Very unlocked-for political and social effects of the
iron road are fast appearing . It will requ ire an
expansion of the police of the old world . t en a
railroad train shoots through Europe every day from
Brussels to Vienna, from Vienna to Constantinople , it
cannot stop every twenty or thirty miles at a German
custom-house , for examination of property and pass
ports . B ut when ou r correspondent proceeds to flying
machines , we have no longer the smallest taper-light of
credible information and experience left

,
and must

speak on a p r ior i grounds .
Shortly then , we think the population is not yet quite

fit for them , and therefore there will be none . Our
friend suggests so many inconveniences from pir acy
out of the high air to orchards and lone houses , and
also to other high fliers ; and the total inadequacy of

the present system of defence
,
that we have not the

heart to break the sleep of th e good public by the r e
.

petition of these details . When chil dren come into the
library

, we put the inkstand and the watch on the
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high shelf until they be a little older and Nature has
s et the s un and moon in plain sight and use

,
but laid

them on the high shelf where her roystering boys may
not in some mad Satur day afternoon pull them down
or burn their fingers . The s e a and the iron road are
safer toys for such ungrown people ; we are not yet
ripe to be bir ds .
In the next place , to fifteen letters on Communities ,
and the Prospects of Culture

,
and the destinies of the

cul tivated class ,— what answer ? Excellent reasons
have. been shown u s why the writers

,
obviously persons

Of sincerity and elegance
,
should be dissatisfied wi th

the life they lead, and with their company . They have
exhausted all its benefit

,
and wi ll not bear it much

longer . Excellent reasons they have shown why some
thi ng better should be tried . They want a friend to
whom they can speak and from whom they may hear
now and then a reasonable word . They are willi ng to
work

, s o it be with friends . They do not entertain
anything absurd or even di fficult . They do not wish
to force society into hated reforms , nor to break with
society . They do not wish a township , or any large
expenditure

,
or incorporated association

,
but simply a

c oncentration of chosen people . By the slightest pos
sible concert , persevered in through four or fiv e years ,
they think that a neighborhood might be formed of

friends who would provoke each other to the best acti v
ity . They believe that this socie ty would fill up the
terrific chasm of ennui

,
and would give the ir genius

that inspiration which it seems to wait in vain .

But
,
the selfishness One of the writers relent

ingly says ,
“What shall m y uncles and aunts do with

out me and desires distinctly to be understood not
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nation of practical men
,
le t us not lose the warning of

that most significant dream . How j oyfully we have
felt the admonition of larger natures which despised
our aims and pursu its , conscious that a voice ou t of
heaven Spoke to u s in that scorn . B u t it would b e un

just not to remind our y ounger friends that whilst this
aspiration has always made its mark in the lives of men
of thought , in vigorou s individuals it does not remain
a detached obj ect , but is satisfied along with the
satisfaction of other aims . To live solitary and unex

pressed , is painfu l , painful in proportion to one ’s con
sciou sne s s of ripeness and equality to the offices of

friendship . But herein we are never quite forsaken
by the D ivine Providence . The loneliest man

,
after

twenty years
,
discovers that he stood in a circle of

friends
,
who will then Show like a close fraternity held

by some masonic t ie . B ut we are impat ient of the
tedious introductions of Des tiny, and a little faithle ss ,
and would venture something to accelerate them . One
thing is plain

,
that d iscontent and the luxury of tears

will bring nothing to pass . Regrets and Bohemian
castles and aesthetic villages are not a very self-help ing
class of produ ctions

,
but are the voices of debi lity .

Especially to one importunate correspondent we must
s ay that there is no chance for the aesthetic village .

Every one of the villagers has comm i tted his several
blunder ; his genius was good , his stars consenting, bu t
he wa s a marplot . And though the recuperative force
in every m an may be relied on infinitely, it must be r e
lied ou before it will exert itself . As long as he sleeps
in the shade of the present error

,
the after-nature does

not betray its resources . Whilst he dwells in the old
s in

, he will pay the old fine .
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More letters we have on the subj ect of the position
of young men , which accord well enough with what we
see and hear . There is an American disease , a pa r a ly
s is of the active facul ties , which falls on young men of

this country as soon as they have finished their col

lege education
,
which strips them of all manly aim s

and bereaves them of animal spirits ; so that the noblest
youths are in a few years converted into pale Cary
atid e s to uphold the temple of conventions . They are
in the state of the young Persians

,
when “ that mighty

Ye zd am prophet ” addressed them and said
,

“ Behold
the signs of evil days are c ome ; there is now no longer
any right course of action , nor any self-devotion left
among the Irani s . As soon as they have arrived at
this term , there are no em ployments to satisfy them ,

they are educated above the work of their times and
country

,
and disdain it . Many of the more acute minds

pass into a lofty criticism of these things , which only
embitters their sensibility to the evil and widens the
feeling of hostility between them and the citizens at
large . From this cause , companies of the best-educated
young men in the Atlantic states every week take their
departure for Europe ; for no bus iness that they have in
that country

,
but Simply because they shall so be hid

from the reproachful eyes of their countrymen and
age e ab ly entertained for one or two years

,
with some

lurking hOpe , no doubt , that something may turn up to
give them a decided di rect ion . It is easy to see that
this is only a postponement of their proper work

,
with

the additional disadvantage of a two years ’ vacation .

Add that this class is rapidly increasing by the infatu
ation of the active class , who , whils t they regard these
young Atheni ans with suspicion and di slike

,
educate
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their own children in the same courses , and use all pos
sible endeavors to secure to them the same result .
Certainly we are not insensible to this calamity

,
as

described by the observers or wi tnessed by ourselves .
It is not quite new and peculiar ; though we should not
know where to find in l iterature any record of s o much
unbalanced intellectuality

,
such undeniable apprehension

withou t talent
,
so much power without equal applica

b i li ty, as our young men pretend to . Yet in Theodore
Mundt ’s account of Frederic HO

'

ld e r l in
’

s
“ Hyperion

,

”

we were not a little struck wi th the following Je r e m i ad
of the despair of Germany, whose tone is still s o fami
liar that we were somewhat mortified to find that it
was written in 1799 . Then came I to the Germans .
I cannot conceive of a people more disj oined than the
Germans . Mechanics you Shall see

,
but 110 man . Is it

not l ik e some battle-fie ld , where hands and arms and
a ll members lie scattered about , whilst the life-blood
runs away into the sand Let every man mind his own,
you s ay , and I s ay the same . Only let hi m m i nd it
with a ll his heart

,
and not with thi s cold study , literally ,

hypocritically
,
to appear that which he passes for

,
bu t

in good earnest
,
and in all love

,
let him be that which

he is ; then there is a soul in his deed . And i s b e driven
into a cir cumstance where the spirit must not live
Let hi m thrust it from him wi th scorn , and learn to d ig
and plough . There i s nothing holy which is not dese
crated

,
which is not degraded to a mean end among

this people . It is heart-rending to see your poet, you r
artist

,
and all who st ill revere genius , who love and fos

ter the Beautiful . The Good They live in the world
as strangers in their own hous e ; they are like the
patient Ulysses whi ls t he s at in the guise of a beggar
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perhaps is the more viol ent , that whilst our work is
imposed by the soil and the s ea , our culture is the tra
dition of Europe . But we cannot share the desperation
of ou r contemporaries ; least of all should we think a
preternatural enlargement of the intellect a calamity .

A new perception , the smallest new activity given to
the perceptive power, is a victory won to the living
universe from Chaos and old Night

,
and cheaply bought

by any amounts of hard fare and false s ocial position .

The balance of mind and body wil l redress itself fast
enough . Supe r fici a lne s s is the real distemper . In al l

the cases we have ever seen where people were supposed
to suffer from too much wit , or , as men said , from a
blade too sharp for the scabbard , it turned out that they
had not wit enough . It may easily happen that we
a r e grown very i d le , and must go to work, and that the
times must be worse before they are better . It is very
certain that specu lation is no succedaneum for li fe .
What we would know , we must do . As if any taste or
imagi nation could take the place of fidelity The old

Duty is the old G od . And we may come to this by the
rudest teaching . A friend of ours went five years ago
to Illinois to buy a farm for his son . Though there
were crowds of emigrants in the roads, the country was
Open on both sides , and long intervals between hamlets
and houses . Now after fiv e years he had just been to
visit the young farmer and s e e how he prospered , and
reports that a miracle had been wrought . From Mas
s achu s etts to Illinois the land is fenced in and builded
over

,
almost like NewEngland itself, and the proofs of

thrifty cultivation abound a result not so much
owing to the natural increase of population, as to the
hard times

,
which

,
driving men out of cities and trade ,
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forced them to take ofi their coats and go to work on
the land ; which has rewarded them not only with wheat
but with habits of labor . Perhaps the adversities of
ou r commerce have not yet been pushed to the whole
s om e st degree of severity . Apathies and total want of
work , and reflection on the imagi native character of
American life

,
etc . ,

etc . ,
are like seasickness

,
and never

will obtain any sympathy if there is a wood-pile in the
yard , or an unweeded patch in the garden ; not to men
tion the G raver absu rdity of a youth of noble aims who
can find no field for his energi es , whilst the colossal
wrongs of the Indian, of the Negro, of the emigrant ,
rema in unmitigated

,
and the religious , civil and judicial

forms of the country are confessedly effete and offen
sive . “

T

e mu st refer our clients back to themselves
,

believing that every man knows in his heart the cure
for the disease he so ostentatiously bewails .
As far as our correspondents have entangled their
private griefs with the cause of American Literature

,

we couns el them to disengage themselves as fast as
possible . In Cambridge orations and elsewhere there
is much inquiry for that great absentee American Lit
e r atur e . “

T

hat can have become of it The least
said is best . A literature is no man’ s private concern,

but a secular and generic result
,
and i s the affair of a

power which works by a prodigality of life and force
very d ismaying to behold

,
every trait of beauty pur

cha sed by hecatombs of private tragedy . The pruning
in the wil d gardens of nature is never forborne . Many
of the best mu st die of consumption

,
many of despair

,

and many be stupid and insane , before the one great
and fortunate life which they each predicted can shoot
up into a thri fty and b eneficent exi stence .
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V III .

THE TRAGIC .

1

HE has seen but half the universe who never ha s
been shown the house of Pain . As the salt s ea covers
more than two thirds of the surface of the globe

, so

sorrow encroaches in man on felicity . The conversa
tion of m en is a mixture of regrets and apprehensions .
I do not know but the prevalent hue of things to the
eye of leisure is melancholy . In the dark hours

,
our ex

i s tence seems to be a defensive war , a struggle against
the encroaching All

,
which th reatens surely to engul f us

soon
,
and is impatient of our short reprieve . How sien

der the possess ion that yet remains to u s ; how faint the
animation how the sp irit seems already to contract its
d omain , re tiring with in narrower walls by the loss of

i em or y, leaving its planted fields to erasure and anni
h i la ti on. Already ou r own thoughts and words have
an alien sound . There is a simultaneous diminution of

memory and hOpe . Proj ects that once we laughed and
leapt to execute

,
find us now sleepy and preparing to

lie down in the snow . And in the serene hou r s we have
no courage to spare . We cannot afior d to let go any
advantages . The riches of body or of mind which we
do not need to-day , are the reserved fund against the
calamity that may arrive to-morrow . It is usually
agreed that some nations have a more sombre tempera
ment

,
and one would say that history gave no record

of any society in which despondency came so readily to

1 From th e course on Hum an Life , ” read in B oston,
1839—40 . Pub

l i sh ed in The D ia l
,
v ol . iv . p. 515.
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the salt “ if you r fork sticks upright in the floo r
“ if you s ay the Lord

’s prayer backwards , —and s o

on
,
a several penalty , nowise grounded in the nature of

the thing
,
but on an arbitrary will . But this terror of

contravening an unascertained and unascertainable will
,

cannot co-exi st with reflection : it disappears with civil
i zation, and can no more be reprodu ced than the fear
of ghosts after childhood . It is dis criminated from
the doctrine of Philosophical Necessity herein : that the
last is an Optimism , and therefore the su ffering indi
vidual finds his good consulted in the good of all

,
of

which he is a part . B ut in destiny, it i s not the good
of the whole or the bes twill that is enacted

,
but only

one pa r ticula r wi ll . Destiny properly is not a will at all
,

but an immense whim ; and this the only ground of ter
r or and despair in the rational mind

, and of tragedy in
literature . Hence the antiqu e tragedy

,
which was

founded on this faith , can never be reproduced .

After reason and faith have introdu ced a better pub
lic and private tradition , the tragic element is somewhat
circumscribed . There must always remain

,
however

,

the hindrance of ou r private satisfaction by the laws of
the world . The law which establishes nature and the
human race

,
continually thwarts the will of ignorant

individuals , and this in the particulars of di sease , want,
insecurity and disunion .

B ut the essence of tragedy d oes not seem to me to
lie in any list of particular evils . After we have enu
m e r ate d famine , fever , inaptitude , mutilation , rack ,
madness and loss of friends

,
we have not yet included

the proper tragi c element, which is Terror, and which
does not respect d efinite evils but indefinite ; an om i
nous spirit which haunts the afternoon and the night

,

idleness and solitude .
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A low,
haggard Sprite sits by ou r s ide , casting the

fashi on of uncertain evi ls a sinister presentiment
,
a

power of the imagination to dislocate things or derly
and cheerful and Show them in startling array . Hark
what sounds on the night wind, the cry of Murder in
that friendly house see these marks of stamp ing feet ,
of hi dden riot . The whisper overheard , the detected
glance

,
the glare of malignity , ungrounded fears , su s

picions , half-knowledge and mistakes , darken the brow
and chill the heart of men . And accordingly it is na
tures not clear

,
not of qu ick and steady perceptions .

but imperfect characters from which somewhat is hid
den that all others s ee , who suffer most from these
causes . In those persons who move the profoundest
pity

,
tragedy seems to cons is t in temperament , not in

events . There are people who have an appetite for
grief

,
pleasure is no t strong enough and they crave

pain
,
mithridatic stomachs which must be fed on poi

s one d bread , natures so doomed that no prosperity can
soothe their ragged and dishevelled desolation . They
m is -hear and mis-behold , they su spect and dread . They
handle every nettle and ivy in the hedge , and tread on
e very snake in the meadow .

Com e b ad chance ,

And we ad d to it our strength ,
And we te ach it ar t and length ,
Itse lf o’

e r us to advance .

”

Frankly, then , it is necessary to s ay that all sorrow
dwells in a low region. It is superficial ; for the mos t
part fantastic

,
or in the appearance and not in things .

Tragedy is in the eye of the observe r
,
and not in the

heart of the sufferer . It looks l ike an insupportable
load under which earth moans aloud . But analyze it
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it is not I, it i s not you , it is always another person
who i s tormented . If a man says , Lo I snfie r i t is
apparent that he suffers not

,
for grief is dumb . It is

so distributed as not to destroy . That which would
rend you fall s on tougher texture s . That which seems
intolerable reproach or bereavement , does not take
from the accused or bereaved man or woman appetite
or sleep . Some men are above grief , and some below
it . Few are capable of love . In phlegmatic natures
calamity is unaffecting

,
in shallow natu res i t is rhetor

ical . Tragedy must be somewhat which I can respect .
A querulous habit is not tragedy . A panic such as

frequently in ancient or savage nations put a troop or

an army to fli ght without an enemy a fear of ghosts
a terror of freez i ng to d eafl i that seiz es a man in a win
ter mi dnight on the moors ; a fright at uncertain sounds
heard by a family at night in the cella r or on the stairs ,
are terrors that make the knees knock and the teeth

clatter , but are no tragedy, any more than seasickness ,
which may also destroy life . It is full of illusion . As
it comes

,
it has its support . The m ost exposed classes ,

soldiers
,
sailors

,
paupers

,
are nowi se destitu te of animal

Spir its . The Spirit is true to itself, and finds its own

support in any condition, learns to live in what i s called
calamity as easily as in what is called felicity ; as the
frailest glass-bell will support a weight of a thousand
pounds of water at the bottom of a river or sea, if filled
with the same .
A man should not commit his tranquillity to thi ngs ,
but should keep as much as possible the reins in h i s own
hands

,
rarely giving way to extreme emotion of j oy or

grief. It i s observed that the earliest works of the art
of scul pture are countenances of su blime tranquillity.
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cool and di sengaged . A man shou ld try Time
,
and his

face should wear the expression of a just judge
,
who

has nowise made up his Opinion
,
who fears nothing

,
and

even hopes nothing , but who puts nature and fortune on
their merits : he wil l hear the case out, and then decid e .
For all melancholy, as all passion, belongs to the exte
rior life . Whilst a m an is not grounded in the di vine
life by his proper roots

,
he clings by some tendrils of

affection to society mayhap to what is best and

greatest in it , and in calm times it will not appear that
he is adrift and not moored ; but let any shock take
place in society

,
any revolution of custom

,
of law, of

opinion , and at once his type of permanence i s shaken .

The disorder of his ne ighbors appears to him universal
disorder ; chaos is come again . But in truth he was
already a driving wreck

,
before the wind arose which

only revealed to him his vagabond state . If a man is
centred

,
men and events appear to him a fair image or

reflection of that which he knoweth beforehand in h i m
self . If any perversity or pr ofliga cy break out in soci
ety

,
he will j oin with others to avert the mischi ef, but it

will not arouse resentment or; fear, because he discerns
its impassable limits . He sees already in the ebullition
of s in the simultaneous redress .
Particular reliefs also

,
fit themselves to human ca

lam iti e s for the world will be in equilibrium , and hates
all manner of exaggeration .

Time
,
the consoler

,
Time

,
the rich carrier of all

changes
,
dries the freshest tears by obtruding new

figures
,
new costumes , new roads , on ou r eye , new

voices on our ear . As the west wind lifts up again the
heads of the wheat which were bent down and lodged
in the storm

,
and combs out the matted and dishevelled
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grass as it lay in night-locks on the ground , so we let
i ntime as a drying wi nd into the seed-fie ld of thoughts
which are dark and wet and low bent . Time restores
to them temper and elasticity . How fast we forget
the blow that threatened to cripple us . Nature will
not s it still ; the faculties will do somewhat ; new
hopes sp ri ng

,
new affections twine and the broken is

whole again.

Time consoles
,
b ut Temperament resists the impres

sion of pain . Nature proportions her defence to the
assault . Ou r human be ing is wonderfully plastic ; if
it cannot win this satisfaction here , it makes itself
amends by running out there and winning that . It is
like a stream of water

,
which is dammed up on one

bank
,
overruns the other

,
and flows equally at its own

convenience over sand
,
or mud

,
or marble . Most suf

fe r ing is only apparent . We fancy it is torture ; the
patient has his own compensations . A tender Amer
ican girl doubts of D ivine Providence whilst she reads
the horrors of “ the middle passage and they are
bad enough at the mildest ; b ut to such as she these
cr ucifixions do not come : they come to the obtuse
and barbarous

,
to whom they are not horrid , b u t only

a little worse than the old s ufi’e r ings . They exchange
a cannibal wa r for the stench of the hold . They have

g r atifications which would be none to the civiliz ed girl .
The market-m an never damned the lady because she

had not paid her bill
,
but the stou t Irishwoman has to

take that once a month . She however never feels
weakness in her back because of the slave-trade . This
self-adapting strength is especially seen in d isease .
“ It is my duty ,

” said S ir Charles Bell
,

“ to visit cer
tain wards of the hospital where there is no patient
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admitted but with that com plaint which most fills the
imagination with the idea of insupportable pain and
certain d eath . Yet these wards are not the least r e

markable for the composure and cheerfu lness of their
inmates . The indi vidual who suffers has a m v ste r i

ou s counterbalance to that condition , which , to us who
look upon her, appears to be attended with no allevi
ating circumstance .

” Analogous supplies are made to
those individuals whose character leads them to vast
exe rtions of body and mind . Napoleon said to one of
h i s friends at St . Helena

,

“ Nature seems to have calcu
lated that I should have great reverses to endure , for
She has given me a te m pe r am ent like a block of mar
ble . Thunder cannot move it the shaft merely glides
along . The great events of my life have slipped over
me wi thout making any demand on my moral or physi
cal nature .

The intellect is a consoler, which delights in detach
ing or putting an interval between a man and his for
tune

,
and so converts the sufferer into a spectator and

his pain into poetry . It yields the j oys of conversa
tion

,
of letters and of science . Hence also the tor

ments of life become tm i eful tragedy, solemn and soft
with music

,
and garnished with rich dark pictures . But

higher still than the activities of art, the intellect in
its pu rity and the moral sense in its purity are not dis
tingu i she d from each other, and both ravish us into a
region whereinto these passionate clouds of sorr ow can

not rise .


